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Abstract

The technological transmission of dance is increasingly becoming more integrated in the
construction of dance knowledge. In my dissertation I examine how the physical experience
and practice of dance can be effectively recorded and transferred in technologically-mediated
spaces. I refer to the physical experience of dance as kinesthetic knowledge and conduct a
series of three case studies, informed by my practice in dance and Laban/Bartenieff Move-
ment Studies, to examine the kinesthetic transmission process. Through my research I
demonstrate the importance of movement expertise in the kinesthetic transmission pro-
cess and show how observers interpret translations of kinesthetic knowledge through their
unique movement training background. I argue that for kinesthetic knowledge to be effec-
tively transferred in technologically-mediated spaces, there needs to be more understanding
of how to design for audiences of diverse movement backgrounds and application of dance
expertise research. Informed by an enactive theoretical understanding of cognition, I ana-
lyze expert perception through observers’ eye movement patterns, performance in a change
detection task, interview data, and survey data. I find dance experts perform better in
the change detection task and look closer to the mover’s hip region than non-experts. For
research to continue to progress, I suggest dance expertise must be more rigorously defined,
and I create the Movement Expertise Survey as a first step in this process. In parallel re-
search, I critically examine how knowledge is transmitted in technologically-mediated dance
works and develop the I-TEC design framework to promote kinesthetic interaction. I ap-
ply this framework to my development of A Performer’s Perspective, an online interactive
documentary that transmits the kinesthetic experiences of three dancers. I suggest em-
bodied design approaches and multi-modal observational practices can increase kinesthetic
empathy and generate new physical experiences that are only possible in technologically-
mediated spaces. By combining practice-led and practice-based approaches, I emphasize the
equal importance of generating knowledge through both artistic and scientific avenues of
discovery and suggest a new understanding of movement expertise that can inform research
in embodied cognition, dance documentation, and embodied design practices.

Keywords: Dance Expertise; Dance Technology; Kinesthetic Interaction; Enaction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Video technology changed dance
scholarship. Although several notation
systems existed (such as Labanotation,
developed by Rudolf Laban in the early
twentieth century), dance has primarily
been an art form passed from body to
body, and not inscribed in a universally
accepted standard notation system
Tomie Hahn [57, p. 6]

1.1 Overview

Technologically-mediated dance is becoming more prevalent due to the ubiquity of video
cameras and other motion sensors. Dance can now be more easily documented and transmit-
ted to broader audiences through online platforms. Choreographies are created specifically
for digital viewing, as demonstrated through the numerous social media dance video trends
and dance films that are collectively referred to as screendance. Video documentation of
dance has also opened up new avenues for movement analysis and the critical examination
of dance. Now, a dance documented with video can be watched repeatedly and discussed
by observers from all over the world. This allows for new conversations about dance to
emerge that may not have formed otherwise. Additionally, in scientific experiments, videos
of dance are often used because they are much easier to control for unknown variables than
live performances. Therefore, many scientific discoveries in dance perception are based on
one’s perception of dance when viewing dance on video (e.g. [20], [61], [114], [25], [92]).
In many ways it appears that video technologies have expanded dance scholarship. Yet,
dance is also considered an ephemeral art form that escapes documentation. Therefore, it
is important to consider what types of dance knowledge are capable of being transmitted
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in technologically-mediated spaces, and how does the digital transmission of dance relate
to the physical practice of dance? These are important questions to consider as the tech-
nological transmission of dance continues to become more integrated with overall dance
scholarship and the construction of dance knowledge.

With the onset of the COVID-19 worldwide pandemic, the transmission of dance through
video has become essential to keep the art form alive. Although, I began examining the
technological transmission of dance well before the pandemic, teaching dance online forced
me to understand more practically how my research could be applied to this new era of
online teaching. In the early stages of the pandemic Zoom1 was one of the only prominent
video conference programs which provided an option to see multiple callers simultaneously
(regardless if a caller was speaking) by displaying each caller’s video feed in a grid. Because
of this design choice, Zoom was adopted very early on in the pandemic as the application
of choice by many dance practitioners.

While the ability to view each caller simultaneously in Zoom eased some of the challenges
to teaching dance online, many still remained. Some of these challenges were due to technical
limitations. For example, musicality could not be easily assessed or taught in a live online
environment due to issues with latency. Other challenges to online teaching were more
related to the design of Zoom itself. For example, when I taught my first online dance
class in the Fall of 2020 it was not possible for every caller to see the same placement of
other callers in the grid. By default, everyone saw their own video feed displayed in the
top row of the grid, but other callers would see the same video feed elsewhere on the grid.
This design choice made it difficult to connect with one another through movement and
build relationships between one another because it was never obvious who was watching
who and there were no real neighbors within the grid. Without the shared social experience
of everyone seeing the same grid display, the relationship between dancers felt diminished,
and the experience of online dance became even more isolating. Zoom has since updated its
design to allow users to choose whether everyone in a call sees the same grid. This provides
an opportunity for users to build more physical relationships between one another. This
small change to the interaction design demonstrates how the physical body can become
more present in technologically-mediated spaces.

However, technological limitations can also interfere with the physical presence of the
body and these issues are not always so easily fixed. For example, Hahn [57] points out
numerous limitations of video technology:

While videotapes supply visual images, personal contact provides emotion and
individual nuance. Further video has numerous limitations that clearly disem-
body dance from the lived experience. For example, video is a medium viewed

1See https://zoom.us/
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on a screen that presents figures within a flat image, losing the spatial qualities
of dance; and the medium is limited to visual and aural senses, while other
sensate experiences (such as smell or touch) are not represented [57, p. 142].

Hahn describes how these limitations of video can be disembodying because they cannot
adequately capture the lived experience of the dance. I agree with Hahn in that watching
dance video is different than watching dance in-person. However, I also argue that feelings
of disembodiment associated with video arise from a narrow understanding of what the
body can be.

The idea that an ephemeral physical dance experience is disembodied or absent when
translated to a technologically-mediated or virtual space is premised on an assumption
that the virtual and physical are two disparate forms. As Mullaney [85] argues: “Despite
widespread tropes that portray computing and new media as immaterial and disembodied...
–computing and new media are nothing if not entirely physical, material, and organic” [p. 5].
Mullaney goes on to suggest that “nothing is virtual” [p. 6] and argues this distinction
can be damaging because it draws attention away from the intensive human labor and
environmental extraction needed to create technological tools. I agree with Mullaney’s
argument and also seek to bring to the foreground the often forgotten humans behind
technologically-mediated dance. For example, the transmission of dance online cannot be
understood without also understanding the platform and infrastructure in which it is being
shared. As I demonstrated in my experience with teaching online dance through Zoom,
the digital tools used by dancers to transmit dance, are often not designed with dance in
mind. Therefore the feeling of “disembodiment” may be more a result of the lack of shared
knowledge and understanding between the designers and the dance audience rather than
the disembodying qualities of the digital medium itself.

In my dissertation I examine the collective body that is created through the digital
transmission of dance and ask: How can kinesthetic knowledge and experience be
effectively recorded and transferred in technologically-mediated spaces? My lan-
guage in this research question is very deliberate. I use the word transfer to mean a partic-
ular type of transmission where the transmitter’s (e.g. designer, dance teacher) perspective
is closely aligned with the receiver’s (e.g. audience, student) perspective. To put another
way, transfer refers to a shared understanding between the transmitter and receiver. My
use of the word effective refers to technological transmission which foregrounds and draws
attention to physical experiences. Although my research centers around understanding
the transfer of dance, I suggest a greater physical connection between the transmitter and
receiver can occur through a broader shared understanding of kinesthetic knowledge and
experience. I define kinesthetic as one’s felt sense of movement. Since I view experience
as knowledge, I will use these terms interchangeably throughout my dissertation. Lastly,
I use the term technologically-mediated spaces as opposed to virtual spaces because, like
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Mullaney [85], I seek to more prominently bring forward the presence of the physical body
in technologically-mediated interactions.

Figure 1.1: I bring together research in cognitive science, dance, and interaction design to
study effective kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces. I suggest a finding
in any one research area can further progress research in all three disciplines.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2021

1.2 Defining My Research Area

To answer my main research question of how kinesthetic knowledge can be effectively trans-
ferred in technologically-mediated spaces, I bring together three fields of research: Dance,
Cognitive Science and Interaction Design. In Figure 1.1, I show how within these
disciplines, I focus on three main areas of research: 1) embodied cognition, 2) embod-
ied design and 3) the preservation and documentation of dance. I suggest these
research areas have been slow to progress due to the challenges in capturing and transfer-
ring kinesthetic experience in technologically-mediated spaces. In the following sections I
describe how research in each area can inform more effective kinesthetic transfer and in
turn contribute to research in embodied cognition, embodied design practices, and dance
preservation/documentation.
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1.2.1 Cognitive Science: Embodied Cognition

Embodied cognition is generally referred to as the study of “how sensorimotor interac-
tions with the world shape cognition” [118, p. xxv]. In contrast to traditional cognitive
science paradigms that portray cognition as forming mental representations in the brain,
theories of embodied cognition view the body as being central to understanding cognitive
processes. There are several theories of embodied cognition and I align my research with
the theory of enaction, as defined by Varela, Thompson and Rosh in their seminal book,
The Embodied Mind: Cognition and Human Experience. As described by Evan Thompson,
“The basic idea of the enactive approach is that the living body is a self-producing and
self-maintaining system that enacts or brings forth relevance, and that cognitive processes
belong to the relational domain of the living body coupled to its environment” [118, p. xxv].
In other words, cognition is enacted through the relational processes between the body, mind
and environment. As Rosch points out in The Embodied Mind, one main difference between
the theory of enaction in comparison with other theories of embodied cognition is the view
that the body, mind and environment are inseparable [118, p. xIviii]. The significance of
this viewpoint is that the body, mind and environment emerge only in relation to one an-
other and mutually determine one another. Therefore, in an enactive approach, examining
human experience is essential to understanding these emergent and relational processes of
cognition [118].

One way in which embodied theories of cognition have been further developed is by
examining the relationship between action and perception. Recently, cognitive scientists
have turned to expert movers, such as dancers, to examine this relationship and further un-
derstand sensorimotor integration. Since dancers perform unique movements that general
populations have no experience executing, relationships between action and perception can
be easily observed when comparing perceptual processes in dance experts and non-experts.
For example, studies often compare how participants with physical familiarity with the
movement perceive differently than participants that have never performed the movement.
While this research has found evidence for a close coupling of action and perception (e.g.
[20, 17, 90]), there is still little understanding of how one’s kinesthetic experience re-
lates to the action-perception link. This is partly due to the challenge of transferring and
capturing kinesthetic experience. As I show in Figure 1.1, I suggest my research in kines-
thetic transfer can inform ways in which kinesthetic experience can be more integrated with
research in movement expertise and inform theories of embodied cognition. Likewise, I
also suggest research in movement expertise can inform more effective kinesthetic transfer
in technologically-mediated spaces. If there is more understanding of how previous move-
ment experiences inform perception, then designers can better anticipate how kinesthetic
knowledge will be perceived and transfer kinesthetic knowledge more effectively.
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1.2.2 Interaction Design: Embodied Design

Research in embodied design strategies have similar challenges to research in embodied
cognition. Like research in embodied cognition, embodied design practices centralize the
body’s lived-experience. Interaction designers working with embodied design strategies of-
ten inform movement-based or kinesthetic interactions with knowledge from dance and
somatic practices [64]. However, prominent designers working with embodied design strate-
gies describe challenges of incorporating their experiential knowledge into design practices
[44]. This is mainly due to the difficulty of capturing and transferring kinesthetic experi-
ence in technologically-mediated spaces. Thus, by focusing on the transfer of kinesthetic
knowledge in my dissertation, I address a major challenge in both embodied cognition and
embodied design research. As I show in Figure 1.1, I suggest research in kinesthetic inter-
action can support more effective kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces,
and also inform theories of embodied cognition, embodied design practices, and the preser-
vation/documentation of dance.

1.2.3 Dance: Preservation/Documentation

At the beginning of this chapter I introduced many challenges in the preservation/docum-
entation of dance. As Hahn points out, “dance has primarily been an art form passed from
body to body” [57, p. 6] and methods of documentation through notation and video are
not able to effectively transfer kinesthetic experience in a way which broad audiences can
understand. In my research I focus on the digital transmission of dance knowledge and
the recent influx of online dance resources such as Motion Bank [34] and Synchronous Objects
[50] that bring together interdisciplinary teams of researchers to transmit and translate
choreographic data into new digital forms abstracted from the body.

Norah Zuniga Shaw and Scott Delahunta have been at the forefront of this dance doc-
umentation movement. They describe how these choreographic resources are not about
producing a static archive of an original live performance, but rather to share choreo-
graphic knowledge and reveal inside processes that are not always visible when seeing a live
work [35]. Delahunta and Shaw describe how the intention of these dance resources is to
“emphasize dance as a particular form of knowledge. Not as an unknowable ephemera, but
a complex and meaningful resource for understanding human perception, complex systems
of interaction, and moving ideas” [35, p. 62]. In other words, Delahunta and Shaw describe
a type of dance documentation where dance knowledge is not only applicable to dance, but
also to a broad range of research in other fields. In my research, I show how this type of
documentation brings much promise to effectively transferring kinesthetic knowledge and
informing research in embodied cognition and embodied design. Additionally, as I show
in Figure 1.1, I also suggest that my research in kinesthetic transfer can further inform
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preservation and documentation methods in dance and bring the lived human experience
to the foreground in technologically-mediated interactions.

1.2.4 Summary of Research Areas

In this section I have demonstrated how researchers across dance, cognitive science, and
interaction design all have an invested interest to understand how to effectively record and
transfer kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. As I demonstrate in Fig-
ure 1.1, I suggest examining kinesthetic transfer in relation to research in movement exper-
tise, kinesthetic interaction, and the digital transmission of dance can inform wider research
in embodied cognition, embodied design, and the preservation/documentation of dance.
Furthermore, I suggest research in embodied cognition, embodied design, and dance preser-
vation/documentation can also inform research in effective kinesthetic transfer. Therefore,
a finding in any one research area can benefit and further progress research in all three
areas.

1.3 Theory, Methodology and Research Design

1.3.1 Dance Enaction Theoretical Lens

Overall, I conduct my research under a theoretical framework of enactive cognition. As I
stated earlier, investigating human experience is essential to understanding cognitive pro-
cesses through an enactive lens. In my research, I am specifically interested in understanding
how one’s experiences in dance relate to one’s kinesthetic experience when perceiving move-
ment. Therefore, I apply what Warburton [123] refers to as a dance enaction theoretical
lens to inform my research. In a dance enaction approach, the focus is “to understand how
experiences of dance emerge from more basic processes, and how dancing shapes the mind,
body, brain” [p. 67]. In other words, dance enaction is a research programme that centers
around understanding the enaction of cognitive processes and experiences in dance. In con-
trast to studies that have examined dancers to further understand relationships between
action and perception (e.g. [20, 17, 90]), a dance enaction approach centralizes the expe-
rience of the dance practitioner and thus reveals new insights that can further develop the
practice and knowledge of dance. Therefore, under a dance enaction theoretical framework,
I centralize my practice and experience in dance.

1.3.2 Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies Theoretical Lens

My practice in dance is informed by my experience in the Laban/Bartenieff Movement Sys-
tem (LBMS). In August 2016 I became a Certified Movement Analyst (CMA) in LBMS
through the Laban/Bartenieiff Institute of Movement Studies based in New York City.
LBMS is an extensive movement framework that is used to identify complex human move-
ment patterns. It is widely used in western dance practices and is also commonly referred
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to as Laban Movement Analysis (LMA); however, Studd and Cox [115] propose the name
LBMS in order to give recognition to both Rudolf Laban (1879-1958) and Irmgard Barte-
nieff’s (1900-1981) theoretical contributions to the framework.

In the LBMS framework, human movement is analysed through observing Body, Ef-
fort, Space, and Shape components. Studd and Cox [115] describe the Body component
as relating primarily to “...how the body is organized, specific body parts, and actions”
[p. 155]. In other words, the Body component refers to what the body is doing and can be
examined either holistically or with a focus on specific parts of the body. The Body com-
ponent includes observations of how the body’s core, breath, limbs, and head are organized
and relate to one another in movement. Studd and Cox [115] describe the Effort component
as “...the dynamic or qualitative aspects of the movement” [p. 159]. The Effort component
refers to how a movement is performed and focuses on changes in energy and attention. The
Space component of LBMS, as described by Studd and Cox [115], “references the overall
environment, as well as the mover’s personal space” [p. 162]. For example, Space refers to
the direction of one’s movement (up, down, right, left, forward, backward) as well as how
far one extends their limbs out from their body. Lastly, the Shape component “addresses
how the changing form of the mover relates to themselves and/or to their environment”
[115, p. 164]. For example, when observing someone opening a door, a Shape observation
might relate to how one’s hand forms to the doorknob. In LBMS Shape does not just refer
to one’s overall shape and form, but is an examination of one’s relation to something else.

LBMS is a complex system and although it attempts to articulate components of move-
ment, these components are always grounded in one’s experience of them. To put another
way, one’s personal experience of Effort is central to one’s understanding and perception of
the Effort component in another person’s movement. LBMS works well in relation to my
research because I am interested in understanding the many ways in which one experiences
these components of movement and how they can be transferred in technologically-mediated
spaces. Throughout my dissertation I will continue to expand my discussion of LBMS and
show how specific aspects of LBMS are integrated into my research design.

1.3.3 Practice-Led and Practice-Based Methodologies

I integrate my practice with my research through both practice-led and practice-based
methodologies. Candy [22] describes how a practice-led research methodology “...leads pri-
marily to new understandings about practice” [p. 3] while in a practice-based methodology
“ ...a creative artefact is the basis of the contribution to knowledge” [p. 3]. In other words,
in a practice-led methodology, one’s artistic or creative practice can inform research that
also contributes to the development of the practice itself (See Figure 1.2). In relation to
my research, I see my practice in dance as being key to how I understand and examine
research in embodied cognition and embodied design practices. My initial inspirations for
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Figure 1.2: In Practice-Led studies, my dance practice (informed by the Laban/Bartenieff
Movement System), informs qualitative and quantitative studies in dance perception that
are informed through a dance enaction theoretical lens. The findings from these studies can
be applied back to my dance practice and LBMS movement theory and also further develop
the theory of dance enaction.

conducting my research arose primarily from my experience in dancing and my interest in
finding better methods to transmit dance in technologically-mediated spaces.

In Figure 1.2 I demonstrate how my practice in dance, which is informed by LBMS,
informs my research in kinesthetic transfer. Additionally, I show how the theory of dance
enaction also informs my research and the methods I use to examine kinesthetic transfer
in technologically-mediated spaces. I suggest my research findings can be applied to my
practice and also further develop theories in LBMS and dance enaction.

Within the context of my dissertation, I consider all of my research to be conducted
through a practice-led methodology. However, within this methodology I also borrow many
different data collection and analytical methods from both qualitative and quantitative
research methodologies. In Figure 1.2, I refer to this multi-faceted approach generally as
following a mixed methods approach. Throughout my dissertation I will continue to expand
and discuss the specific qualitative and quantitative methods I apply in my research.

In contrast to a practice-led methodology, a practice-based methodology considers the
artistic outcome or artefact as the research. In relation to my PhD research, I create the
interactive online documentary, A Performer’s Perspective, to further understand how to
transfer kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. In Figure 1.3 I show how
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Figure 1.3: In Practice-Based studies, I conduct my practice as research and use theory to
inform the creation of an artistic work.

my practice or making of A Performer’s Perspective is also my research. In other words,
I put into practice my research of transferring kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-
mediated spaces through the process of making a creative artefact. This artefact is both
informed by my artistic motivations and by the underlying theory of dance enaction that
informs all of my research. I further suggest in Figure 1.3 that the making of the creative
artefact can also inform developments in both theory and one’s artistic inclinations or mo-
tivations. By combining practice-led and practice-based methodologies in my dissertation,
I demonstrate the equal importance of generating knowledge through both artistic creation
and traditional research methods.

1.4 Overview of Dissertation

I conduct a series of three case studies to examine my main research question: How can
kinesthetic knowledge and experience be effectively recorded and transferred
in technologically-mediated spaces? In the first two case studies I examine how one’s
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previous movement training and expertise relates to the transmission and reception of kines-
thetic knowledge. In the third case study I examine how interaction design can enhance
kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces. My first case study, described in
Chapter 2, informs my research trajectory while the latter case studies (described in Chap-
ters 4 and 5) are conducted in parallel with one another. In the following I provide a brief
overview of my research trajectory and describe the specific research questions I examine
in each chapter.

1.4.1 Chapter 2: Case Study 1

In my first case study, Translating Kinesthetic Experiences: Lenses of Expert Observation
in Longing and Forgetting I examine how expert movers interpret and understand kines-
thetic knowledge in the generative video installation Longing and Forgetting (2014).2 This
video performance installation brought together a group of performers that each have a
unique movement training background, including experience in taiko, contemporary dance,
ballet, flamenco, parkour, and aerial dancing. Additionally, the movement choreographed in
Longing and Forgetting is non-stylized everyday movements such as walking, pivoting, and
crouching. Therefore, the structure of the Longing and Forgetting performance, provided
me with a unique opportunity to examine how performers with diverse movement expertise
translate kinesthetic knowledge of similar actions or movements.

I conduct this case study in two parts. In the first part of the case study, I conduct
qualitative interviews with the performers and ask: How do dance performers with
different movement expertise interpret a kinesthetic experience of non-stylized,
common movements performed for the generative video art installation Longing
and Forgetting? In the second part of the case study, I examine how two expert Certified
Movement Analysts (CMAs)3 translate the kinesthetic experience of one of the perform-
ers and compare how their translation changes when observed through different modes of
transmission. I ask: How do expert Certified Movement Analysts, observers with
a common movement language, interpret a performer’s kinesthetic experience
in Longing and Forgetting? How does their interpretation of the performer’s
transcribed account of the experience compare to their video observation?

To answer these questions I primarily use my experience as dance performer in Longing
and Forgetting and my experience in the LBMS framework. Through answering these
research questions, I come to new realizations of the complexity of the process of kinesthetic
transmission and the importance of understanding the various forms of translation that can
occur within this process.

2Created by Matthew Gingold, Thecla Schiphorst and Philippe Pasquier. Longing and Forgetting first
premiered in 2014 as part of the Surrey Urban Screen Series in British Columbia

3A CMA is trained in the LBMS framework.
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1.4.2 Chapter 3: Literature Review

In Chapter 3, I conduct a literature review to examine how movement expertise is studied
in previous scientific research. I structure my literature review based on my insights from
my first case study and seek to further understand how the complexity of the kinesthetic
transmission process has been addressed in scientific research. Specifically, I ask two main
research questions: How is dance expertise examined in scientific studies? and How
is dance expertise defined in scientific studies? Through answering these questions
I show how new methodological approaches are needed to account for the complexity of
kinesthetic transmission and its relation to dance movement expertise.

1.4.3 Chapter 4: Case Study 2

Based on my findings from Chapter 2 and my literature review, I conduct a second case
study that intersects my knowledge in dance with research in cognitive science. In this
case study which I title, Dance Enaction in Action: A Psychophysiological Approach to
Examining Movement Expertise, I propose a methodological approach to examining dance
expertise in relation to movement perception that takes into account the complexity of
kinesthetic knowledge transmission and the need to better define dance movement expertise
and knowledge. In this approach I examine the relationship between movement expertise
and perception by comparing how expert and non-expert dance practitioners observe dance
movement. I compare eye tracking data during movement observation and participants’
performance in a change detection task. In the change detection task, participants are asked
to categorize a movement quality that changed between two similar movement phrases.
Similar to my first case study, the movement is non-stylized and consists of motor actions
that many participants are familiar with such as jumping and lunging. Additionally, each
participant also completes an extensive Movement Expertise Survey, which I have designed
to further understand the complexity of dance movement expertise and its nuanced influence
in kinesthetic transmission. I examine the following research questions:

• Can expertise-related differences in the perception and interpretation of
non-stylized movement be observed both in physiological eye tracking data
and a psychometric change detection task?

• How can the Movement Expertise Survey and additional interview data
support analysis of nuanced expertise-related differences or other differ-
ences in perception and interpretation of non-stylized movement?

In answering these questions I suggest multiple ways forward for the study of dance
movement expertise and perception. I propose research in dance movement expertise that
takes into account the complexity of dance knowledge and the kinesthetic transmission
process can further inform kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces.
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1.4.4 Chapter 5: Case Study 3

My third case study, The Body Behind the Design: Kinesthetic Transfer in A Performer’s
Perspective is conducted in parallel with the previous case study. Similar to my first case
study, I focus on understanding ways in which kinesthetic knowledge can be translated and
ask: How can kinesthetic knowledge be effectively transferred in digital spaces
that primarily use aural and visual modalities of transmission?. To answer this
question, I take on the role of an interaction designer and create A Performer’s Perspective,
an online interactive documentary that transmits the perspective of three performers in
Judith Garay’s choreographic work The Fine Line ~ twisted angels (2012). Additionally, I
analyze the design of other interactive dance resources. I bring together research in dance
film, new media theory, and embodied design practices to develop a design framework that
promotes more effective kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces.

1.4.5 Outcomes and Contributions

My dissertation contributes to research in embodied cognition, dance preservation, and
embodied design practices. I examine kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces
through multiple avenues and demonstrate how a multi-disciplinary approach is needed to
understand the complexity of the kinesthetic transmission process. My main contributions,
as described in Chapter 6, include both methodological contributions and the creation of
new knowledge through artistic, design, and scientific practices. These contributions align
with my overall insight that kinesthetic knowledge is not a universal language and cannot
be examined apart from one’s own movement experiences. I suggest that by exposing the
many ways in which kinesthetic knowledge can be translated, the physical and the digital
will become more integrated and allow for more effective kinesthetic capture and transfer
in technologically-mediated spaces.
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Chapter 2

Translating Kinesthetic
Experiences: Lenses of Expert
Observation in Longing and
Forgetting

2.1 Introduction

Human movement is complex and how one interprets kinesthetic knowledge is formed
through cultural, social, environmental, and personal contexts. In this case study I seek
to understand the process of kinesthetic translation and focus on understanding how one’s
previous movement training relates to how one interprets kinesthetic experiences. I build
from prior research that has found increased neural activity in participants when observing
movement they have physically experienced (e.g.[20, 17, 90]). Although this research sug-
gests that one’s previous movement training plays a role in how one perceives movement,
little is known about how knowledge within a movement practice shapes perception and
understanding of kinesthetic knowledge. Therefore, I conduct a qualitative study to ob-
serve lenses of expert movement observation. I suggest that by identifying ways in which
expert movers translate kinesthetic experiences, then one can also better anticipate how
kinesthetic knowledge will be perceived and inform more effective kinesthetic transfer in
technologically-mediated spaces. Furthermore, I argue my findings also provide insight
into how kinesthetic experiences can be more integrated into scientific research and inform
theories of embodied cognition.

To identity differing lenses of expert movement observation I examine how performers
and expert Certified Movement Analysts (CMAs)1 interpret movement in the generative
video installation Longing and Forgetting (LAF), created by Matthew Gingold, Thecla

1A Certified Movement Analyst is trained in the Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies or Laban Movement
Analysis framework. For more information see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2
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Schiphorst and Philippe Pasquier.2 LAF is an ideal work to compare lenses of expert move-
ment observation because the performers each have varied training in multiple types of
movement practices; yet, each performer also executes the same choreographed non-stylized
actions that are not tied to a specific movement technique. Therefore, the structure of the
LAF performance installation provides a unique opportunity to examine how one’s over-
lapping previous movement training impacts one’s perceptual lens of everyday movements
that many people have physically experienced. This approach to examining kinesthetic
knowledge contrasts with previous qualitative studies, such as Ravn [103] and Bull [15],
that have tended to focus on how dancers experience movement within a specific movement
technique. Additionally, research in neuroscience has specifically not found differences in
neural activity when expert and non-expert movers observe everyday movements that most
people have physically experienced [90]. However, these findings in neuroscience do not
align with human experience and the many nuanced ways in which humans interpret and
translate kinesthetic experiences. Through a dance enaction theoretical framework, as I de-
scribed in Chapter 1, I seek to understand the complexity of kinesthetic experience and how
knowledge within movement practices can lead to different interpretations and translations
of the same or similar actions. This paradigm shift in studying everyday movements rather
than one’s perception of more technical movements, provides an opportunity to examine the
possibilities of kinesthetic translation and opens up new avenues for exploring how bodily
movement shapes perception.

In this case study, I use my experience as a performer in LAF and my training in La-
ban/Bartenieff Movement Studies (LBMS)3 to examine how expert movers articulate and
translate their kinesthetic knowledge and experiences.4 I conduct this study in two parts.
In Part A, I ask: How do dance performers with different movement expertise in-
terpret a kinesthetic experience of non-stylized, common movements performed
for the generative video art installation Longing and Forgetting? To answer this
question I interview performers in LAF and ask each performer to describe their move-
ment both from memory and while watching a solo video of themselves performing specific
scenes of the work. In Part B I ask: How do expert Certified Movement Analysts,
observers with a common movement language, interpret a performer’s kines-
thetic experience in Longing and Forgetting? How does their interpretation of
the performer’s transcribed account of the experience compare to their video
observation? To answer these questions I ask two CMAs to interpret one of the per-

2LAF first premiered as part of the 2014 Surrey Urban Screen series in British Columbia, Canada

3For additional information about LBMS see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2.

4The results of Part A of this case study have been previously published in Cuykendall and Schiphorst
[30].
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former’s kinesthetic experience through reading the performer’s transcribed description of
the movement and by observing the performer executing the movements in a solo video.

In my two-part examination I observe kinesthetic translation through multiple perspec-
tives and incorporate both first and third person perspectives to identify expert lenses of
movement observation. As I show in Figure 2.1, Part A primarily focuses on the first-
person or performer’s perspective and Part B focuses on the third-person perspective or a
CMA’s perspective. Additionally, I consider how interpretations of kinesthetic experience
and knowledge are related not only to one’s previous movement experiences, but also im-
pacted by the mode in which the knowledge is transmitted (e.g. video or memory, text or
video). By examining kinesthetic translation through these avenues, I gain further insight
into the complexity and nuance of the many ways in which kinesthetic knowledge can be
translated and interpreted.

.

Figure 2.1: Lenses of Expert Movement Observation: Parts A and B of Study
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2017
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2.2 My Observational Lens

Through an enactive theoretical framework I shape my research agenda around examining
how experience and perception are entwined. I not only examine this relationship in others,
but I also take into account how my experiences have shaped my interpretation and obser-
vations of the data. In this section I describe my movement training and reflect on how my
background may influence my analytical processes.

I have a BFA in Ballet, MFA in Dance and am a CMA. I started training in dance in my
early childhood and am primarily trained in classical ballet. I began modern dance training
as a teenager. I have continued to take regular dance classes throughout my entire career.
At the time of this case study I was frequently participating in modern and ballet technique
classes at the SFU School for Contemporary Arts. I have taught both contemporary and
ballet to children and adults for over seven years. I have choreographed over twenty works
that I consider significant, and many more smaller works for children’s dance shows.

I began my training in LBMS during my MFA in dance at UC Irvine. At the time
of this study I had recently participated in additional workshops in LBMS as part of the
movingstories research partnership at SFU.5 By the time I began analyzing the data for
this case study, I had completed half of the LBMS certification program.

As a dance artist I seek to familiarize myself with multiple styles of dance and move-
ment practices. While I have not consistently trained in these practices, I have had some
experience with yoga, pilates, traditional Ghanaian dance, flamenco, ballroom, taiko, tra-
ditional Korean dance, capoeira, salsa, jazz, and improvisation movement techniques. A
formative experience in my dance career was a three-week residency I spent training with
the Ghana Dance Ensemble in Accra, Ghana.6 This experience increased my awareness of
other perspectives in dance and also drew attention to the African roots of many western
dance forms.

In addition to movement observation experiences inside the studio, I have also analyzed
movement for scientific purposes. I have previously worked as a movement analyst and
qualitative coder in scientific studies and analyzed ways in which dancers practice, learn
and create choreography.7 The analytical processes and qualitative coding procedures I
have learned in scientific observation have additionally shaped how I observe and interpret
data.

In summary, my training has consisted of formal, classical movement training. In my
experiences teaching children I have also spent a considerable amount of time thinking

5For more information on the movingstories partnership see Schiphorst and Pasquier [110].

6This residency was was directed by Dr. S. Ama Wray at the University of California, Irvine and was
titled The Ghana Project: Collaborative Conversations on the Continent.

7See Kirsh, Caballero, and Cuykendall [73] and Warburton, Wilson, Lynch, and Cuykendall [124].
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about how to break down movement and teach it to others and often I observe movement
with this in mind. Through an enactive framework, my interpretation and analysis of data
is embedded with my experiences in movement. While I cannot observe outside of this lens,
I have made a considerable effort to try and broaden my movement lens by participating in
many varying types of movement activities.

Figure 2.2: Motion Graph of Movement in LAF
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

2.3 Background: LAF

The movement in LAF was specifically created for the screen and designed for a technologi-
cally-mediated space. Each performer was filmed individually executing pedestrian actions
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such as walking, climbing, and falling. In the premiere of LAF, videos of the performers
were projected on an exterior wall of the Chuck Bailey Recreation Centre in Surrey, B.C.
Using a gestural interface on an iPod Touch, audiences were able to interact with the videos
of the performers by controlling the direction of the performers’ movements. To create this
complex interaction, the choreography was organized through the construction of motion
graphs (See Figure 2.2).

A motion graph provides a movement repertoire for a digital character by splicing to-
gether short movement phrases. Figure 2.2 demonstrates how a motion graph was specif-
ically created for movement in one scene of LAF that consisted of standing and kneeling
positions and transitions between facing four different directions (front, back, right, and
left). For example, from a kneeling position facing forward, the digital character could
either stand and face forward or turn in a kneeling position to the right or left.

Figure 2.3: Shannon Cuykendall performing movement for LAF filming

Although the actions were carefully constructed in LAF, emotion and feeling was also
brought to the foreground during the process. Prior to performing the movement in Fig-
ure 2.2, each performer was asked to vividly remember a person who had caused them
emotional pain. Gingold led each performer through an emotion induction process, giving
movement instructions to each performer in real-time during the filming. One of the in-
structions was to imagine hugging the person that had caused the performer pain. With
each kneeling, standing and turning action, performers were asked to imagine the person,
place, and painful experience. While the movement itself in this scene is often not thought
to be overtly “expressive,” many performers grew emotional and the emotion induction
process brought unique characteristics to each performer’s movement that would otherwise
be viewed as mechanical. This emotion was evident not only in facial expression, but also
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through nuanced actions such as small hand gestures, posture, timing, and how the per-
former initiated each action. In the interviews I asked performers to observe a video of this
scene, because in my experience it was one of the most emotional scenes throughout the
entire filming process. I refer to this scene as the Hug Scene.

Other scenes in LAF consisted of performers traversing a wall (See Figure 2.3). In the
interviews I also asked performers to observe a scene where each performer was asked to
improvise on the wall. I refer to this scene as the Free Climb Scene. Both the Free Climb
Scene and the Hug Scene represent the range of movement that was choreographed for
LAF–from freely structured improvisation to more rigid structures required for the creation
of the motion graph.

2.4 Case Study: Part A

2.4.1 Data Collection Procedures

I conducted semi-structured interviews with nine of the eleven performers in LAF approxi-
mately six weeks after the filming was completed. The interviews were approximately 1.5-2
hours in length and were structured as follows:

1. I asked each performer to describe their current and previous movement practices
and their remembered experiences in LAF. Each performer was asked to comment
specifically on their memory of the Hug Scene (30-40 minutes).

2. Performers watched themselves on video performing the Hug Scene and described as-
pects of their movement related to their bodily actions, expression, and interpretation
of the movement (30-40 minutes).

3. Performers watched themselves on video performing the Free Climb Scene and de-
scribed aspects of their movement related to their bodily actions, expression, and
interpretation of the movement (30-40 minutes).

Performers watched the videos on a 13-inch MacBook Pro laptop computer. Each video
was approximately 3-8 minutes long. All videos were wide-angle and depicted the performer
in a straight-on-full-body shot and did not include any close-ups. The performers watched
each scene three times.

In the first viewing performers were asked to “absorb” the movement and watch with or
without comment. Before the second viewing I asked performers to describe their physical
movements. Initial interviewees were confused about this task; therefore, for subsequent
interviews I provided the following explanation, “..this could include things such as spatial
orientation, timing, posture, body position, or shapes, as well as how your body was feeling
in terms of muscle tension, weight, or engagement in the core.” In relation to LBMS, I
asked the performers to describe elements mostly related to the Body, Space, and Shape
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Components.8 Before the third viewing of the video, I asked the performers to describe
their expressions and feelings in relation to the movement. In relation to LBMS, this ques-
tion mainly referred to the performer’s Effort qualities.9 Performers were urged to answer
questions using “any language, dance jargon, imagery, or metaphors that best explained
their movement” and could choose to respond to the prompts while watching the video or
wait until after the video had completed.

Following the third viewing of the scene I asked performers additional questions related
to the experiences they described or that related to the following scripted questions:

1. What did you intend to portray in this scene?

2. Is there anything that you saw today that you did not intend or were not aware of
while performing?

3. Is there anything you intended to express, but did not see in the video today?

4. How were you able to keep your intention throughout the scene?

5. What is your interpretation of this scene?

I used the LBMS framework to guide my interview questions so that I could ensure that
performers talked about a broad range of movement qualities. While my question prompts
were intentionally vague, I also imposed an observational structure on each performer that
may not reflect their normal methods of movement observation. However, by imposing this
structure, I could also more easily compare the performers’ responses and observe relation-
ships with what they each observed under the same underlying environmental conditions.

2.4.2 Participants

The study was conducted as part of the Qualitative Research Methods course taught by
Professor Thecla Schiphorst and was approved by the SFU Research Ethics board. Each
performer provided written consent to be video and audio recorded during the interview.
Performers were paid for their time and the interviews took place in Vancouver, British
Columbia near the site of the filming.

For the purposes of this exploratory case study, I have chosen four interviews to analyze
and have narrowed the analysis to the performers’ responses relating only to the Hug Scene.
The four performers were strategically chosen because they represented a wide range of
movement knowledge and came from diverse movement backgrounds. I will refer to the
performers as P1, P2, P3, and P4.

8See Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2 for a description of each LBMS Component

9See Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2 for a description of each LBMS Component
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P1 is certified in yoga and expressive arts therapy. She has been primarily trained in
flamenco and belly dance styles. She began practicing dance in her childhood and studied
ballet, jazz, and figure skating. She also has some previous experience in clowning technique.

P2 performs with a vertical dance company and has primarily trained in modern, con-
temporary, dance theatre, and improvisation. She began dancing in her childhood and
studied ballet. She has some experience with yoga and Pilates and is an avid rock climber.

P3 practices parkour and has experience in climbing, gymnastics, capoeira, and tricking
movements.

P4 is a dance accompanist and has performed professionally in a taiko company. She
also has experience in martial arts, capoeira, physical theatre, and clowning. She began
studying ballet in her adulthood and has some experience with jazz and breakdancing.

2.4.3 Data Analysis Procedures

I informed my data analysis with my experience in the LBMS framework and qualitative
coding methods utilized in grounded theory. Grounded theory is a methodological approach
to research that generates theories from the qualitative data. The theories are based on the
concepts coded in the data [rather than the raw data]. To generate theories, a researcher
analyzes the data through three levels of coding: open, axial, and selective [27].

In grounded theory, validity is established by “testing concepts and their relationships
with colleagues who have experience in the same substantive area” [27, p. 11]. Therefore, to
establish validity, I discussed, solidified, and developed my qualitative code with a secondary
coder, Thecla Schiphorst who also has an extensive background in movement research and
dance practice. Schiphorst choreographed the movement for LAF and is also a CMA and
professor at the SFU School of Interactive Arts + Technology.

Since Schiphorst and I are both participants and observers of the performance, we
interpreted the data through a “second-person methodology.” According to Varela and Shear
[117], in a second-person methodology “...one gives up explicitly his/her [their] detachments
to become identified with the kind of understanding and internal coherence of his [their]
source. In fact, that is how he [they] sees his [their] role: as an empathetic resonator
with experiences that are familiar to him [them] and which find himself [themselves] a
resonant chord” [117, p. 10]. While some may see our interpretations of the data as overtly
biased because of our close involvement in the performance, we believe that our differing
perspectives of the performance (performer and choreographer) gave us a unique advantage
in identifying the nuanced differences between the perspectives of each performer.

In the following I demonstrate each level of coding and describe how the code developed
into concepts and then theories derived from the data. Prior to coding the data, I tran-
scribed each interview. After the first level of coding, I inserted the data into a spreadsheet
to better organize the data around concepts.
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Step 1: Open Coding According to Corbin and Strauss (1990),“In open coding, events/
actions/interactions are compared with others for similarities and differences. They are also
given conceptual labels” [27, p. 12]. In my first iteration of open coding, I compared each
performer’s transcript by conducting a line-by-line analysis of each transcript. Although
the interviews had been structured to discuss the “what”10 and “how”11 of the movement
separately, I noticed that many performers often interweave these observations. Therefore, I
noted instances of the performers’ descriptions that included the What, How, and Why of
the movement to more clearly distinguish their observations. Next, I provided a secondary
label to the categories of How, Why, and What that further described the modality
in which the performers’ articulated their experiences. In this second layer of coding I
differentiated between describing the movement as a physical sensation, emotional feeling,
and a description that was prompted by visual cues the performer saw in the video (See
Figure 2.4). Often these categories were difficult to clearly distinguish; therefore, I looked
for other ways to categorize the data.

Figure 2.4: Example of Open Coding

In my second attempt at open coding I grouped the data into the following categories:
What, How, Why, VideoWhat, VideoHow, VideoWhy, and Reaction. The What,
How, and Why refer to the performers’ reflections prior to watching the video and the
VideoWhat, VideoHow, and VideoWhy refer to their responses while watching the video or
post-video responses (See Figure 2.5). The Reaction category refers to the performers’ self-
critiques and their likes or dislikes. From these categorizations, I was interested in observing
if the performers had a preference for observing the What, How, or Why of movement and
how watching oneself on video influenced these observations. However, at this level of

10primarily related to the Body, Space, Shape Components of LBMS

11primarily related to the Effort Component of LBMS
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coding, I found no clear patterns between the performers’ movement background and their
articulated observations. My main finding at this level of coding was that most performers
did not recall very much detail in their movements prior to watching the video. This could
be due to the six week gap between the filming and interview.

Step 2: Axial Coding In axial coding, the second stage of coding in grounded theory,
“...categories are related to their subcategories, and the relationships tested against data.
Also, further development of categories takes place and one continues to look for indications
of them” [27, p. 13]. Through axial coding, I further distinguished between VideoHow,
VideoWhat, and VideoWhy categories by creating additional sub-categories of the per-
formers’ observations. My knowledge of the LBMS framework informed many of these
sub-categories and I identified Body, Effort, Shape, and Space components. For exam-
ple, one way P2 described the what and how of her movement was through describing her
body posture (part of the Body category in LBMS). In contrast, P4 described her move-
ment as having a soft quality (related to the Effort category in LBMS). Soft Quality and
Body Posture became new subcategories of the VideoHow category. Other subcategories
included my observation of the performers using metaphors or articulating one’s observa-
tion from a first or third-person perspective. These subcategories helped further clarify
similarities and differences between the performers’ VideoHow, VideoWhat, and VideoWhy
responses (See Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Example of Axial Coding

Based on insight I gained through the first level of coding, I also further analyzed
pre-video and post-video responses of the performers. I found that often a performer’s
memories did not match their observations of the video. This finding also shed light on
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an important factor to consider in the study related to how one’s experiences of movement
continues to change as one remembers it in new contexts. For example, one’s interpretation
of movement can change depending on the tools one has available, one’s current emotional
state, and other environmental conditions.

Step 3: Selective Coding In selective coding, the third stage of coding, “...all categories
are unified around a ‘core’ category, and categories that need further explication are filled-in
with descriptive detail” [27, p. 14]. Through selective coding I grouped all of the concepts
into more general categories that I refer to as lenses of observation and further developed
sub-categories within each lens. My categorization of these lenses is derived from the LBMS
framework and refer to larger themes of movement that encompass the Body, Effort, Shape,
and Space categories of movement. The lenses or themes I focused on in my analysis are
the Mobility/Stability and Self/Other themes (See Figure 2.6). I additionally added a
Video/Memory lens that is not a theme in LBMS, but was helpful to describe the discrep-
ancy between pre-video and post-video responses. The previous VideoWhat and VideoHow
categories became part of Mobility/Stability lens. The previous Reaction and VideoWhy
categories became a part of the Self/Other lens. The Video/Memory lens includes both the
How, What, and Why categories from the first open coding analysis and the VideoHow,
VideoWhat, VideoWhy categories.

The Mobility/Stability Observational Lens includes descriptions related to move-
ment or non-movement and is centered around descriptions of Body, Space and Effort in
terms of LBMS.12 Sub-categories of this lens include descriptions related to: Body Orga-
nization, Body Actions, Body Posture/Position, Body Parts, Body Level, Flow,
Breath, Soft Quality, Weight Distribution, Weight Shift, Weight Release, Spatial
Directions, Eye Focus, Speed, and Muscle Tension (See Figure 2.7).

The Self/Other Observational Lens consists of instances where the performers de-
scribed their movement in relation to themselves, an event, another person, or the environ-
ment. This observational lens is closely related to the Shape Component in LBMS where
relationships are defined.13 The subcategories of this lens are: Director/Choreographer,
Habits/Preferences, Performing Character, Costume, 1st Person Story, 3rd Per-
son Story, Environment, Kinesphere, and Transcendence (See Figure 2.9).

12See Chapter 1 Section 1.3.2

13See Chapter 1 Section 1.3.2
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Figure 2.6: Example of Selective Coding

2.4.4 Results

Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation

Through the Mobility/Stability Lens I found differences in how performers with experience
in climbing, ballet, martial arts, and clowning articulated their movement.

Only performers with climbing experience (P2 and P3) described their Body Or-
ganization and Weight Distribution (See Figure 2.7). The Body Organization category
refers to patterns of how the whole body moves through space. For example, performers
may have described that their lower body initiated a movement or that they moved their
lower and upper body simultaneously. The Weight Distribution category relates to the per-
former’s sense of weight within their body. For example, a performer may have described a
sensation of weight in a particular area of the body such as the feet. Awareness of Weight
Distribution and Body Organization are critical to maintaining balance when climbing a
vertical surface. Therefore, climbers may be more aware of these aspects in their movement
even when they are not climbing. These types of descriptions may have also led the per-
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Figure 2.7: Findings in the Mobility/Stability Observational Lens
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

formers to talk more about specific Body Parts and may be one reason why P2 and P3
mentioned more body parts in their descriptions than other performers. The performers
with climbing experience were also the only participants to discuss their lower body parts
in the Hug Scene such as the hips, legs, and feet (See Figure 2.8).

Performers with ballet experience (P1, P2, P4) described their Body Posture/Pos-
ition (See Figure 2.7). The Body Posture/Position category refers to the performer’s de-
scriptions of their bodily placement such as shoulder-hip alignment and how tall they stood
(See Figure 2.7). Performers with childhood training in ballet (P1 and P2) were the only
participants to describe their Body Actions (e.g. turning, crouching, or standing), Spatial
Directions (e.g. front, side, back) and Body Level (e.g. high, medium, low) (See Figure
2.7). This finding indicates that observations are not only informed by one’s movement
experiences, but also by when the experiences took place. Recent research in neuroscience
also suggests that childhood learning is important to developing musical expertise [23]. The
categories of movement discussed by performers with ballet experience also aligns with my
experiences as a ballet teacher, performer, and choreographer. Often when I teach ballet
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Figure 2.8: Findings in the Mobility/Stability Observational Lens
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

I focus on one’s postural alignment, accurate positioning, and teaching specific actions or
steps.

Participant (P4) had the most extensive experience with martial arts and was also
the only participant to describe her movement in relation to her Breath, a Soft Quality,
and the Release of her weight (See Figure 2.7). These categories of movement align with
aesthetic properties of martial arts that are described by Mullis [86] as “martial grace” and
the “unity of body-mind in movement” [p. 100]. According to Mullis [86] one way martial
artists develop the connection between their mind and body is by focusing on breathing
and becoming aware of the trajectory of energy within their body.

Performers P1 and P4 each had experience in clowning and were the only participants
that mentioned their facial movements (See Figure 2.8). Clowning technique places empha-
sis on communicating through facial expressions. As Simon (2009) describes in his book The
Art of Clowning,“...facial shifts generate audience response, especially when the expression
is linked to the clown’s feelings. Face play can serve as a foundation for an entire clown
act” [111, p. 17]. Therefore, the focus and development of facial expression in clowning
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technique may be one reason why only those with clowning training described their facial
expression when observing a wide-angle video of the movement.

Self/Other Lens of Observation

In the Self/Other Lens of Observation I found associations between a performer’s description
of movement and their training in flamenco and taiko practices.

Participant P4 was the only participant with experience in taiko, a Japanese performing
art that closely integrates stylized movement with drumming technique. As seen in Figure
2.9, P4 was also the only performer to discuss her movement in relation to her Kinesphere.
The Kinesphere refers to the space around the body where actions take place and is a
concept derived from the LBMS framework. I used the idea of the kinesphere to interpret
P4’s descriptions of her movement in relation to the space around her body. P4 states:

I think there was a dense or relationship to the air around the body...I had a
better spatial sense at that point– around my body–not just always my front.
And it felt pretty alive. Although right now I’m standing still, but there’s
something alive about that stillness...the inner life...it looks pretty alive.

An important concept discussed in taiko is kata, described by Powell (2004) as a, “visual
form of movement that is inseparable from the playing of taiko” which “links the body with
the drum, creating the whole instrument...” [101, p. 185]. Powell further describes that
kata helps “develop an expanded sense of self...without physical borders” [101, p. 190]. I
interpret P4’s description of the “air around the body” and her increased “spatial sense”
to be closely related to kata because they both describe a physical experience that extends
beyond the body.

Participant P1 had extensive experience in flamenco dance. Flamenco dance originally
developed in Spain as part of the Andalusian culture. Two main characteristics associated
with flamenco dance are its emphasis on rhythm and on expressing “intense emotions” [29,
para. 7].

Only performer P1 described her movement in relation to a higher power which I labeled
as “transcendence” (See Figure 2.9):

Because I was trying to surrender to the higher power that would guide me into
that feeling. I really wanted to get into my personage so deeply. Because I loved
the idea of this fantastic personage that we don’t know what it is. It’s like I felt
like half-angel, half-fantastic personage created and then...I don’t know what I
was going to say next [laughs]...I’m just going to so many places...it’s like oh my
god–this is exciting, but I can’t really put it into words sometimes.

An important concept associated with flamenco dance is Duende or the “the spirit of
inspiration that overcomes the dancer and endows his [their] movements with a sense of
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Figure 2.9: Findings in the Self/Other Observational Lens
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

‘authenticity’ lacking in fully choreographed productions” [59, p. 113]. I interpret P1’s
description of “trying to surrender to the higher power” and her desire to “get into [her]
personage so deeply” to be closely related to the experience of duende because these descrip-
tions describe an experience where emotion and feeling take over and guide the dancer’s
movements.

Video/Memory Observational Lens

Lastly, the Video/Memory Observational Lens refers to a performer’s changing expe-
rience between pre-video and post-video reflections. Through the Video/Memory Observa-
tional Lens I found that all performers used the video for Remembering the movement
experience, Discovering new insight related to their movement experience, and Confirm-
ing what they already believed they experienced (See Figure 2.10). Many performers also
Found Differences between what they initially experienced and what they observed in
the video. These findings indicate that video can be a useful tool in broadening one’s per-
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Figure 2.10: Findings in the Video/Memory Observational Lens
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

spective of movement and align with previous research by Doughty and Stevens [36] where
video was used as part of a reflective dance practice to increase self-awareness.

2.5 Case Study: Part B

2.5.1 Data Collection Procedures

In the next part of the study I explore how P1’s movement is interpreted by two CMAs. I
collected data in four phases over a period of seven months. In the first phase I asked the
CMAs to analyze P1’s transcript of the Hug Scene through an LBMS framework. I emailed
each CMA the transcript as a Microsoft Word document and they both individually analyzed
the transcript by noting their observations as comments in the document (See Figures 2.11
and 2.12). Importantly, I did not disclose any details of the LAF performance and the
CMAs’ movement analyses are based entirely on P1’s descriptions of her own movement.

The second phase of data collection took place approximately three months after the
CMAs completed their individual analyses of the written transcript. In this phase of data
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collection Schiphorst and I interviewed the CMAs using a semi-structured process that
consisted of the following parts:

1. In the first part of the interview we asked the CMAs to discuss and share their
individual analysis with one another. Each CMA received a copy of P1’s transcript
that included each of their written comments (See Figures 2.11 and 2.12). We asked
the CMAs to create a shared interpretation of the transcript based on their discussion.
This process took approximately 60 minutes.

2. In the second part of the interview the CMAs answered questions related to their
observations of P1’s transcript and how the LBMS framework influenced their ob-
servational processes. We discussed aspects of observation related to their attention,
attunement (how they prepare to observe), and the process of collaborative observa-
tion. This process took approximately 30 minutes.

In the third phase of data collection, which took place four months after the data
collection in phase 2, we asked the CMAs to observe the video of P1 performing the Hug
Scene. Similar to the procedures in phase 1, the CMAs first observed the video individually
and took notes on their observations (See Figures 2.13 and 2.14). We again did not disclose
any further contextual information relating to the LAF performance.

In phase four we scheduled a second interview to discuss the CMAs’ analyses. This
interview took place soon after they completed their video analyses and was scheduled
approximately one week from the date they each received the video. During the interview
we disclosed to the CMAs that the performer had a background in flamenco dance and that
the performer’s movement had been directed in real-time. The structure of the interview
consisted of the following parts:

1. In the first part of the interview the CMAs compared their video analyses for 30
minutes. They watched a wide-angle view on a 13 inch Mac Book Pro. In contrast
to the videos the performers watched, one of the CMAs had cropped the video so the
dancer filled the entire frame. This video was shared with both of the CMAs for their
individual analyses and was also the video they watched in the interview.

2. In the second part of the interview (30 minutes) the CMAs compared their video
analysis to the textual analysis they had conducted four months prior. We provided
them with a copy of P1’s transcript that included corresponding timecodes in the
video as well as copies of their previous comments on the transcript. We also asked
the CMAs questions related to how our experimental design supported or hindered
their observational processes.
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2.5.2 Participants

This study was conducted under the movingstories research grant, directed by Thecla
Schiphorst and was approved by the SFU Research Ethics Board. Each CMA provided
written consent to be video and audio recorded during the interviews. Both of the CMAs
who participated in the study are faculty at universities and the LBMS framework has
played a significant role in their research and practice.

CMA-1 is a senior lecturer of dance and at the time of the first interview had been
certified in LBMS for 17 years. She has had formal movement training in ballet, modern
dance, contemporary dance, yoga, Pilates, the Eric Franklin Method, and many other
related movement practices. In addition to teaching dance she currently practiced yoga,
Pilates, hiking and cycling.

CMA-2 is a professor of animation. At the time of the first interview, CMA-2 had
been certified in LBMS for 19 years. She has had formal training in modern dance, jazz,
ballet, yoga, tai chi, French Canadian step dance, contra, and square dance. Her current
movement practice consists of walking, cycling, and Zumba.

2.5.3 Data Analysis Procedures

In my analysis, I examined how the movement expertise of each CMA aligns with their
analyses of the movement. Additionally, I compared between video and textual analyses
and examined how the CMAs described their processes of observation.

In the first stage of my analysis, I broadly observed similarities and differences between
the CMA’s individual movement analyses (collected in phases 1 and 3). In the second stage
of analysis, I applied the coding scheme developed in Part A to each of the CMA’s analysis
(See Figures 2.15, 2.17 and 2.19). Some of the CMAs’ observations of P1’s movement
did not fit into my original code. Therefore I developed additional categories within the
Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation and the Self/Other Lens of Observation (See Figures
2.16, 2.18 and 2.20).

To analyze the interview data (collected in phases 2 and 4), I first transcribed each
interview. I primarily used the interview data as supplementary data to help inform and
support my previous analyses. Additionally, I examined and categorized the CMA’s de-
scribed observational processes.

2.5.4 Results

Comparison between CMAs

Although each CMA’s LBMS analysis of P1’s movement in the Hug Scene included aspects
of Body, Effort, Shape, and Space, I found differences in how they used these categories
to form their overall interpretation of the movement. CMA-1 primarily interpreted P1’s
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movement through the lens of LBMS Body and Space Components while CMA-2 focused
primarily on LBMS Effort and Shape Components.

CMA-1’s focus on Body and Space is evident in her individual textual analysis and video
analysis. In my initial observations of the textual analysis, I found CMA-1 contributed more
comments to the section of the interview where P1 describes her body actions without
describing her motivations or intentions behind the movement (See Figure 2.11). In the
video analysis, CMA-1 also describes Shape as not being “predominant” and the movement
having “very little dynamic change” in terms of Effort. CMA-1’s description in the second
interview further supports her focus on Body and Space in the video analysis:

I try to get a sense of what is going on with these very simple actions. Is there
some kind of inner narrative or story? What’s... who is she looking at? She’s
looking out. And there’s something very calm. So I think it was a good way for
me to begin because now I could probably go back and do much deeper analysis,
but I think I would probably come back full circle to my overall impression to
which was that yes–it’s actually simple actions, gestural, a little bit of gesture,
Body–Body and Space.

CMA-2’s focus on Effort is evident in her individual textual and video analyses. In
contrast to CMA-1, CMA-2 contributed more comments to the section of the interview
where P1 describes her expressions, emotions, and intentions behind the movement. These
types of descriptions are closely related to the LBMS Effort category (See Figure 2.12).
Similarly, CMA-2 demonstrates a preference for observing Effort in her video analysis by
devoting an entire column of the analysis to describing P1’s Effort qualities (See Figure
2.14). CMA-2’s overall interpretation of the movement also focuses on Effort and Shape
qualities:

All throughout there is a sense of doing/waiting/doing/waiting. I have the
feeling of spell drive... there are moments of time effort but the timing does not
seem like her own initiative. She isn’t personally connected to the action, and is
sometimes unsure of how to fulfill it. At first, her face seems as if she’s feeling
uncomfortable, then she gradually gets used to the repeating actions and how
to do them. The light touch and gathering of the skirt, along with moments of
shape flow adjusting, connect and comfort. The touch seems to soothe.
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Figure 2.11: CMA-1 focused more on descriptions of Body Actions when analyzing P1’s
transcript
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Figure 2.12: CMA-2 focused more on descriptions of Effort when analyzing P1’s transcript
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Figure 2.13: CMA-1, specializing in dance, examined the performance as a whole when analysing the video.
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Figure 2.14: CMA-2, specializing in animation, examined detailed actions when analysing the video. CMA-2 created a separate column
to clearly identify aspects related to the Effort component in LBMS.
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Figure 2.15: The Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs’ interpre-
tations of the movement examined using my qualitative code from Part A and shown in
comparison with my interpretation of P1’s movement descriptions.

Figure 2.16: The Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs describe
additional categories of movement that go beyond my qualitative code for Part A.
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Figure 2.17: The Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs’ articulation
of body parts in relation to my interpretation of P1’s articulation of body parts.

Through examining each CMA’s analysis with the coding scheme developed in part A,
I found further similarities and differences between the CMAs’ observational lenses. In
the Mobility/Stability Lens the CMAs commented on many similar aspects of movement
(See Figure 2.15). However, in the video analysis, CMA-2 attended to more aspects of
the movement through the Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation. For example, while
CMA-1 describes movement of the limbs and torso, CMA-2 describes more Body Parts
such as the lips, sternum and finger tips (See Figures 2.17 and 2.18). Additionally CMA-2
described the Phrasing of the movement in her textual and and video analysis. In LBMS,
Phrasing refers to how one defines the beginning, middle, and end of a movement. A phrase
can be a series of actions or just one action depending on how the observer perceives the
movement. One can think of a phrase of movement as similar to the structure of a sentence.
A sentence is a complete thought made up of words and a movement phrase is a complete
structure made up of physical actions. In CMA-2’s video analysis, each paragraph refers
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Figure 2.18: The Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs describe
additional body parts that go beyond my qualitative code for Part A.

to a phrase of movement (See Figure 2.14). CMA-2 describes her focus on phrasing in the
second interview:

Well, the way I made these paragraphs...I feel like for me these demarcate
phrases. So the action is phrased itself.

In contrast to CMA-2, CMA-1 observed P1’s movement more broadly and included less
detail about specific body parts. In the Self/Other Lens of Observation, CMA-1 describes
more aspects of P1’s movement in relation the entire performance than CMA-2 (See Figures
2.19 and 2.20). In other words, CMA-1 did not just focus on the movement itself, but
observed the performance as a whole. In CMA-1’s video analysis she describes her first
impressions of the movement which captures components of P1’s movement in relation to
the Environment, Costume, and Performing Character.

The overall setting stands out... a contrast of white and black... a female dancer
costumed in white situated in a black box type of performance space. There is
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Figure 2.19: The Self/Other Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs’ interpretations of
the movement examined using my qualitative code from Part A and shown in comparison
with my interpretation of P1’s movement descriptions.

also a sense of mystery– who is she, who is she talking to as she looks outward.
Overall very simple actions and no large dynamic shifts or contrasts. Lots of
stillness, waiting...

CMA-1’s focus on Body, Space, and the Self/Other Observational Lens may be in-
fluenced by her extensive background and practice in dance technique, performance, and
choreography. In western dance styles, body and space are extremely important to becom-
ing technically proficient in dance. As a choreographer and performer one must consider
not only the details of the movement, but also how the movement relates to the overall
performance space and environment.

CMA-2’s focus on Effort, Shape, and Phrasing may be influenced by her background
in animation. For example, foundational principles in animation defined in Thomas and
Johnston [66] such as: 1) squash and stretch, 2) timing, 3) anticipation, 4) follow through and
overlapping action, 5) slow in and out, and 5) exaggeration [p. 47] closely align with Shape,
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Figure 2.20: The Self/Other Lens of Observation: Part B. The CMAs describe additional
categories of movement that go beyond my qualitative code for Part A.

Effort and Phrasing descriptions in LBMS. CMA-2’s attention to detail and specificity
may also relate to her animation practice. Animating a character is very different from
choreographing a dance. While a dancer may fill in many of the details the choreographer
does not provide, an animator needs to be very aware of the nuanced details of movement
that create expression.

Comparison of Textual and Video Analyses

The CMAs differed in their opinions on how well their video and textual analyses of P1’s
movement aligned. CMA-1 felt that her analysis of the text aligned with her analysis of
the video stating in the second interview:

I think... they’re not worlds apart [text and video]–that’s my sense... yeah–
that’s what I read, that’s what I kind of visualized in terms of the words in
the text–for me referencing the Body category or Space category and maybe a
little bit of Shape Flow, maybe a little bit of Flow and then when I saw it was
like–Wow!

CMA-1 also describes a specific instance where P1’s description matches what she observed
in the video:

...that part where she puts her arms up, and she tilts her head and she bends
a bit then hugs herself–for her that was really her favorite part–she says it was
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her favorite part. And it was one part that jumped out at me. Even when I
watched it many times it just felt like her whole body–she was involved in it...

In contrast, CMA-2 did not feel that P1’s descriptions of the movement in the transcript
aligned with the movement P1 performed in the video:

I remember when we met last time feeling like the text gave me a sense of
rhythm and phrasing and I’m really clear that I’m getting that from the text
and not from the video. I was anticipating something a lot more dynamic with
the phrasing in her movement.

CMA-2 also suggests that P1 creates meaning in the movement that is not necessarily
observable:

I don’t think that this imaginary Effort life is in her movement at all.

Both CMAs agreed that when they analyze movement they prefer to see the movement
rather than read text, but the text can offer additional context and aid in one’s observation
and overall understanding of the performer. CMA 1 describes:

For myself, if I’m doing a movement analysis. I want to see the movement
because that’s what I’m doing. I’m looking at, I’m trying to make sense of the
movement that I see according to how I will apply LMA [LBMS]. Anything else
is great, the context is super important...

CMA-2 additionally states the importance of seeing the movement, but suggests that the
text is more relevant when observing a person’s personal movement style or signature:

So yeah, I would say the starting place is looking at the movement absolutely
and then where in terms of her text...I could see this being very relevant for a
broader movement signature analysis of this person.

CMA-1 also describes in the first interview her use of text in teaching dance to transmit
images of movement:

I do use text. I use it when...doing creative based work... I’ll have the dancers
take that as source material as a way into finding movement. And I find it can
be useful.... it’s a way to get an image through, to find images, and to find it
physically.

When analyzing the CMAs’ textual and video analyses with the coding scheme I devel-
oped in Part A, I found the CMAs’ analyses were more comprehensive when watching the
video through the Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation than when analyzing P1’s textual
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descriptions (See Figure 2.15). This finding aligns with the CMAs’ experiences in that their
focus in an LBMS analysis is on movement itself, which is much better observed through
video than text. However, the textual analysis of P1’s transcribed interview also provided
insight the video could not. For example, through the Self/Other Observational Lens, the
CMAs both observed Habits/Preferences of the performer that were not as evident in the
video analysis (See Figure 2.19). These findings suggest that observing movement through
multiple modalities and perspectives can support a more cohesive understanding of the
kinesthetic knowledge and experience being transferred.

The CMAs’ video and textual analyses through the Self/Other Observational Lens were
more similar in terms of the number of aspects they observed through text and video. Many
of the aspects I defined in this lens of observation are not aspects of LBMS and this may
be one reason why the CMAs did not as comprehensively observe through this lens.

Comparison between My Code and the CMAs’ Analyses

In comparing the CMAs’ analyses to my code of the performers’ descriptions in Part A,
I found the CMAs and P2 (who also has trained in LBMS) have the most comprehensive
analyses when watching the video through the Mobility/Stability Lens of Observation. This
suggests that LBMS, as a framework for movement observation, may help broaden an
observer’s range of movement observation that are beyond many of the discipline-specific
observations.

In comparing my interpretation of P1’s experiences to the CMAs’ analyses, one may ask
why the CMA’s textual analysis did not always align with what I coded in P1’s transcript.
The reason for these differences is most likely due to the differing contexts of our observa-
tions. I was not coding through a strict LBMS framework and in my code I was not trying
to visualize the movement, as I already knew what the movement looked like and had also
performed the movement previously. In contrast, the CMAs had a double task of not only
analyzing the text through an LBMS framework, but also seeking to visualize movement
they had never seen before.

In comparing my code to the CMAs’ interpretations I also found they commonly made
associations between descriptive words and movement qualities. For example, in CMA-2’s
textual analysis, she interprets P1’s description of being “hyper” to imply a Sudden or Quick
Time Effort which is related to the Speed and acceleration of the movement in my code.
Similarly, CMA-1 also interpreted P1’s use of the word “waiting” to imply a Sustained Time
Effort, which is also related to the Speed or deceleration of the movement. In my code I
did not interpret P1’s adjectives to imply specific movement qualities and only coded for
aspects of movement P1 directly stated.

I also conducted my analysis over a period of one year and went through multiple coding
schemes. Given more time, the CMAs’ analyses would have also most likely continued to
evolve. An example of the CMAs’ evolving interpretation is evident in the second interview,
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which was approximately seven months after the CMAs first analyzed P1’s written tran-
script. CMA-2 had a new realization of the text that she had not previously commented
on in her initial reading of the text. In many ways, CMA-2’s description is closely aligned
with one of my main findings in P1’s interview in her experience of Transcendence:

And then there’s the part about surrendering...I remember when we were first
talking about it–it raises some really interesting points about embodiment. It
makes me think like if you’re channeling a spirit or something and that spirit
takes over your body–like that kind of shamanistic belief framework. So it
almost becomes...she didn’t let herself give in to these instructions that she’s
been given, but in a way she’s channeling it on a deeper level. I think that’s
what I’m getting out of the last page that she said..

Observational Process

In the interviews the CMAs reflected on their observational process and discussed three main
areas that enriched their analytical process including: Co-observation, Longitudinal
Observation, and Context.

The CMAs both commented on how the process of co-observation helped them solidify
their interpretation of the movement. CMA-1 explains the value of co-observation:

I definitely felt it was enriched. I really liked having a partner to bounce ideas
off...

CMA-2 describes how co-observation is reassuring:

It always feels really reassuring to have the other observer’s input.

CMA-2 further describes how she was able to visualize the movement from the text better
through the process of co-observation and felt more kinesthetic empathy with the movement:

I had more visual today than I did when I did this on my own and I feel like I
got more into the kinesthetic empathy with it.

CMA-1 describes the value of longitudinal observation in her analytical process. In the
first interview, which happened approximately three months after her first review of P1’s
transcript, CMA-1 comments on new insights she reached:

I liked the process of having gone through this however many months ago and
coming back to it with fresh eyes. I felt I had greater insight and a little bit
more to contribute...It started to come together in a way for me that I hadn’t
seen before.
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Both CMAs described the value of context in the observational process. CMA-2 de-
scribed a process of reading P1’s entire text before making comments in order to gather
more context. CMA-1 also commented on how the text helped create more context for the
video analysis when observing Effort qualities:

So we’re always –when we’re looking at Effort we’re looking at how a movement
is done. So for me...the video is really helpful and the text complements it. The
context is really important.

Additionally, both CMAs were influenced by knowing P1’s background in flamenco
dance and once this was disclosed in the interview, mentioned this knowledge influenced
their observations. CMA-1 describes:

Well, that’s it. This is such a part of her, I guess if she is a flamenco dancer this
is very natural posture.

CMA-2 states:

I’m finding myself very influenced, now that I know she’s trained as a flamenco
dancer..

These statements show how one’s interpretation of movement is not just influenced by
one’s own movement experiences, but also influenced by one’s perceived understanding of
the performer. Therefore, the addition of context can frame one’s observational lens and
lead to new understandings and interpretations of kinesthetic experience.

2.6 Discussion and Future Work

My findings from this case study demonstrate the complexity of translating kinesthetic
knowledge and the influence of the transmitter’s experiences, receiver’s experiences, and the
mode of transmission (e.g. video, text, memory). Additionally, one’s perceived experience of
another may also impact translation as well as environmental conditions such as, observing
movement with or without a co-observer or the time and place in which movement is
observed. In Figure 2.21, I show how the process of kinesthetic transmission includes the
transmission, reception, and translation of movement. My main insight from this case study
is that these processes must be examined in relation to one another to further understand
how kinesthetic knowledge can be effectively transferred in technologically-mediated spaces.

There are, however, many limitations to this case study that prevent me from making
strong claims as to how one’s movement background influences one’s understanding of
kinesthetic experiences. First, it is difficult to make substantial claims with the small
sample size. Second, I must also consider how my movement expertise has influenced my
interpretation of the experts’ descriptions. For example, in this study, I have used the LBMS
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Figure 2.21: The Transmission Process includes interactions between the transmitter, re-
ceiver, and modality of transmission (or translation), and the environment. In my research
I specifically focus on the relationships between the transmitter, receiver, and modality of
transmission (translation).

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2021

framework to inform my observations. One reason why I may have interpreted the CMAs’
analyses in the Mobility/Stability Lens to be more comprehensive than other performers’
may be that the code itself is biased towards the lens of LBMS and is not inclusive of other
observational lenses of movement.

Based on my findings, I suggest two ways forward in examining movement expertise
and its relation to movement perception. In the next chapter, I conduct a literature review
to examine how the complexity of the kinesthetic transmission process has been examined
in relation to movement expertise. Through my research, I seek to further understand
how dance expertise is currently defined and examined in scientific research and how this
research can inform ways to identify new observational lenses of movement and methods of
examination.

In the second way forward, I consider how a performer’s experience can be transmitted
through the creation of the interactive documentary, A Performer’s Perspective. Based on
my findings in part B, it is evident that multi-modal observation can provide observers
with a new lens to interpret and understand movement. In creating this documentary, I not
only seek to broaden my own knowledge of movement observation, but also explore ways
to transfer kinesthetic experiences to others with differing types of movement expertise and
knowledge.
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2.7 Chapter Summary

Using a practice-led methodology, I examine expert lenses of observation in various con-
texts and conduct a two part study. In part A, I develop a coding scheme to examine
the performers’ observations of movement through three lenses of observation, informed
by my experiences in dance and knowledge of the LBMS framework: Mobility/Stability,
Self/Other, and Video/Memory. In the Mobility/Stability lens I find relationships between
the performers’ descriptions of movement and their experiences in climbing, ballet, martial
arts, and clowning. In the Self/Other lens I find relationships between the performers’ de-
scriptions and their experiences in taiko and flamenco dance. Through the Video/Memory
observational lens I examine ways in which the performers used the video and their memory
to interpret the movement.

In part B of the study I further examine relationships between movement expertise and
perception by comparing how two CMAs with varying movement backgrounds observe the
movement of one performer in LAF. I found that even when using the LBMS framework
of observation, each CMA interpreted the movement differently. CMA-1, a dance lecturer
and choreographer, focused on Body and Space components while CMA-2, an animation
professor, focused on Effort and Shape components. The CMAs were well aware of their
observational preferences. Additionally, I compare how the CMAs interpreted the movement
differently through text and video and conclude that the text was able to provide valuable
insight into the performer’s personal movement style and signature that the video did
not provide. I further discuss how the CMAs’ analyses compared to the qualitative code
I developed in part A and reflect on differences in how we interpreted the performer’s
kinesthetic experience.

Lastly, I describe observational techniques the CMAs utilized in part B to interpret
the performer’s text and movement. Through this examination it is evident the observa-
tional process is complex. Many factors besides expertise influence how one interprets and
translates kinesthetic knowledge including the process of co-observation, longitudinal ob-
servation, context and multi-modal observation. I conclude with a discussion of how this
current study can inform further research. I suggest that to understand how kinesthetic
knowledge can be effectively transferred in technologically-mediated spaces, the complexity
of the kinesthetic transmission process and relationships between the transmitter, receiver,
and translation processes must be examined.
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Chapter 3

Dance Movement Expertise: A
Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I continue to examine how kinesthetic transmission is influenced by the
transmitter, receiver, and modality of transmission. In the last chapter I found that the way
in which kinesthetic knowledge is interpreted or translated is influenced by one’s background
and expertise in movement. However, I also found that dance experts often have very diverse
training backgrounds, making it challenging to understand how each dance expert acquires
their specific kinesthetic knowledge.

Researchers have examined expert performance in various domains including chess, typ-
ing, music, medical procedures, painting, sports, and dance [42, 43]. Although the definition
of expertise differs across disciplines, Ericcson [40] generally describes an expert as “some-
one [who] has gained special skills or knowledge representing mastery of a particular subject
through experience and instruction” [p. R508]. This definition implies that anyone can be-
come an expert if they acquire enough training and practice. Gobet [55] defines expertise
more generally by stating an expert is “...somebody who obtains results that are vastly su-
perior to those obtained by the majority of the population” [p. 5]. In contrast to Ericcson’s
[40] definition, Gobet’s [55] definition leaves open the possibility of other factors beyond ex-
perience and training to impact the development of expertise. Additionally, Gobet [55] also
acknowledges that expertise can be acquired in both everyday activities, such as walking,
or more specialized domains, such as dance.

Overall, expertise is difficult to define because no one fully understands how expert
knowledge is acquired. For example, Gobet [55] points out how “...everybody knows ama-
teur tennis players and pianists who fall short of expert performance despite having practised
their favorite activity for years”[p. 2]. How one becomes an expert, therefore, is complex
and may not always be attributed to factors that can easily be measured such as the quality
of one’s training or practice. Additionally, expertise is judged based on domain-specific eval-
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uation criteria that is not always precisely defined. For example, expert dance performers
can be evaluated based on their technical and/or expressive expertise. While many techni-
cal aspects of moving can be quantified, judging one’s ability to express through movement
cannot be easily quantified. Other factors beyond experience may also influence one’s ex-
pertise, such as the age at which one learned movement. As I suggest in Chapter 2, it
may be that experts apply their knowledge differently when they have learned a movement
technique in their childhood compared to their adulthood. In this chapter I conduct a
literature review to further understand this complexity of movement expertise. I ask two
main research questions:

1. How is dance expertise examined in scientific studies?

2. How is dance expertise defined in scientific studies?

To answer the first question, I focus my literature review on how dance expertise has
been examined in relation to the roles of transmitter, receiver, and the modality of trans-
mission (e.g. video, in-person, etc...) and seek to understand how scientific research can
more strongly connect findings between these three aspects of the kinesthetic transmission
process. To answer the second question, I compare recruitment criteria between several
studies and relate this criteria to findings in dance expertise. I argue that for dance exper-
tise research to continue to progress, a more rigorous definition of dance expertise must be
developed.

Overall, through answering these research questions I seek to further understand how
research in dance expertise can inform kinesthetic transmission in technologically-mediated
spaces. By understanding how one’s kinesthetic knowledge shapes one’s interpretation and
understanding of movement, designers can also better understand how to translate kines-
thetic knowledge in online spaces to diverse audiences. Additionally, research in dance
expertise can contribute to broader research in expertise and embodied cognition. Go-
bet [55] describes a similar sentiment stating, “...research in expertise has shed important
light on human cognition, and several general cognitive mechanisms have first been iden-
tified in expertise research”[p. 6]. As Gobet implies, expertise research has been essential
in shaping the current understanding of human cognition. Since dance experts integrate
intellectual, expressive, and physical capabilities, they also make ideal participants to ex-
amine how cognition is related to both the mind and body and further develop embodied
theories of cognition. However, since many expertise studies have been developed under
theoretical lenses that do not account for the complexity of how movement knowledge is
acquired, many of the current theories of expertise are not adequate to study dance ex-
pertise. Therefore, new methodologies are needed to examine dance movement expertise
so that its complexity can be better understood and applied to the transfer of kinesthetic
knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. In the following section I describe how three
main theoretical lenses have influenced research in expertise.
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3.2 Theoretical Lenses in Expertise Research

Research in expertise is grounded in three main theoretical understandings of cognition:
Cognitive, Ecological, and Enactive. These approaches each grew out of cognitive psy-
chology and present different interpretations of the relationships and processes that occur
during action (movement) and perception. Although most expertise research has been con-
ducted under a cognitive or ecological lens, I argue that an enactive approach1 should be
used to further one’s understanding of the complexity of movement in relation to cognitive
processes. In the following I provide a brief overview of each theoretical lens and prominent
paradigms in expertise research that have developed from research conducted under these
theories.

3.2.1 Cognitive Approach

In classical cognitive approaches it is assumed that perception, knowledge, and action are
independent processes. Knowledge is acquired through “declarative” (knowing-that) and
“procedural” (knowing-how) structures that are mentally processed. Symbolic mental rep-
resentations allow for communication between the body, mind, and environment [1]. When
cognitivism is applied to the study of movement expertise, it is done so under the as-
sumptions that movement experts are “processors of information” and that “intentional
movements are set up in advance by a rule or command structure” [82, p. 161]. In other
words, in cognitivism the brain is the central command center that directs bodily movement.

In the cognitive approach three main areas are examined in relation to movement ex-
pertise: motor planning, prediction/feedback, and attention. In relation to motor planning,
researchers examine how psychological elements are organized and how this organization
is influenced by perceptual-motor skill development [108]. One prominent paradigm in the
cognitive approach that relates to motor planning is the idea that perception occurs through
pattern recognition [1]. Theories of expertise relating to “chunking” generally suggest that
abstract mental representations of complex tasks are formed of domain-specific patterns
and stored as a hierarchical lattice in memory. These representations are recalled when
needed and serve as one explanation for the ease and speed that experts are able to perform
complex intentional movements [126, 1, 121, 89].

The second area examined in the cognitive approach is feedback and its relationship to
prediction and execution. One assumption in the cognitive approach is that “actions are
guided by prediction of sensory feedback” [108, p. 506]. This notion is supported through
studies that show athletes are not only faster in recognition and location search tasks than
non-experts, but are also better able to anticipate the actions of their opponent through
visual cues [82].

1See Chapter 1 Section 1.3.1 for more information on the enactive approach
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The third area of the cognitive approach is related to attention and skill development.
Another assumption in the cognitive approach is the role of automaticity in expert per-
ception. In other words, as skills develop, attention to the task decreases. In sports, the
phenomenon of “choking,” describes a situation where automaticity fails and the mind pre-
vents the body from performing well. [108, p. 513]. The experience of choking demonstrates
how automaticity, or the act of not thinking about the task while doing the task, may be
beneficial to athletes.

Generally, mental processes in the cognitive approach are often described as similar to
computational processes. The software is the mind and the hardware is the brain [82]. Main
assumptions of the cognitive approach include notions of automaticity, pattern recognition,
pre-planned motor activity, and information processing. These assumptions have all been
supported extensively through empirical studies.

While the cognitive approach has led to many successful repeatable findings in expertise
research, the theory falls short of explaining how cognitive processes connect to human
experience and biological processes [82]. Phenomenologist, Hubert Dreyfus (1920-2017)
argued that the notion of the brain as an information processor was not in alignment with
how a human experiences movement [82]. Similarly to Dreyfus, philosopher John Searle
argues from a biological standpoint that cognition should be examined through natural
features and not through “observer-dependent” features such as computational processes
[82, p. 165]. The notion of automaticity in expertise has also received critique. Dancer and
philosopher Barbara Montero reflects:

But I wonder whether most expert ballet dancers would claim that they perform
best when they are not thinking about what they are doing. Often I would
be thinking about how to capture, accentuate, or play with the music in my
movement...and this at times involved deliberation...and it took mental effort,
as it involved concerned concentration [84, p. 312].

As Montero points out, understanding expertise as the automation of cognitive processes
does not take into account the complexity of a movement experience nor acknowledge the
ongoing awareness one must have to respond to one’s surroundings. Therefore, theories of
movement expertise developed from the cognitive approach fail to explain how experts can
perform in dynamic environments where pre-planned motor action is not possible.

3.2.2 Ecological Approach

In contrast to the cognitive approach, the ecological approach focuses on the interaction
between the body and the environment in cognitive processes. The ecological approach
(also referred to as or in conjunction with the dynamic systems approach) is informed by
J.J. Gibson’s theory of perception [53] and N.A Bernstein’s theories of motor learning and
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control [8]. In this approach, perception and action are coupled and interpreted as a dy-
namic system. Cognition occurs through direct perception without interference from mental
representations, processing, or experience [1, 75]. In practice, an ecological approach pri-
marily focuses on exploring relationships between the physical environment and observable
physical characteristics or behaviors. Using this approach, many studies have been able to
mathematically characterize skill acquisition in a wide range of physical activities such as
juggling, pistol shooting, and bouncing a ball on a tennis racket [108, 89].

A prominent paradigm in the ecological approach is the notion of affordances. Rosen-
baum et al. [108] gives the example of perceiving a smooth surface of a pond. To a water
spider the smooth surface affords walking and to a human it affords swimming. An impli-
cation of affordances is that humans perceive differently based on their bodily state. For
example, someone with a heavy backpack will perceive a hill to be steeper than someone
without a heavy backpack [108]. In these examples, bodily state is not determined through
one’s previous experiences, but through environmental conditions that afford particular ac-
tions. However, there is controversy on how much physical conditions, such as wearing a
heavy backpack, actually changes one’s perception. For example, Durgin et al. [38] found
that there was no difference in how a person judged the steepness of a hill with or without
a heavy backpack. Therefore, Durgin et al. [38] suggest differences in perception are more
heavily influenced by social rather than physical demands of the task.

In the ecological approach there are two main assumptions in regards to expertise: the
education of attention and the reduction of dimensionality [7]. The education of attention is
described as the “process of learning to pick up specifying higher order invariants” [7, p. 323].
In other words, one’s attention shifts throughout the learning process. This assumption
aligns with Montero’s [84] critique of automaticity since the dancer is always aware and is
thinking even if the movement is mastered. The reduction of dimensionality is described as
“harnessing of control to the degrees of freedom” [7, p. 323]. This means that expertise is
acquired by constraining control to pertinent joint angles, positions, and movements that
support a task. Executing a movement with “fewer degrees of freedom” generally implies
more expertise [7].

Overall, the ecological approach is favored by researchers examining movement expertise
(e.g. [82, 7]) because of its emphasis on the connection between action and perception and
its ability to account for non-planned motor actions in dynamic environments. However,
Laurent and Ripoll [75] argue the ecological approach is over-simplified and does not take
into account “higher-level cognition,” such as categorization [75]. Rather, Laurent and
Ripoll [75] suggest an enactive framework of cognition to understand the complexity of
cognition and integration of the body, mind and environment.
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3.2.3 Enactive Approach

As I describe in Chapter 1, an enactive approach refers to an emergent, complex dynamic
system of cognition and addresses the inseparable nature of the body, mind, and envi-
ronment in cognitive processes [118]. In contrast to the ecological approach, the enactive
framework does not rule out the possibility of mental simulation and provides an avenue for
researchers to explore differences between what Warburton [123] refers to as “online” (time
pressured) and “offline” (mental simulation) cognitive processes [123, p. 69]. Similarly to
Warburton [123], in my research I argue an enactive framework of cognition is well suited for
the study of dance expertise because it aligns with the complex way in which dance experts
learn and experience movement through a combination of both online and offline processes.
However, research conducted under the enactive framework so far has not yielded the same
high number of repeatable results as research conducted under the ecological and cognitive
approaches. This is partly because in an enactive approach researchers seek to understand
the complex histories and interactions between the body, mind, and environment, which
are difficult to replicate in other experiments. For example, Brown and Coles [13] studied
the expertise of math teachers through an enactive lens, and argue their results are based
on a complex history of interaction and community that cannot be easily replicated or even
necessarily applied to other math teachers. Brown and Coles [13] state, “We do not offer our
practice as a method that could be adopted simply in other contexts; but more in the hope
of supporting others [to] make new distinctions in their own practice” [p. 872]. Therefore,
the enactive approach offers a way to understand the complexity of expertise; however, it
does so at the expense of having results that cannot be easily replicated in other scenarios.

In my research I suggest new methodologies to examine dance expertise must be de-
veloped that both seek to understand the complexity of a kinesthetic experience, but also
provide a route for replication by reporting context of each participant and the environ-
mental conditions. As a basis for developing new methodologies, in the following section I
describe how movement expertise is commonly studied in scientific research.

3.3 The Study of Expertise

In practice, the study of expertise examines the skills of experts, and in doing so also
makes assumptions of what expertise is and how it should be defined. Researchers recruit
expert participants based on arbitrary requirements related to the participant’s amount of
experience and in turn report findings that direct the future study of expertise. In Figure
3.1 I depict the many approaches researchers have taken in expertise research. Chi [24]
defines two main approaches to the study of expertise: absolute and relative. In studies
examining absolute expertise researchers recruit participants that are widely recognized
as “exceptional individuals” with innate talent and skills [24, p. 22]. In contrast, researchers
examining relative expertise compare task performance between varying skill levels [24,
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p. 22]. When evaluating relative expertise, the need to provide a precise definition of
expertise diminishes; however, the wide range of participants considered as “experts” also
make it challenging to compare results across studies.

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Research in Movement Expertise
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2016

Expert skills are often divided into two categories: perceptual-cognitive and percep-
tual-motor (See Figure 3.1). Perceptual-cognitive refers to intellectual skills associated
with strategy, decision making, and memorization. Perceptual-motor skills are attributed
to physical skills that are required in the execution of a movement [63, 108]. The separation
of these skills in research reflects a common division in expertise research between knowing
and doing. Allard and Starkes [2] propose that “...skill in knowing and skill in doing are
essential components of human motor skill” [p. 150]. They go on to suggest that research in
doing and knowing must be examined together, “It might be that the doing system must be
investigated along with an operating knowing system to be truly understood” [2, p. 150]. I
agree with Allard and Starkes that knowing and doing are essential to expertise. However, I
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also suggest these skills cannot be separated. The delineation between knowing and doing in
expertise research further promotes a cognitvist theoretical lens where motor and cognitive
processes are understood as individual processes rather than integrated.

A common classification in movement expertise research distinguishes between open
and closed skills (See Figure 3.1). Open skills are described as, “A skill performed in a dy-
namic environment, often including an opponent and having the production of a particular
environment event as its goal” [2, p. 128]. According to Allard and Starkes [2], domains
with open skills include sports such as, basketball, hockey and combatives. In contrast to
open skills, closed skills are described as, “A skill performed in an invariant environment and
having the production of a particular motor goal as its goal” [2, p. 128]. According to Allard
and Starkes [2] domains with closed skills include dance technique, diving, gymnastics and
figure skating [2].

Open and closed categories are useful in movement expertise research because it makes
an attempt to distinguish between the movement expertise required in different movement
domains such as basketball and dance. However, the notion that any environment is com-
pletely “invariant” is again drawing from a cognitivist viewpoint that does not take into
account the complexity of movement expertise and how experts must continuously respond
to dynamic environments. For example, even in a choreographed dance performance the
environment is never invariant and one’s execution of movement is impacted by the audi-
ence, fellow performers, one’s own bodily sensations, and environmental conditions outside
of one’s control.

Another way movement expertise is categorized is by differentiating between movement
knowledge gained from visual experience and motor experience (See Figure 3.1). Research
in mirror neurons and the action observation network (AON) suggest humans perceive
movement through embodied simulation. Therefore, a prominent route to understanding
movement perception has been to examine brain activation in relation to one’s physical
and visual familiarity with movement (e.g. [20], [28], [67]). In sports expertise research,
the following hypotheses have been put forth to explain how visual and motor experiences
contribute to one’s perception or observation of movement.

• The perceptual experience hypothesis suggests observational skills are strength-
ened through visual experience [21].

• The motor experience hypothesis suggests observational skills are strengthened
by having experience of doing the observed action [21].

• The common coding theory, developed by Prinz [102], suggests motor and visual
experiences share common codes in the brain, implying that visual learning and motor
learning influence perception in a similar manner.
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In my research, I most closely align with the motor experience hypothesis. For example,
as I found in Chapter 2, one’s movement training impacts how one interprets and observes
movement. However, I also acknowledge it is difficult to separate visual and motor ex-
periences since they often coincide. Therefore, focusing on the delineation between visual
and motor experiences does not contribute to a complex understanding of how movement
expertise is acquired. Instead I suggest transferring kinesthetic knowledge through multi-
ple senses and modalities can lead to better understanding of movement and observation
of movement. This includes motor and visual modalities but also takes into account how
kinesthetic knowledge is translated and learned through physical touch, verbal language,
sound, and imagery.

In summary, the way in which expertise is categorized or defined also reinforces how
expert skills are examined and evaluated in scientific studies. Therefore, the way in which
expertise is studied also determines how it will be defined and vice versa. Due to the
mutually reinforcing nature of expertise research I continue my literature review in two
parts. In the first part I ask, How is dance expertise examined in scientific studies?.
In answering this question I seek to understand how the complexity of dance expertise is
examined in relation to the receiver, transmitter, and the modality of transmission. In the
second part of my literature review, I ask, How is dance expertise defined in scientific
studies? To answer this question I compare how findings in expertise studies have informed
recruitment criteria for dance expertise studies. By examining dance expertise from these
entry points, I seek to find a better way forward in studying dance movement expertise.

3.4 How is dance expertise examined in scientific studies?

3.4.1 Examining the Role of the Receiver

Overall, research examining the role of the receiver within the kinesthetic transmission pro-
cess has found that familiar movement is perceived differently than non-familiar movement.
These differences occur in one’s affective response when observing movement [25, 72, 104],
one’s ability to notice changes in movement qualities [62, 92], and physiological differences in
perception during non-structured viewings of technical movements [114, 20]. A prominent
focus within much of this research is understanding perceptual differences when observ-
ing physically familiar movements and movement that is only visually familiar. Although
research suggests both visual and physical familiarity impact neural responses when watch-
ing movement [67, 19], it is still uncertain how physical and visual familiarity influence
the kinesthetic transmission process. For example, Cross et al.[28] found participants had
similar brain activation when watching a dance phrase whether they had learned the dance
phrase through an observation-only method or by physically executing the movements. This
finding, in alignment with the common coding theory described previously, suggests that
visual and motor learning similarly influence perception. In contrast, Calvo-Merino et al.
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[20] found when dancers observed movements they were only visually familiar with, they
had less brain activation than dancers who observed movement that was both physically
and visually familiar. This finding, in alignment with the motor experience hypothesis
described previously, suggests that motor experience can increase perceptual engagement
when observing movement.

The contradictory findings of Calvo-Merino et al. [20] and Cross et al. [28] support dif-
ferent understandings of the relationship between visual and motor learning experiences and
how they influence observational processes. In similar research in sports expertise, Pizzera
and Raab [99] suggest the relationship between visual and motor expertise is dependent on
the movement domain. For example, they found motor experience was important to accu-
rate judging in hockey and trampolining, but not handball. In soccer, they found visual
experience less than 11 years or more than 25-30 years had no effect on officiating perfor-
mance. Therefore, it is possible the novice participants examined in Cross et al. [28] were
more influenced from the visual learning process than the professional dancers studied in
Calvo-Merino et al. [20]. Additionally, the impact of visual and motor learning experiences
on perceptual processes may be dependent on the specific style or technique of movement.
In this case, Calvo-Merino et al. [20] examined classical ballet movements while Cross et
al. [28] examined rhythmic stepping movements in a videogame context. Overall, these
experiments cannot be well compared because the tasks, participants, and experimental
design differed greatly. However, together they demonstrate how both visual and motor ex-
periences inform the observational process and the need to further understand the nuances
of how visual and motor experiences influence one’s reception of a kinesthetic experience.

When examining the role of the receiver in the kinesthetic transmission process, physi-
ological and experiential accounts of perception are often studied separately using different
research methods that are difficult to compare; yet, researchers make similar claims. For
example, Henley [62] and Orlandi et al. [92] both suggest experts are better able to per-
ceive changes in movement qualities than non-experts. Orlandi et al. drew this conclusion
through examining participants’ neural responses when watching pairs of similar videos of
dance movement that had nuanced differences. In contrast, Henley [62] developed a psycho-
metric task to examine how experts and non-experts categorize spatial and timing changes
in movement. Henley [62] found all participants performed equally well in recognizing over-
all body shape changes; however, experts performed better in categorizing differences in
time and spatial directions. Henley’s findings suggest one’s reception of movement qualities
may be related not only to expertise of the observer, but also to the quality being observed.
The similarity between Henley and Orlandi et al.’s results demonstrate how physiological
and experiential accounts of perception relate and when taken together can provide a deeper
understanding of how kinesthetic knowledge can be transferred and received.

However, while Orlandi et al.’s and Henley’s findings are a step forward to understand-
ing how expertise relates to the perception of movement qualities, there is still a gap in
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understanding how physiological measures of perception relate to what one sees and expe-
riences when perceiving movement. This is in part due to the difficulty of analysing phys-
iological data in relation to one’s experience. For example, Jola, Ehrenberg and Reynolds
[68] compared neural activity of expert and novice dance audience members to their post-
performance phenomenological descriptions of watching a dance performance. Due to the
complexity of the data, researchers had to be cautious of “overinterpreting” [p. 32] results
and their findings were inconclusive. In Chapter 4 I further address these methodological
challenges, and propose one way forward is to compare psychometric data, as Henley [62]
collected, to physiological measures of perception.

Overall, there are still many questions left unanswered in movement perception and
expertise research. From the findings I report in this section, I demonstrate how the dif-
ferences between expert and non-expert perception may be due to their visual and motor
experiences, but also may be due to the type of stimuli that participants perceived in the ex-
periment. In the next section, I show how research focused on the modality of transmission
in relation to the kinesthetic transmission process can contribute to further understanding
the nuances of how kinesthetic knowledge is perceived.

3.4.2 Examining the Modality of Transmission

As I found in my case study, described in Chapter 2, the modality in which kinesthetic
knowledge is transmitted can impact how kinesthetic knowledge and experiences are per-
ceived and interpreted. In this section I broaden my understanding of the modality of
transmission to also include studies that examine the modalities in which expert dancers
learn movement.

One of the ways in which the modality of transmission is examined in dance exper-
tise studies is by comparing how a receiver’s interpretation of movement compares when
watching dance movement through a familiar versus unfamiliar mode of transmission. For
example, Christensen et al. [25] found expert dancers had higher galvanic skin response lev-
els when viewing “happy” compared to “sad” ballet movements on video, but only when the
videos were watched in a forward rather than reverse direction. Another study by Calvo-
Merino et al. [18] found expert dancers were only better than non-experts at detecting
changes in movement when viewing point light displays of common ballet movement in an
upright rather than upside down viewing condition. They interpret these results to mean
that expertise impacts configural processes of perception where the relationship between
the parts of the body is essential to one’s understanding and interpretation of the stimuli.
Kinesthetic knowledge, however, is not always best perceived through visual observation.
For example, Murgia et. al [87] found expert tap dancers perceived differences in rhythmic
time change in tap dancing better than non-experts only when observing rhythm in an
auditory rather than visual modality. Taken together, these studies demonstrate how inter-
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preting kinesthetic knowledge is context dependent and when participants view movement
in an unfamiliar context, the impacts of expertise are not observed.

As I note in Chapter 1, scientific studies often use dance video or digital stimuli to
understand perceptual processes of experts. However, Jola, Ehrenberg and Reynolds [68]
describe how this stimuli is reductive and not comparable to how dance is usually viewed in
live settings. Research by Jola and Grosbras [69] also found novice observers had increased
corticospinal excitability when watching live dance compared to video dance stimuli. This
finding could be interpreted as a reduced kinesthetic response in audience members when
perceiving movement through video. I discuss these findings more in Chapter 5 in relation to
dance film and kinesthetic interaction design strategies. In my research I suggest all modes of
kinesthetic transmission can provide insight into a kinesthetic experience. Therefore, more
research needs to be conducted to understand how multi-modal perception of movement
contributes to one’s understanding and interpretation of kinesthetic knowledge.

The modality of transmission can also refer to how experts learn movement. In early
research, Starkes et al. [113] suggested the strategies expert and novice youth ballet dancers
use to learn movement may impact their ability to effectively recall the movement. Starkes
et al. [113] describe:

After viewing each sequence novices rushed to perform or verbalize what they
had seen. The experts inevitably asked if they could think about the sequence
before performing it. During this very brief consolidation or rehearsal time they
used small hand and foot movements to represent elements and on rare occasions
verbally labeled different steps. This consolidation seemed critical to the expert
children [113, p. 227].

Recent research has also found learning stratetgies to be critically important to the
kinesthetic transmission process. Warburton et al. [124] and Kirsh, Caballero, and Cuyk-
endall [73] have found marking dance movement or practicing movement in a reduced form,
lead to better performances than practicing movement full-out. Bläsing et al. [11] also
found dancers perform better when learning movement through a visual observation mode
compared to a verbal-only learning mode. In motor imagery studies, findings also indi-
cate that dance experts are better at kinesthetic imagery tasks than non-experts [9, 91].
However, although studies suggest that learning strategies influence how a dancer performs
movement, the nuances of the effects of these learning strategies need more exploration.
For example, Bläsing et al. [11] describe how there could be more nuanced differences in
learning between descriptive and metaphorical verbal language. Additionally, while mark-
ing has been found to improve one’s performance there are still many open questions related
to what kinds of marking are the most beneficial and whether there are differences in the
effects of marking based on the way in which a dancer marks.
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In summary, research has demonstrated the modality of transmission impacts the kines-
thetic transmission process. This aligns with my findings in Chapter 2 where I suggest
performers remembered their movements differently when observing on video versus from
their bodily memory. Additionally, the CMA’s had different or new interpretations of the
performer’s movements when observed through video or text. This research is essential to
understanding how kinesthetic knowledge can be transferred in technologically-mediated
spaces and how a multi-modal kinesthetic learning environment can contribute to kines-
thetic knowledge and ways of knowing in dance.

3.4.3 Examining the Role of the Transmitter

Research that examines the role of the transmitter in relation to the kinesthetic transmis-
sion process explores both how dancers sense their own movement and how they perform
movement compared to other experts and non-experts. In this section I differentiate the
role of the transmitter from the role of the receiver by the notion of the task. If the task is
asking the dancer to perform a movement rather than observe a movement then I consider
this research to be exploring the role of the transmitter. However, I acknowledge that a
performer learning movement is also in a receiver role and these roles are much more fluid
in practice.

Research in dance ethnography and phenomenology have demonstrated that different
dance styles give rise to different sensations and types of awareness in dance. Bull [15] ob-
served that specific dance styles place emphasis on training different senses. Ballet training
places importance on vision, contact improvisation emphasizes touch, and Ghanaian dance
emphasizes hearing. Ravn [103] found through phenomenological interviews that ballet,
contemporary and Butoh dancers sensed their weight differently. In general, ballet dancers
described their weight as feeling “right,” contemporary dancers felt “weighted,” and Butoh
movers felt their weight as “transparent” [103]. This research also coincides with my find-
ings in Chapter 2 that demonstrate how performers’ interpretations of their own movements
relate to their specific training in movement.

Studies evaluating motor skills in dance have found expertise-related differences in postu-
ral control, alignment, balance, and an ability to accurately reproduce and control complex
dance movements [9]. Many of these studies have also demonstrated that skilled perfor-
mance is also influenced by the conditions of the task and age of the experts. For example,
Bruyneel et al. [14] found adult dancers were better able to balance than younger dancers;
however, neither group performed better when performing the balance task with their eyes
closed. This finding demonstrates how performing a task in an unfamiliar setting often
diminishes expertise-related effects.

Overall, most scientific research in relation to the transmitter has focused on the ability
to perform precise motor actions. A next step in this research would be to further under-
stand the expressive differences between expert dancers. This is challenging though, as the
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aesthetics of dance vary between styles, techniques, and cultures. Therefore, expression
is not always perceived or judged in a similar manner. Additionally, it can be debated
whether or not one’s movement expertise impacts one’s expressive abilities. For example,
in emotion and movement research, Van Dyck, Burger, and Oralandatou [116] describe
how there has been little difference in a receiver’s ability to recognize expressive qualities
when the transmitter is an expert or novice. Additionally Van Dyck et al. [116] note many
researchers have decided to only use novice transmitters in their emotion and movement
studies in order to “..facilitate more accurate, diverse, and natural expression of emotion”
as opposed to ...“the prescribed, choreographed, ‘dance routine’ of professionals who, due
to certain artistic reasons, might have learned to conform their expression” [p. 127]. While
expression may be more natural in non-dance contexts, there is still a question of how the
art form of dance moves someone to experience a new feeling or emotion. As is the case with
many art forms, the purpose of dance is not to just recognize an emotional state, but rather
to transform the audience to a new state. This, however, is very subjective and dependent
on many factors including not only the transmitter’s and receiver’s expertise and training,
but also the modality of transmission.

3.4.4 Synthesis

Overall, in my literature review I find dance expertise research has been examined in rela-
tion to the receiver, modality of transmission, and the transmitter. However, more research
is needed to further understand the complexity of each stage in the transmission process.
In examining the role of the receiver, I suggest there is a need to further understand the
relationship between physiological and experiential accounts of movement perception. In
relation to the modality of transmission, there needs to be more research in how various
learning strategies impact expertise and how various modes of transmission contribute to
one’s kinesthetic knowledge. Lastly, in relation to the transmitter, there needs to be more
research in what abilities are needed for an expert dancer to effectively transmit a kines-
thetic experience or feeling to an audience. This lack of understanding the complexity of
expert abilities and how they are acquired leads to broad categorizations of dance experts.
Therefore, I argue dance expertise must be more rigorously defined in order for research to
progress. In the next section I examine expert participant recruitment criteria to gather
more insight into how expertise is currently defined in scientific studies.

3.5 How is dance expertise defined in scientific studies?

Dance movement expertise is broadly defined across literature. Leading researchers in dance
movement perception define dance expertise as something that “...can be acquired to differ-
ent degrees of professionalism, often judged according to the performers’ physical virtuosity
in terms of limb coordination, flexibility, and strength, as well as other performative and es-
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Table 3.1: Recruitment Criteria for Dance Movement Experts in Scientific Studies

thetic elements that are more subjectively determined” [9, para. 1]. While this definition is
a good starting point, there is still a need to further understand how various types of knowl-
edge contribute to dance expertise. Does the dancer that can jump the highest, turn the
most revolutions, and is the most flexible have the highest level of expertise? What exactly
are the “performative and esthetic elements” and what abilities does one need to execute
them? Does dance expertise decline with the decline of physical capabilities? What is the
relationship between intellectual and physical capabilities? Does one’s expertise increase
as one’s experience with observation increases? These questions are not easily answered,
making it challenging to effectively define and examine dance movement expertise.

Most dance expertise researchers examine relative expertise and define expertise by
evaluating one group of participants as more expert than another group using a specific set
of criteria. In Table 3.1, I provide examples of criteria used to determine a dance expert
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in scientific studies. I have chosen these seven studies to focus on because together they
best represent the diverse ways in which criteria is reported. Additionally, many of these
studies’ findings are critical to understanding best practices for recruitment criteria.

Experts are commonly distinguished by their training in various styles of dance (e.g.
ballet, jazz), roles they have experienced (e.g. dancer, teacher), the level they have
achieved in their practice (professional or student), the amount of time they have spent
training (depicted as years of training or hours of practice), and their age. In the follow-
ing sections, I describe how each of these categories relate to findings in dance expertise
and illustrate the need for a better way to define and gather information on dance experts.2

3.5.1 Style

Studies in dance expertise have found the style a dancer has trained in impacts memory
skills (e.g.[113, 112]) and attention (e.g. [103], [15]). Koehne et al. [74] also found differ-
ences in how artists from various dance styles scored on a questionnaire measuring one’s
ability to empathize with movement. Additionally, my findings in Chapter 2 demonstrate
how one’s interpretation of movement is informed by one’s training in various styles of
dance. As seen from Table 3.1, researchers have studied dance expertise across a range of
styles including ballet, modern, contemporary, capoeira, tango, breakdancing, and salsa.
Although researchers commonly narrow their study to include participants that are train-
ing primarily in only one style of dance, in practice dancers often train in many different
styles of dance and have previous experiences in multiple dance styles. While some studies
such as Jola and Mast [70], Bläsing and Schack [10], and Orgs et al. [90] have reported
participant’s experience with multiple styles of dance, this information is often reported
generally, making it difficult to decipher if the style had any effect on the study’s findings.

3.5.2 Role

Most of the expertise studies cited in Table 3.1 examine dance performers with the excep-
tion of Jola and Mast [70] who examine performers, teachers, choreographers, and dance
managers. While Jola and Mast [70] included many types of roles within their study, their
study does not focus on how each role may impact an expert’s performance in the task.
Although in sports expertise research there has been extensive study on differentiating ex-
pert abilities across various roles [63], there has not been much scientific research comparing
expert abilities across various roles in dance.

Despite this lack of scientific research, dance educators have noted differences between
various types of dance experts. For example, Judith Lynne Hanna, describes how choreog-
raphers and performers have different skill sets in dance:

2My first iteration of this review is published in Cuykendall and Schiphorst [31].
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The choreographer and the dancer use knowledge differently. The creativity
of making set dances and improvising within a style requires declarative and
procedural knowledge (usually tacit) or relational rules for matching movements
with appropriate meanings... In contrast to dance making, dance imitation (or
dancing someone else’s choreography) depends on learning a set pattern that
involves analogical and spatial abilities [58, p. 496].

Hanna’s observations of differences between a choreographer and performer demonstrate
the need to further examine how various roles within the dance field contribute to different
types of dance knowledge. However, since dance experts often take on multiple roles at the
same time, it may be challenging to find distinct groups to compare and evaluate.

3.5.3 Level and Training

As seen in Table 3.1, researchers typically report a dance expert’s level or amount of training.
Most studies either recruit professional or student dance experts; however, the expert pool
in Jola and Mast [70] consisted of both professional and student participants. It is also
important to note in dance expertise research, that university students have already had
many years of training and may already have some professional experiences.

The way in which researchers report the amount of training can range from providing
the number of years, hours, or minutes of practice. For example, Stevens et al. [114] report
the average years of training their experts have trained and performed. Jola and Mast [70]
report the average minutes the dance experts have trained per day and did not include any
experts in the study that did not have at least one hour of training per day for the last
five years. Orgs et al. [90] defines an expert as someone who began training by 10 years of
age, and had daily classes for the past four years. Bacharach et al. [6] report not only the
average years of experience, but also a participant’s total average hours of deliberate practice.
According to Ericsson [41], expert skills are acquired through deliberate practice where there
is attention given to improve particular aspects of a task. Therefore, the recruitment criteria
in Bacharach et al. [6] reflects the view that expertise is not just a result of the amount of
practice, but also the quality of the practice. The various reporting styles of a dance expert’s
training across studies make comparisons between findings difficult. Perhaps reporting one’s
training in minutes or hours is a more accurate indicator of expertise, but it may also not
be as precise since it is difficult to calculate one’s total hours of practice over a lifetime if
one had not been diligently recording their practice time.

Overall, the average years of training is one of the most commonly reported criteria in
Table 3.1; yet, findings also indicate this metric may have little relation to one’s level of
expertise. For example, Bläsing and Schack [10] report their expert pool had a range of 7-35
years of training; while their amateur pool had a range of 1-20 years of training. Although
the years of training between professionals and amateurs overlapped, Bläsing and Schack
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[10] found differences between the expert and amateur dancers when comparing them in a
mental representation task. Starkes and Deakin [113] also compared between expert and
novice dancers that had similar years of training, but trained at two different schools of
ballet. In this case, participants that trained at a more prestigious school were considered
to be more expert than participants with the same years of training at a less prestigious
school. Often less prestigious dance schools do not require students to take classes everyday.
Therefore, perhaps a more reliable metric than years of training may be the average days
of training per week.

Across all studies there is a preference for reporting an expert’s experience with phys-
ical training and motor experiences as an indicator of their dance expertise. However, as
stated earlier in my literature review, many studies have also found that visual experiences
alone contribute to expertise (e.g. [20, 67, 28]). Acknowledging the different ways of ac-
quiring kinesthetic knowledge in recruitment criteria can further support a more nuanced
examination of dance expertise and the different ways of knowing in dance.

3.5.4 Age

The average age of experts is commonly reported across studies (See Table 3.1). Most
averages are above twenty-five years of age when examining adult experts; however, Bläsing
and Schack [10] report a range of 18-40 years. Although most studies report age, not many
studies have examined how age influences expertise. As stated earlier in my literature
review, Bruyneel et al. [14] found differences between child and adult expert dancers in
balance skills. Ericsson [41] also suggests experts in the arts reach their peak performance
by their 30’s or 40’s while in sports, peak performance is reached in one’s 20’s. As indicated
from my findings in Chapter 2, it is also possible that beginning one’s training in childhood
or the first formal training one had may also influence one’s expert abilities and perception.
However, this information is rarely reported, with the exception of Orgs et al. [90] that
only recruited dance experts who had began training by the age of 10.

3.5.5 Synthesis

Overall, I find definitions of dance expertise vary broadly across scientific studies and re-
cruitment criteria does not always align with current findings. For example, despite studies
that have found motor and visual familiarity contribute to expertise, often only one’s ex-
perience with physical skills and physical practice are noted in the recruitment criteria.
Additionally, the lack of a standard reporting style across expertise studies makes it diffi-
cult to compare results across studies. Therefore, as a result of this literature review I have
created the Movement Expertise Survey (See Appendix A) which I will use as part of my
experimental design in my next case study. Generally, the Movement Expertise Survey is
based on the recruitment criteria identified in this section. The Movement Expertise Sur-
vey gathers information related to dance expertise and other relevant movement disciplines
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such as sports, martial arts, somatic practices, and kinesiological/anatomical knowledge.
As I found in Chapter 2, even areas outside of dance, such as climbing experience lead to
different interpretations of kinesthetic knowledge and experience. Through the survey I
seek to further understand how kinesthetic knowledge may overlap across movement disci-
plines and build a more precise definition of dance and movement expertise. Once a better
definition of expertise is established, research in dance expertise will also progress and be
able to better address the complexity of the kinesthetic transmission process.

3.6 Concluding Thoughts

In summary, I have found research in dance expertise is essential to understanding the
nuances of the kinesthetic transmission process. However, since dance expertise is broadly
defined across studies, it is challenging to apply dance expertise research to practical ap-
plications such as transferring kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces.
Additionally, much of expertise research is conducted under a cognitive or ecological theo-
retical understanding of cognition that does not explain the complexity of the interactions
between the body, mind, and environment.

In the next stage of my research process, I study the nuances of dance expertise by
more closely examining the role of the receiver. In my previous case study in Chapter 2, I
found dance experts interpret or translate kinesthetic knowledge differently depending on
their movement training background. In Chapter 4, I continue this research by evaluating
not only how experts translate movement differently, but also how experts literally see
movement differently, as measured by an eye tracker. By studying perceptual differences
in relation to interpretative differences between various types of movement experts, I can
better understand how to design for different stages of the kinesthetic transmission process.

3.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter I ask two main questions: 1) How is dance expertise examined in scientific
studies? and 2) How is dance expertise defined in scientific studies? To answer the first
question I examine dance expertise research in relation to the stages I have defined in
the kinesthetic transmission process: 1) The role of the receiver, 2) The modality of the
transmission, and 3) The role of the transmitter. I find that while there has been research
in relation to all of these stages of the kinesthetic transmission process, there is still a need
to further understand nuanced relationships between the receiver, transmitter, modality of
transmission, and how expert dance knowledge is acquired.

To answer my second research question, I compare the recruitment criteria of several
dance expertise studies. I find dance experts are commonly differentiated by their experi-
ences in various styles of dance, the roles they have experienced in dance, the level they have
achieved, the amount of time they have trained, and their age. Overall I find recruitment
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criteria across studies varies greatly and there is a need to standardize what and how a dance
expert’s previous training experiences are reported. As a result of this literature review I
create the Movement Expertise Survey, which will be utilized in my next case study.

So far most of the research in expertise is conducted through a cognitive or ecological
theoretical framework of cognition that does not provide a nuanced account of the rich inter-
actions between the body, mind, and environment. Therefore, in going forward, I propose
to study dance expertise through a dance enaction theoretical framework so that we can
further understand the different ways of knowing in dance and how kinesthetic knowledge
is acquired. This research is essential to understanding how kinesthetic knowledge can be
effectively transferred in technologically-mediated spaces.
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Chapter 4

Dance Enaction in Action: A
Psychophysiological Approach to
Examining Dance Expertise

4.1 Introduction

Through my research I have demonstrated dance expertise plays a key role in the kinesthetic
transmission process1 and is therefore essential to understanding how to effectively transfer
kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. In this chapter I continue my
research in dance expertise and focus on the role of the receiver in the kinesthetic trans-
mission process. Based on my findings from Chapters 2 and 3, I suggest there is a need
for deeper investigation into how dance experts not only interpret kinesthetic knowledge
differently, but also how perceptual processes align with these interpretive differences.

To understand the nuanced relationships between interpretative and perceptual pro-
cesses I propose a methodological approach to the study of dance expertise that is based on
a dance enaction theoretical framework.2 Using this approach, I place dance at the center
of my investigation and address two major gaps in dance expertise research:3

1. The lack of research addressing how physiological measures of perception relate to
experiential or interpretive differences in dance perception.

2. The lack of a precise or nuanced definition of dance expertise that takes into account
different types of kinesthetic knowledge and how it is acquired.

To address the first gap, I examine the relationship between eye movement patterns and
one’s ability to perceive changes in movement qualities (as measured through a psychometric

1See Chapter 2.6 for further description on the transmission process

2Dance enaction is a term coined by Warburton [123]. For more information refer to Chapters 1 and 3.

3See Chapter 3 for a review of dance expertise studies
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change detection task).4 I ask: Can expertise-related differences in the perception
and interpretation of non-stylized movement be observed both in physiological
eye tracking data and a psychometric change detection task? I have chosen to
examine eye movements specifically because I seek to understand the relationship between
what one perceives and how one literally views the movement phrase. Therefore, my choice
in using eye tracking as a physiological measure of perception is made under the assumption
that one’s eye movement patterns relate to what one perceives. There is also research that
suggests a causal relationship exists between the motor system and predictive eye movements
[56]. However so far there has not been extensive study into the relationship between eye
movement patterns and dance expertise.

In response to the second gap, I explore relationships between participants’ previous
movement experiences (as described in the Movement Expertise Survey5) with their perfor-
mance in the change detection task. I ask: How can the Movement Expertise Survey
and additional interview data support analysis of nuanced expertise-related dif-
ferences or other differences in perception and interpretation of non-stylized
movement? By answering this question I seek to better understand how expert dance
skills (related to observation) are acquired and further inform how dance experts’ previous
training experiences should be reported across scientific studies.

Overall, in this chapter I suggest new methodologies are needed to examine dance ex-
pertise. These methodologies need to address how expert skills are acquired by also ac-
knowledging the complexity and inseparable nature of the body, mind, and environment.
By examining the role of the receiver in the kinesthetic transmission process through mul-
tiple entry points, such as eye tracking, survey, interview, and psychometric data, I seek to
better understand the different ways of knowing in dance and how kinesthetic knowledge is
acquired. I argue this is the first step to understanding how kinesthetic knowledge can be
effectively transferred in technologically-mediated spaces.

4.2 Methodological Considerations and Rationale

I examine dance expertise through a dance enaction theoretical framework. As I describe
in Chapter 3, the enactive approach has not yet been widely adopted as a theoretical
framework to examine movement expertise and perception. One reason may be due to

4The study discussed in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Ekaterina Stepanova, Ethan
Soutar-Rau, Kallie Hu, Karen Studd, and Thecla Schiphorst. At the time of my dissertation publication,
this study is unpublished. The idea for the study grew out of my research in dance expertise; however,
we all contributed to the design of the study. Cuykendall and Studd prepared the stimuli, Cuykendall and
Hu collected the data, Soutar-Rau and Stepanova created exploratory analyses tools and performed the
statistical analyses.

5See Appendix A
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methodological challenges of aligning experiential data with perceptual measures. Varela,
Thompson and Rosch [118] discuss the use of neurophenomenology as the main methodology
of enaction. In this methodology, researchers seek to align first person experiential data
with neurophysiological measurements. For example, Jola, Ehrenberg, and Reynolds [68]
examined the relationship between participants’ neural activity while watching a live dance
work with data from a phenomenological interview where participants described their post-
hoc experience of watching the dance performance. Jola et al. [68] describe how the task of
aligning this data is “...a very difficult one, if not impossible” [p. 32]. Part of this challenge
may be due to the differences in the resolution of the data. Phenomenological interview
data is very complex and the nuances may not be evident in current technologies used to
measure neural activity.

Another way to relate subjective experiences to physiological data is to reduce the com-
plexity of experiential data by creating a quantitative tool that measures specific aspects of
one’s experience. For example, Bachrach et al. [5], successfully related participants’ breath-
ing rhythms to their experience of watching dance. Bachrach et al. [5] used quantitative
questionnaires to understand each participant’s experience. For example, they asked each
participant to rate how strongly they paid attention to their own breathing and the dancers’
breathing. In this approach it is necessary for researchers to have a clear hypothesis of what
aspects of experience they would like to capture and know whether their psychometric tool
or questionnaires can accurately capture these experiences.

Although Bahrach et al. [5] claim their study was conducted “In the spirit of the
neurophenomenological approach” [p. 5], their methodology also is closely aligned with
a psychophysiological approach. Similarly to neurophenomenology, a psychophysiological
approach emphasizes the relationship between physiological and experiential components of
perception and is grounded in the underlying belief that cognition is embodied. According
to Cacioppo, Tassinary, and Berntson [16]:

Psychophysiology is based on the dual assumptions that human perception,
thought, emotion, and action are embodied and embedded phenomena; and
that the measures of the processes of the corporeal brain and body contain
information [that] can shed light on the human mind [16, p. 14]

In contrast to neurophenomenology, psychophysiology utilizes psychometric evaluation
for understanding the subjective experience of a participant. In addition to Bachrach et al.
[5], other studies in dance expertise and perception have also drawn from a psychophysi-
ological approach and have had successful outcomes (e.g. [67, 25]). However, one major
limitation of the psychophysiological approach is the validity of the findings is based on
the validity of the psychometric instrument used to measure perception. The psychometric
tool often includes restrictions for how participants can interact with the data and these
conditions are not always considered to be ecologically valid. In this chapter I propose
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a methodological approach to examine dance expertise and perception by combining psy-
chophysiological and practice-led approaches. By informing the design of the current study
with my own dance practice and knowledge, I hope to mitigate some of the limitations of a
psychophysiological approach.

Lastly, my choice for using eye tracking data as the physiological measure of perception
is based on the assumption that eye movements align with one’s observations. Duchowski
[37] points out “...in all eye tracking work, a tacit but very important assumption is usually
accepted: we assume that attention is linked to foveal gaze direction, but we acknowledge
that it may not always be so” [p. 13]. In other words, it is important to note that one’s
attention may not always be aligned with one’s eye movements. Therefore, in the current
study I am less concerned with measuring attention and more interested in how the overall
eye patterns between expert and non-expert dance practitioners can be distinguished and
related to their performance in a psychometric change detection task. Additionally, since
eye movements and the motor system have been found to be causally related [56], I further
suggest that identifying clusters or patterns of eye movements can also provide insight into
other ways to differentiate between varying types of expertise and inform a better definition
of movement expertise.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Experimental Design and Hypotheses

The experimental design for the current study builds from previous studies that have found
relationships between dance movement expertise and eye movement patterns during move-
ment observation tasks ([98, 114, 100]) and previous research by Henley [60, 61, 62] that
found differences in how expert and non-expert dancers perceive movement qualities. I
seek to extend this previous research by examining the role of the receiver through multiple
entry points to further understand the relation between dance expertise, what one sees in
movement, and how one sees movement. To evaluate differences in what one sees, I use a
psychometric tool that is adapted from a change detection task created by dance professor
and researcher Dr. Matthew Henley. Henley [60] developed this tool over a series of studies
where he sought to examine differences in the perception of movement qualities between
expert and non-expert dancers. In the latest version of Henley’s change detection task (as
described in [62]), pairs of dance videos are created to be either identical or with a change
in Time, Shape, or Space (See Table 4.2 for a more detailed description of these changes).
To examine how one sees movement I, with my collaborators, compare differences in eye
tracking movements between expert dance practitioners and non-expert participants. Ad-
ditionally, I examine interview data from a post-hoc debrief that immediately followed the
experiment and analyse quantitative and qualitative responses on the Movement Expertise
Survey (See Appendix A).
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This study is conducted in two parts. In the first part, my collaborators and I address
our first research question: Can expertise-related differences in the perception and
interpretation of non-stylized movement be observed both in physiological eye
tracking data and a psychometric change detection task? To answer this question
we analyse the participants’ performance in the change detection task and their eye tracking
movements. Based on results from Henley [62], we hypothesize experts should perform
better than non-experts in the change detection task and that some categories of change may
have an expertise-related effect. For example, Henley [62] found experts performed better
than non-experts in observing categorical changes of Space and Time. Our definition of
Time significantly differed from Henely’s; however, we still anticipated there to be expertise-
related differences in one’s ability to identify spatial changes in movement.

Based on previous studies by Stevens [114], Petrakis [98], and Ponmanadiyil and Wool-
house [100], we expected experts’ eye movements to also vary from non-experts. Although
previous eye tracking and dance studies have reported findings using common algorithmic
classifications of eye movements (e.g. fixations, saccades), we chose not to use these mea-
surements because they have not been well defined for dynamic stimuli. Recent studies have
also determined that many eye tracking algorithms are unreliable when used in dynamic
stimuli [3]. Furthermore, since our experimental task differed from tasks conducted in pre-
vious dance and eye tracking studies, we did not expect our results to necessarily align with
previous studies. Therefore, our eye tracking analyses are exploratory and we use visual
analytic tools to observe patterns in the data and generate data-driven hypotheses.

In the second part of the study, we address the second research question: How can
the Movement Expertise Survey and additional interview data support analysis
of nuanced expertise-related differences or other differences in perception and
interpretation of non-stylized movement?6 To answer this question, we compare
each participants’ performance in the change detection task with their interview data and
responses in the Movement Expertise Survey. Based on my literature review (described in
Chapter 3), we hypothesize differences between participants may emerge regardless of one’s
pre-defined expertise. For example, participants’ visual and physical movement experiences
and their learning strategies may have an effect on how well participants performed in the
change detection task. Through exploratory analysis of the survey and interview data, we
seek to understand the complexity of dance expertise and contribute to a better definition
and understanding of expert dance skills and how they are acquired.

6In the second part of the study both Ethan Soutar-Rau and Shannon Cuykendall conducted further
analyses on the data.
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Table 4.1: An overview of the participants in our research study. Participants had the
opportunity to report up to 3 styles of dance they had experience with. If a dance style
was listed at least twice I have included it in this table or else it is categorized as an “Other
Cultural and Social Dance.”

4.3.2 Participants and Recruitment

Our study was approved by the Simon Fraser University Office of Research Ethics and all
participants provided written informed consent prior to beginning the experiment. To take
part in the study, participants had to be at least 19 years old and female.7 Participants
were either paid for their time or given course credit. We defined an expert observer as any
professional, pre-professional, or college-level dance practitioner. In contrast, non-experts
had little or no previous dance training.

We recruited 30 experts and 30 non-experts to participate in the study. One of the
non-experts did not show up for the experiment and we exclude the first 6 participants we
tested (all of whom were non-experts) from our analysis due to a technical error in recording
the data. We exclude 5 more participants (1 non-expert, 4 experts) from our analyses. In
four of these cases, the eye tracker did not record eye movements for all the trials and in one
case the computer crashed during the experiment. We conduct our analysis on 26 experts
and 22 non-experts.

The experts ranged in age from 19 to 34 years (mean age 22.5 years and SD = 3.5
years). The non-experts included participants 19 to 30 years of age (mean age 21.4 years
and SD = 2.4 years). All of the participants were right-handed except for 2 experts that
were left-handed.

7We restricted our study to only female participants because male participants in dance are more difficult
to find and recruit. Additionally, previous work by Henley [62] also only examined female participants.
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Expert participants had a mean of 10.85 years of active practice in their primary dance
style (SD= 5.77 years) while non-expert participants had a mean of 2.74 years of active
practice (SD= 2.75 years) in their primary dance style. Most experts had been trained in
ballet and contemporary dance styles; however, many of the experts also reported training
in other styles such as tap, jazz, hip hop, improvisation, and Bhangra. Five of the expert
participants also reported having training in Laban Movement Analysis (LMA).8 Non-
experts reported having training in styles such as ballet, hip hop, jazz and cultural dance.
Expert participants reported they practiced anywhere from 4 to over 40 hours per week,
with a median range of 19-21 hours. Non-experts reported they practiced anywhere from 0
to over 9 hours per week, with a median range of less than 1 hour per week (See Table 4.1 for
a summary of participants’ experiences). Although there is some overlap between experts’
and non-experts’ current weekly training in dance, the experts we recruited identified dance
as being their main professional practice while non-experts did not. The recruitment criteria
for this study is broad since dance expertise is broadly defined across the literature,9 and
as of yet there are no standard criteria for recruiting dance experts.

4.3.3 Creation of Stimuli

To create the stimuli for our experiment, we recorded 14 movement phrases performed by a
solo female dancer using color video and motion capture. The dancer wore a light colored
bodysuit against a dark backdrop to provide high contrast between the dancer and the
background. Although participants did not view the motion capture data as part of the
experiment, this data allowed us to more easily identify and examine regions of interest in
our exploratory eye tracking analysis. The motion capture data was collected with a Vicon
system and fit to a skeleton with 28 joints.

We created each dance phrase using a similar vocabulary of movement actions used in
Henley [60, 61, 62]. We selected 11 of Henley’s 17 actions (See Figure 4.1) and chose actions
that were consistently categorized correctly in Henley’s experiment. We also selected actions
that we could easily adapt to the LBMS definitions of Shape, Space, and Time components
(See Table 4.2 for a comparison of Henley’s [62] definitions of Shape, Space, and Time and
the LBMS definitions we used in our experiment).

In total, we recorded 14 dance movement phrases, with each phrase consisting of 3
actions (See Figure 4.2).10 Of the 14 stimuli, we created four pairs of videos that included
changes in Shape and Space and three pairs of videos that included changes in Time or that

8Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies (LBMS) is often referred to as Laban Movement Analysis. See
Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2 for an overview of the LBMS system.

9See Chapter 3

10In contrast to Henley, we decided to use 3 rather than 4 actions. By shortening the stimuli, we made
the task easier and less about one’s ability to memorize movement.
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Table 4.2: Our definitions of each change in movement compared to definitions described in
Henley [62]. The third column describes how our definitions align with the Laban/Bartenieff
Movement Framework (LBMS).

had No Change. One of the videos pairs that had a change in Space was used as a practice
trial. We discarded one of the video pairs that had a change in Shape because it included
a change related to the concept of Shape Flow11 in LBMS that was not well aligned with
our overall definition of Shape in our experimental design.

11According to Studd and Cox [115], Shape Flow is “a function of self-monitoring" and includes actions
such as “Weight shifts, adjustments in posture, moments of self touch as you rub a sore spot or brush hair
out of your face serve to keep us connected to ourselves throughout the day” [p. 46]. Therefore, observing
Shape Flow requires that one makes an assumption about one’s intentions of movement and is not just about
observing a change in movement quality.
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Figure 4.1: A description of the 11 movements we used in the video stimuli. Each move-
ment is labeled with a letter. This image is published with the permission of the per-
former (Alexa Mardon). Full stimuli videos and motion capture data (unedited) can be
found on the MoDa Movement Database: http://moda.movingstories.ca/projects/
18-eye-tracking-study
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Table 4.3: Participants viewed 13 dance movement phrases, each consisting of three actions.
The type of shape, spatial, and temporal change varied with each phrase and where the
change occurred (e.g. the 1st, 2nd or 3rd action). The letter that is underlined and in bold
indicates the action where the change occurred in the phrase. The symbol (#) refers to
data that is not applicable.
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During the experiment, participants viewed 13 pairs of videos with one pair used only
as a practice trial. Each category (Time, Shape, Space, No Change) is distributed evenly
across the remaining 12 videos. We also evenly distributed where the change occurred in
the phrase (the 1st, 2nd or 3rd action) across all three categories; however, within the Space
category the change mistakenly occurred in the first movement twice (See Table 4.3).

Figure 4.2: An example of 3 actions in A and B videos. In this example, Action 1 changed
in Space (level of her arms and head). This image is published with the permission of the
performer (Alexa Mardon). Full stimuli videos and motion capture data (unedited) can
be found on the MoDa Movement Database: http://moda.movingstories.ca/projects/
18-eye-tracking-study

Each of the stimuli include various types of changes within the Space, Time, and Shape
components (See Table 4.3). For example, for a change in Space, we manipulated the level
of the movement (high or low), the direction (moving backwards or sidewards), and how
far the dancer extended her limbs from the body (referred to as Reach Space in LBMS).
For Time, movements either accelerated (referred to as Quick Time Effort in LBMS),
decelerated (referred to as Sustained Time Effort in LBMS), or had both accelerated and
decelerated movements. Lastly, in the Shape phrases, we included changes in how the body
relates to the environment forming either rounded, angular or straight forms (referred to as
Shaping, Arcing, and Spoking Modes of Shape Change respectively in LBMS).

4.3.4 Technical Setup and Procedures

Participants watched the stimuli on a VGA 1680 x 1050 LG Flatron Widescreen monitor
(model L204WTX-SF) while seated in front of a Tobii X60 eyetracker. Each participant
rested their head on a chin rest to ensure their head remained as still as possible while
viewing the dance phrases. For each participant we adjusted the height of the chair and
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its distance from the chin rest. Four of the participants did not use the chin rest (only
3 of these participants are included in our data analysis) because their eyes could not be
seen by the eye tracker at a position the chin rest allowed. The arrangement of the chin
rest, screen, and eye tracker were placed according to the specifications in the eye tracker’s
manual. The experiment was created in MATLAB with the Psychophysics Toolbox.

4.3.5 Experimental Procedure

The experiment consists of three parts:

1. The change detection task with eye-tracking (15-20 minutes)

2. A verbal debrief/interview (5-10 minutes)

3. Completion of the Movement Expertise Survey (20-30 minutes)

Before beginning the change detection task, participants viewed a printed document with
the definitions of Shape, Space, Time, and No Change. We did not give any further examples
or explanation of these categories, but participants could view the document for as long as
needed. We calibrated the eye tracker to each participant’s eyes and instructed participants
to keep their head still for the remainder of the task. Participants proceeded to watch 13
pairs of videos, with the first pair being a practice trial. Prior to each video, participants
focused their eyes on a fixation cross in the center of the screen for 3 seconds. After viewing
a pair of videos (Video A and Video B), participants assessed how the movement changed
between Video A and Video B by selecting either Space, Shape, Time or No Change on
the answer screen (See Figure 4.3). The definitions of each category were displayed on each
answer screen. Additionally, participants rated their confidence level for each answer on a
scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being very confident and 1 being not confident. The videos were
randomized both in the overall order and the A/B order of each pair; however, due to a
technical error many of the participants viewed the pairs of stimuli in the same order.

In the debrief we asked participants to reflect on their experience of completing the
change detection task. The debrief changed over time as we narrowed our examination on
specific areas of the observational task. We do not expect these changes had an effect on
a participant’s performance in the change detection task or their eye tracking movements
since the debrief took place after this data was collected.

In the first 19 participants (11 of which have been included in our analysis for this
experiment) the interviews were open-ended. For the remaining participants we directly
asked the following questions:

1. What change in movement was the most challenging / easiest for you to see and why?

2. Did you use any techniques to help you remember the movement phrase?
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Figure 4.3: Steps of the change detection task. A and B videos were randomized. The video
screenshots pictured here demonstrate a change in Shape. This image is published with the
permission of the performer (Alexa Mardon). Full stimuli videos and motion capture data
(unedited) can be found on the MoDa Movement Database:
http://moda.movingstories.ca/projects/18-eye-tracking-study

3. Do you feel your observation was at all inhibited by having to remain still while
watching the videos?

4. How do you normally think of Space, Shape, and Time in your movement practice?

5. Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience in completing
this experiment?
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Lastly, participants completed the Movement Expertise Survey V.1 (See Appendix A)
using the Fluid Survey12 web platform. In addition to asking extensive questions related
to the participant’s movement and observational experiences, we also gathered information
commonly collected in expertise studies such as the participant’s age, gender, and handed-
ness.

4.4 Analyses and Results

We conduct a three part analysis. First we analyze participants’ performance in the change
detection task. Next, we compare participants’ eye movement patterns to their expertise
group (Expert or Non-Expert) and to their scores in the change detection task. Lastly, we
evaluate data from the survey and debrief in relation to participants’ performance in the
change detection task. Our analytical process consists of both statistical tests (See Table
4.4) and exploratory analyses to generate hypotheses. We consider our exploratory analyses
to be essential to developing a more rigorous definition of dance expertise and informing
new research directions in future studies.

4.4.1 Change Detection Task

Analyses Methods

We evaluate each participant’s performance in the change detection task using two scoring
methods. The Classification Score corresponds to correctly classifying the change in
movement based on our intended classification system (e.g. a change in Shape must be
classified by the participant as a change in Shape). The Change Score refers to whether
a participant answered “No Change” correctly or classified a change in any other category
(e.g. a change in Space could be classified by the participant as a change in Shape or
Time and still be considered correct in this scoring system). The change score allows us
to measure the possibility that some participants may notice changes in the stimuli even if
they are unable to label them according to our classifications.

Using a repeated measures ANOVA we compare expert and non-expert performance in
the change detection task across four types of stimuli (Shape, Space, Time, No Change)
using Expertise as a between subjects factor (participants were recruited as either Experts or
Non-Experts) and the Stimuli Type as a within subjects factor (all participants viewed the
full set of stimuli). We conduct this analysis twice, once to evaluate the effect of Expertise
and Stimuli Type on the Categorization Score and again to evaluate the relationship

12At the time the survey was created we used http://fluidsurveys.com/. The Fluid Survey platform has
since integrated with Survey Monkey https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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Table 4.4: We conduct the following ANOVA tests in our study.

between Expertise, Stimuli Type, and the Change Score (See Table 4.4 for a complete list
of our statistical analyses).13

Results

All scores are reported in terms of the proportion which are correct. For Classification
Scores (See See Figure 4.4a), Experts scored higher (M=0.74, SE=0.029) than Non-Experts
(M=0.62, SE=0.029) F(1,46)=8.78, p=.005, η2

g=.06. The types of stimuli (e.g. Shape,
Space, Time, No Change) also had effects on the participants’ scores with Time having
the highest scores (M=0.80, SE= 0.04) followed by No Change (M=0.68, SE= 0.04), Space
(M= 0.65, SE=0.04), and Shape (M=0.59, SE = 0.04) with F(2.83,130.32)=6.49, p=.0005,
η2

g=0.09 after a Greenhouse-Geisser sphericity correction.14

13Ethan Soutar-Rau conducted these analyses using the afex and emmeans packages for the R Program-
ming Language.

14The Greenhouse-Gisser sphericity correction was applied to our statistical analyses to correct for differ-
ences in variance between conditions (e.g. Shape, Space, Time, No Change, Expert, Non-Expert).
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Figure 4.4: a: Classification Scores for Experts and Non-Experts b: Change Scores for
Experts and Non-Experts. This graph was created by Ethan Soutar-Rau.

For Change Scores (See Figure 4.4b), there was no significant effect of expertise. Stim-
uli types had significant differences in their effect on scores with the highest scores associ-
ated with Time (M=0.93, SE= 0.02) followed by Space (M=0.87, SE= 0.03), Shape (M=
0.77, SE=0.03), and No Change (M=0.68, SE=0.04) with F(2.45,112.49)=11.72, p<.0001,
η2

g=0.17 after a Greenhouse-Geisser correction. After a Holm-Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple comparisons,15 there were significant differences of Time with Space (t(138)=3.1,
p=.0116) and Time with Shape (t(138)=4.266, p=.0002). There was not a significant in-
teraction effect between expertise and stimuli type.

4.4.2 Eye Tracking

Analyses Methods

To look for emerging patterns in eye tracking data, we created heat maps of the data
(created by Ekaterina Stepanova) and overlaid each participant’s eye tracking data onto
the stimuli video (created by Ethan Soutar-Rau). Similar to our analysis in the change
detection task, we looked for patterns that emerged between Experts/Non-Experts and
Correct/Incorrect conditions. From the heat map data (See Figure 4.5), we noticed eye
movements appeared to be more spread out for Non-Experts than Experts, suggesting that
non-experts had less similarity between regions of interest than experts. Additionally, it
appeared all participants had a tendency to view the coordinates of the screen that most

15A Holm-Bonferroni adjustment is a post-hoc statistical test that corrects for the effect of making multiple
comparisons between conditions (e.g. Shape, Space, Time, No Change, Expert, Non-Expert)
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often aligned with facial and head regions of the dancer; however, Non-Experts focused on
a much smaller area surrounding the head. Therefore, we hypothesized non-experts would
have a tendency to focus their gaze closer to the head region of the dancer’s body more
than experts.

Figure 4.5: In these exploratory heat maps, created by Ekaterina Stepanova, we visualize
eye tracks across all of the stimuli. Non-Experts do not have as many similar regions of
interest as Experts; however, for all participants the screen coordinates that most often
align with the dancer’s facial region is a region of interest.

When viewing participants’ eye tracking data overlaid on stimuli video, we also found
a tendency for Experts to look more towards the center of the dancer’s body than Non-
Experts. For example, Figure 4.6 depicts Action 3 from stimuli video 1A. In this still, the
five Experts (depicted in green) focus more on the center of the body while the 5 Non-
Experts (depicted in red) focus more on the periphery of the body or the background.
Therefore, we hypothesized Experts would look closer to the hips (a central region of the
body) than Non-Experts.

To test our data driven hypotheses, we examine the participants’ eye movements in
relation to the dancer’s hip and head regions of the body. As a first step in conducting
these analyses, we identified the hip and head regions of the dancer using the motion
capture data we captured during the stimuli creation.16 We then conduct a series of 4

16Ethan Soutar-Rau prepared this data by first encoding hierarchical rotations relative to the base hip
joint in individual BVH format files for each take. Using the software package PyMO (by Omid Alemi),
Soutar-Rau recovered the joint positions from the rotations stored in the BVH files. The resulting positions
were stored in a MATLAB matrix to facilitate our analyses.
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Figure 4.6: This is a still of stimuli video 1A with overlaid eye tracking data of 5 Non-Experts
(red) and 5 Experts (green). This data analytics tool was created by Ethan Soutar-Rau.
Using this data we formed a hypothesis that Experts may look near the center of the body
more than Non-Experts.

Three-Way ANOVA tests where we measure the distance of each valid gaze point17 from
the dancer’s hip or head position. We examine both expertise and score related effects (See
Table 4.4 for a complete list of our statistical analyses). For each three-way ANOVA test,
we examine A and B videos together and account for differences between each video pair,
which has a large effect on the eye measurements.18

Results

We found Experts look closer to the dancer’s hips on average than Non-Experts (F(1,11)=
4.14, p=0.0423, p<0.05); however, we found no expertise-related difference in the gaze
distance from the head (F(1,11)=0.36, p=0.5469). We found no effect between the Clas-
sification Scores or Change Scores in relation to the gaze distance from either the head
or hip (Hips/Categorization Score:F(1,11)=0.41, p=0.5076; Head/Categorization Score:

17The valid gaze point is determined by the x and y coordinates recorded by the eye tracker and is the
average position between the right and left eyes

18Ekaterina Stepanova conducted these analyses
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F(1,11)=0.26, p=0.6104; Hips/Change Score: F(1,11)=0.27, p=0.6021; Head/Change Sco-
re: F(1,11)=0.17, p=0.6766).

4.4.3 Survey and Debrief

In the following analyses, we compare data gathered in the Movement Expertise Survey, the
interview debrief, and the change detection scores. Based on my literature review described
in Chapter 3, we focus on understanding the following relationships between dance expertise,
movement experiences and change detection scores:19

1. Average Weekly Physical Activity and Change Detection Scores

2. Dance Audience Experience and Change Detection Scores

3. Movement Style Experiences and Change Detection Scores

4. Participants’ General Movement Observations in relation to Change Detection Scores
and Expertise

5. Learning Strategies used in the Change Detection Task in relation to Change Detection
Scores and Expertise

4.4.4 Physical Activity: Analysis 1

We conduct statistical analyses to evaluate participants’ average weekly physical ac-
tivity in relation to their change detection scores. We examine participant response
data from the following survey question: In a “normal week” how many hours do you on
average engage or participate in physical activity/exercise? Participants responded to the
question by selecting between 11 different options that increased in 3 hour increments (e.g.
1-3 hours, 4-6 hours, 7-9 hours,... and so forth until 30+ hours).

We conduct a One Way ANOVA with the participants’ average weekly physical activ-
ity as the independent variable and participants’ scores in the change detection task as
the dependent variable (See Table 4.4 for a complete list of our statistical analyses). We
conduct two tests, in the first test we examine relationships between Physical Activity and
Classification Scores and in the second test we evaluate the relationship between Physical
Activity and Change Scores. Since participants answered the survey question by selecting
a 3-hour range, we modify each participant’s response to the median number of hours in
the range they selected (e.g 4-6 hours is changed to 5 hours). We additionally create a
linear model to further compare Classification Scores in relation to the amount of Physical
Activity participants reported having in an average week.20

19For all of the analyses we examine differences between both Classification and Change Scores.

20Shannon Cuykendall and Ethan Soutar-Rau conducted these analyses.
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4.4.5 Physical Activity: Results 1

We did not find a significant relationship between the average amount of physical activity
per week and a participants’ scores. However, in our linear model of Classification Scores
and Physical Activity we found Classification Scores tended to increase as the participants’
physical activity increased (See Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7: A linear model, created by Ethan Soutar-Rau, showing that as physical activity
increases, Classification Scores also increase.

4.4.6 Dance Audience Experience: Analysis 2

To evaluate participants’ dance audience experience in relation to change detection
scores, we examine participants’ responses from the following survey question: On average
how often do you watch dance (either live or recorded videos)? Participants responded
by selecting between 5 choices: Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, or Not Very Often. We
again conduct One-Way ANOVA tests in a similar manner to our first analyses comparing
Physical Activity and Change Detection Scores (See Table 4.4 for a complete list of our
statistical analyses).21

21Shannon Cuykendall and Ethan Soutar-Rau conducted these analyses.
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4.4.7 Dance Audience Experience: Results 2

We did not find one’s dance audience experience significantly related to Classification or
Change Scores. When further examining the marginal means,22 we observed higher Classifi-
cation scores are associated with more dance audience experience while lower Classification
scores are more associated with less dance audience experience (See Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: The marginal means from our ANOVA test evaluating dance audience experience
and change detection scores shows that higher Classification Scores might be associated with
more dance audience experience. This visualization is created by Ethan Soutar-Rau.

4.4.8 Movement Style Experience: Analysis 3

We compare participants’ experiences with various movement styles to their change
detection score. We specifically compared participants’ experiences in Dance, Somatic
Practices, Sports and Martial Arts to their Classification and Change Scores. We use data
from the following survey questions, where participants answered either yes or no to each
question:

• Do you have training in any dance practices?

22A marginal mean is an estimated mean based on the ANOVA model. Although we did not find significant
results in the ANOVA model, we calculated the marginal means to further understand trends we saw in our
limited data set.
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Table 4.5: For each score, we record the number of participants that had experience in
each style. We split the data into High Scores and Low Scores and calculate the percent of
participants that have experience for each style.
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• Have you had any training in somatic practice?

• Do you have training in athletics and/or sports practices?

• Do you have training in martial arts practices?

For each Classification and Change score, we record the number of participants that
have experience in each movement style. To evaluate the data, we split the data into two
categories that are near equal in size: High Scores and Low Scores. For the Classification
Scores, the High Scores correspond to scores ranging from 9-11 and include 22 participants.
The Low Scores correspond to scores that range from 4-8 and include 26 participants. For
the Change Scores, the High Scores refer to scores ranging from 10-12 with 26 participants
and the Low Scores correspond to scores ranging from 7-9 and include 22 participants (See
Table 4.5 for a complete account of this process).

We further explore the relationship between participants’ scores and their experiences
with dance and somatic practice by comparing participants’ Classification and Change
scores in relation to participants that have both Dance and Somatic Practice Experience,
Dance Experience without Somatic Practice Experience, Somatic Practice Experience with-
out Dance Experience and Neither Dance nor Somatic Practice Experience. We again eval-
uate the data by splitting the scores into High Scores and Low Scores (See Table 4.5) and
calculating the percent of participants in each category.23

4.4.9 Movement Style Experience: Results 3

Participants’ experiences with different movement styles did not have a strong effect in their
performance in the change detection task. The differences between the high scoring and low
scoring groups are less noticeable when comparing Change Scores compared to Classification
scores. We find a similar pattern when examining the role of dance experience and somatic
practice in relation to High Scores and Low Scores (See Figure 4.9 at the end of this chapter).

4.4.10 Participants’ General Movement Observations: Analysis 4

We use qualitative methods to analyze and code participants’ responses to the following
open-ended survey questions:

• In what way do you use observation in your professional or daily life?

• Describe one of the most memorable dance performances you have seen (either live or
recorded).

23Shannon Cuykendall conducted these analyses.
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We compare both participants’ scores and expertise to coded themes they discuss in
their responses. Similarly to our previous analyses, we divide the Classification and Change
Scores into High Scores and Low Scores.

Table 4.6: I code Questions 7 and 8 in the Movement Expertise Survey using a LBMS
framework of analysis and also draw from my previous Mobility/Stability qualitative code,
described in Chapter 2.

For each response, we code the occurrence of the following themes: Body, Energy, Shape,
Space, and Time (See Table 4.6 for a description of each category). These themes draw
from my previous description of the Mobility/Stability Observational Lens, described in
Chapter 2 and also align with components of movement described in LBMS (See Chapter
1, 1.3.2). Our qualitative code slightly diverges from LBMS components in our divisions of
Energy and Time. Energy can be thought of as an aspect of the Effort Category in LBMS.
In the Energy Theme, participants describe the dynamics and overall energy (e.g. high or
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low energy) of the dancers. The Time category includes components related to Time Effort
in LBMS in addition to discussions of duration and rhythm.24

4.4.11 Participants’ General Movement Observations: Results 4

We did not find a strong relationship between the themes coded in participants’ responses
(Body, Energy, Shape, Space, Time) and their scores in the change detection task. For
all participants, the Body Theme was emphasized in general movement observations. We
found a stronger effect when comparing the code to Expert and Non-Expert participants.
Experts discussed Space, Shape, and Energy themes more than Non-Experts. Non-Experts
discussed aspects related to the Time more more than Experts (See Figure 4.10 at the end
of this chapter).

4.4.12 Learning Strategies: Analysis 5

We again use qualitative methods to evaluate participants’ responses in the debrief to the
following question: Did you use any techniques to help you remember the movement phrase?
We base our analysis off of a similar analysis conducted by Henley [60] that found partici-
pants use “verbal labeling,” “kinesthetic simulation,” and “aural simulation” as techniques
for remembering changes in movement [p. 71].25 We expand this code to include additional
learning strategies described by participants in our experiment. We code the participants’
responses for the following instances:

1. Verbal Labeling: Participants name the movements.

2. Visual Imagery: The participant imagines the dancer moving (3rd person imagery)
or oneself moving (1st person imagery).

3. Marking: Participants use their body to remember the movements.

4. Auditory Imagery: Participants internalize the rhythm and timing of the move-
ments through counting, visualizing music, or through sonifications of the movement.

5. Directed Eye Focus: Participants direct their eye focus to a particular part of the
body (e.g. face, feet).

6. Body Memory: Participants use their memory of performing similar movement.

24Shannon Cuykendall conducted these analyses.

25My definition of Kinesthetic throughout my dissertation refers to a sense that cannot be easily separated
from the visual and aural sense. Therefore, I do not include this category in the code, but also assume that
kinesthetic simulation can take place in any of these instances. Additionally, in my analysis, I use the term
Auditory Imagery to emphasize its relationship and similarity to Visual Imagery.
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7. Abstraction: Participants simplify the movement and their observation by paying
attention to particular aspects such as spatial direction, location, and the overall 2D
shape.

8. No Method: Participants either specifically state they did not use a method or
generally answered the question (e.g. “I tried to remember all of the movements and
compare it with the next video”).

We examine these learning strategies in comparison to the participant’s Expertise, Clas-
sification Score and Change Score. Similarly to our previous analyses, we split the data into
High Scores and Low Scores and calculate the percent of participants describing each cate-
gory.26

4.4.13 Learning Strategies: Results 5

Most participants use Verbal Labeling to complete the change detection task. We find both
high-scoring participants and low-scoring participants use Verbal Labeling as a learning
strategy. In contrast, Marking was only used by high scoring participants. Overall, Experts
use Verbal Labeling, Visual Imagery, and Auditory Imagery more than Non-Experts. Non-
Experts more commonly use Abstraction or No Method than Experts (See Figure 4.11 at
the end of this chapter).

4.5 Discussion and Future Work

4.5.1 Research Question 1

Can expertise-related differences in the perception and interpretation of non-
stylized movement be observed both in physiological eye tracking data and a
psychometric change detection task?

In answer to our first research question, we find expertise-related differences in partici-
pants’ eye movements and their performance in the change detection task. We confirm our
hypothesis that expert dance practitioners have higher Classification Scores in the change
detection task; however, experts did not have higher Change Scores. One explanation for
the difference between the Change and Categorization scores is they measure phenomena oc-
curring at different parts of the visual processing pathway. In support of this view, Andrews
et al. [4] found differences in brain activity between two different groups of participants
when watching a football game only in later processing stages. They interpret this finding to
suggest that all participants have similar sensory experiences or “they saw the same game,”
[p. 3385] but differ in their interpretations of the experience. In our study we did not find

26Shannon Cuykendall conducted these analyses.
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a corresponding difference in eye movement patterns between low scoring and high scoring
participants. Therefore, it is difficult to interpret our result without further study. In fu-
ture work we suggest there is a need to develop a more robust psychometric tool that can
distinguish between classification errors and perceptual differences. For example, it would
be beneficial to first broadly ask participants if they detect a change in the movement and
to also collect temporal data to understand where participants think the change occurred.
Gathering this data would allow us to more easily pair the task data with the eye tracking
data and further examine if observers detected the same changes.

Through our analyses, we confirm our data driven hypothesis that expert participants
direct their gaze more towards the center of the dancer’s body than non-experts. Our
findings also align with results reported in Vickers [122] that found professional gymnasts
focus more on the hip region and lower body than novices. We did not find, as expected,
that non-experts and low-scoring participants focused on the head and facial regions more
than dance experts. Since the movement in our stimuli included little variation in facial
expressions, participants’ attention towards the head and facial regions could have also been
diminished.

Importantly, participants who directed their gaze more towards the center of the dancer’s
body did not necessarily receive high Classification or Change Scores. This finding suggests
the way in which participants observe the stimuli is not necessarily related to how they will
interpret the movement. One explanation for this may be due to differences in participants’
field of vision. According to Hüttermann et al. [65] the size and shape of one’s “attentional
spotlight” in sports varies depending on the attentional demands of the sport. Therefore,
even if non-experts focused on the dancer’s hips, they may have been more effective in
detecting changes in movement through an alternative method of observation because they
do not have as large of an attentional spotlight as experts. It is also possible the experts
we evaluated in our experiment have perceptual differences that go beyond what we can
measure through our current psychometric change detection task.

To fully understand how experts see movement differently than non-experts, there needs
to be more critical evaluation of the psychometric change detection task. Currently, it is
difficult to determine if the task accurately portrays differences in how participants interpret
movement or only in how participants categorize movement. In contrast to Henley [62], we
did not find expertise-related differences in how participants scored for each category of
change (Shape, Space, Time, No Change). Our contrasting results may be due to our
differing definitions of each movement category or our different approach in calculating
significant results. It is also possible that by increasing our sample size in each category of
change, we would find more differences in participants’ performance between them. In future
work I suggest there needs to be more examination of how each participant understands the
relationships and overlap between the categories of change. For example, in the debrief, 17 of
the participants (11 experts and 6 non-experts) noted confusion over differences between the
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Shape and Space changes. While every change in Shape also consists of a spatial change,
in LBMS the Shape component can also be thought of as a higher-level category that
encompasses the other components (Body, Effort, and Space) [71]. Understanding how the
observer understands these relationships between the categories is critical to understanding
how one perceives and interprets the change in movement.

While differences between Space and Shape brought confusion to both experts and non-
experts in our experiment, Time was significantly easier for all participants to perceive and
categorize. This is demonstrated in the participants’ increased performance in detecting
changes related to Time in both the Classification and Change score (See Figure 4.4).
Additionally, in the debrief 34 of the participants (18 experts and 16 non-experts) reported
changes in Time were easier to detect than other categories of change.

Both experts and non-experts may detect changes in Time more easily than other cat-
egories of change for a number of reasons. First, in our study, Time was defined more
narrowly than Space and Shape and did not appear to overlap with the other categories.
When perceiving a change in Space, participants had to keep track of multiple types of
changes in direction, traveling, level, and Reach Space. However, for the Time category,
participants could focus narrowly on either acceleration or deceleration. In future work it
would be interesting to see how further breaking down the categories of Shape and Space
alter our results. For example, changes in Space could be further divided into its subcat-
egories such as “Traveling” or “Reach Space.” Second, perceiving changes in Time may
also be easier because it is not necessary for the observer to look at the exact location of
the change, which may make it more likely for a participant to observe changes in Time.
According to Vater et al. [119], changes in form are better perceived with foveal vision
while changes in motion are better perceived with peripheral vision. Therefore, the precise
position of the observer’s eyes is more critical to detect form changes in Space or Shape.
Third, it is also possible the way in which we defined Time (as an acceleration or deceler-
ation) is a fundamental part of seeing movement in all human experience regardless of the
type of movement being observed. Recent research also suggests the visual system is sensi-
tive to changes in acceleration and deceleration during early stages of processing [88]. This
explanation aligns with our earlier interpretation, where we have suggested both experts
and non-experts may have had similar sensory experiences of the movement.

In an enaction framework, classification is an important part of cognition that arises
from embodied experience and enactment with the world. According to Varela, Thompson
and Rosch [118], it is “the point at which cognition and the environment become simultane-
ously enacted”[p. 177]. A basic premise of the enaction approach is that one’s classifications
are rooted in both one’s physiology and cultural interactions [118]. For example, Varela,
Thompson and Rosch [118] cite numerous studies examining cross-cultural studies in color
categorization and perception to illustrate how color perception and cognition arises from
biological, environmental, and experiential interactions. Findings from research in color
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cognition indicate there are eleven basic color categories. Whether or not a language distin-
guishes between all eleven categories, however, does not inhibit one’s ability to see the full
color spectrum. Varela, Thompson and Rosch [118] explain further, “Although some lan-
guages do not encode all eleven basic color categories, we should not suppose that the color
domain is impoverished for speakers of these languages. On the contrary, the set of basic
color terms in a given language always encompasses the entire color space” [p. 169]. In ap-
plying these findings to our study, it is likely participants who cannot categorize movement
correctly may still detect changes in movement. Therefore, in order to develop a psychome-
tric tool to evaluate how experts see differently than non-experts, we need to more critically
evaluate current movement classification systems and more fully understand what aspects
of human movement perception are universal and what aspects of movement perception are
cultural.

4.5.2 Research Question 2

How can the Movement Expertise Survey and additional interview data sup-
port analysis of nuanced expertise-related differences or other differences in
perception and interpretation of non-stylized movement?

In answer to our second research question, we find the Movement Expertise Survey and
interview data provide additional insights into how movement experiences relate to one’s
performance in the change detection task. For example, we found the amount of physical
activity per week and the frequency in which participants watch dance may be related
to higher Classification Scores regardless of one’s expertise. These preliminary findings
align with embodied theories of cognition that emphasize the importance of movement in
cognition and suggest a strong coupling between action and perception. Additionally, our
findings relate to previous research that demonstrates the importance of visual learning
experiences and dance audience expertise in movement perception (e.g.[67]).

We did not find any clear relationships when comparing a participant’s experience in
various movement styles to their change detection scores or when comparing a participant’s
coded movement observations to their scores. This finding contradicts my previous finding
in Chapter 2 where movement style played an important role in how a performer interpreted
their movements. Our lack of findings in this area may be due to the lack of a diverse group
of participants with substantially different movement training backgrounds. Additionally,
the psychometric change detection task may neutralize some of these differences because
the classified changes in movement could be applied and understood in relation to many
different styles of movement.

When comparing the various learning strategies of participants, we found greater differ-
ences between experts and non-experts than when comparing high-scoring and low-scoring
participants. Overall experts used Verbal Labeling, Visual Imagery, and Auditory Imagery
more than non-experts (See Figure 4.11). This finding indicates one way to distinguish
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expertise is to evaluate how participants learn movement in addition to their abilities in
performing a task. Related to this discussion are educational theories in sensory learn-
ing and modality preferences. While some educators believe individuals have a dominant
sensory modality for learning, Lodge et al. [76] argue that modality preferences are more
related to the type of task one is learning rather than individual learning traits. More
research is needed to further understand the complex role of expertise in learning modality
preferences and how this research can be effectively applied to online in-situ environments
that seek to transfer kinesthetic knowledge. One argument I make throughout my disserta-
tion is that multi-modal observation of movement may expand one’s kinesthetic knowledge.
In the next Chapter, I further discuss how translating kinesthetic knowledge to multiple
modalities can lead to new insights about movement. In future work, we also plan to explore
how varying learning strategies in conjunction with multi-modal observation can influence
dance expertise.

It is important to note that a participant’s performance in the change detection task does
not necessarily indicate whether a participant is a dance expert. When examining individual
responses more closely, we found there were some non-experts that performed well in the
change detection task with very little training in movement. Movement expertise is acquired
through various routes and it is not always clear precisely where and why a participant
performed well in the task. For example, one high-scoring, non-expert participant did not
report having any physical training experiences across dance, sports, marital arts, or somatic
practices. Her observations and responses are very brief and she reports having only 1-3
hours of physical activity a week. The only prominent aspect of her movement training is
that she watches dance performances weekly. Additionally, in the debrief this participant
discussed how she marked the movement during the change detection task by moving her
hand towards the direction of the movement (e.g. if the movement went right, she placed
her hand to the right). Interestingly, we found only high-scoring participants used Marking
as a learning strategy in the change detection task (See Figure 4.11). We expect many more
participants may have used Marking as a technique to complete the change detection task
if they were not restricted by the necessity to be still when using a desktop eye tracker.
Research also suggests dancers learn movement better when they mark movement [124, 73].
In future work, using a mobile eye tracker would allow participants to move with the dancer
as they watched the videos and provide a more natural setting for participants to observe
movement.

4.5.3 Limitations and Future Work

In contrast to my previous case study in Chapter 2, this study has focused solely on the
receiver and transmission of dance through video. By adding physiological and quantitative
data, I was able to examine differences in movement perception through precise measure-
ments. However, our analyses in this current case study were not not able to account for
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nuanced differences in perception between participants. This is partly due the reductive
nature of the psychometric task and not being able to distinguish between what participants
saw and what they can categorize.

This study is also limited by a small participant pool, number of stimuli evaluated,
technical limitations and confounding variables that were not accounted for in the study’s
design. The desktop eye tracker inhibited participants from moving freely and observing
movement in a natural setting. Due to a technical error, we were not able to effectively
evaluate stimuli order effects. Additionally, English was a second language for many non-
expert participants; however, we did not gather enough data on each participant’s language
capabilities to fully examine language effects. Many of the expert participants also knew the
dancer in the video which may have had an additional effect on one’s perception; however,
this data was not consistently collected to allow for in-depth analysis.

One of the main motivations for conducting this study was to understand the relation-
ship between eye movements and what one perceives when observing movement. Very few
studies have been able to successfully analyze physiological data in relation to the move-
ment qualities one observes. While our study attempted to quantify some of these qualities
through a psychometric task, we still faced many methodological challenges and were not
able to align the data effectively. However, our results have opened many avenues for future
research. In summary, we suggest the following questions as a starting point for future work
in dance expertise:

1. Would we find more expertise-related effects by changing the experimental conditions
(e.g. using a mobile eye tracker, increasing the number of stimuli, and/or subtlety of
the movement change between each paired stimuli)?

2. What categorizations of movement should we evaluate and how does categorization
align with perceptual processes?

3. What phenomena are closely coupled to an observer’s specific movement experiences
and what phenomena are fundamental to all human experiences?

4. What eye movements should we analyze in dynamic stimuli and how can we further
develop eye tracking algorithms for dynamic stimuli?

5. Can kinesthetic knowledge be more effectively transmitted and acquired if movement
is learned through multiple sensory modalities?

Another underlying motivation for this study was to further develop theories of move-
ment expertise. As stated in Chapter 3, movement expertise is generally defined making
it difficult to understand how one’s movement, perceptual, and cognitive abilities align.
In future work we plan to examine the relationship between eye movement patterns and
participants’ survey data as a way to further distinguish between types of dance expertise.
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We chose not to conduct these analyses in the current study because our small participant
pool made it difficult to decipher between individual eye movement characteristics and eye
movements that may be associated with a particular type of movement expertise. In going
forward, it would be beneficial to also use the Movement Expertise Survey as a screening
tool to choose distinct groups of expertise that we can then examine in relation to the eye
tracking data.

Overall, I suggest two parallel tracks to understanding how to effectively transfer kines-
thetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. Thus far, I have focused on how more
rigorous research in dance expertise can provide additional insight into the kinesthetic
transmission process. In the next chapter, however, I critically evaluate how kinesthetic
knowledge is currently transmitted in technologically-mediated spaces and apply my eval-
uation to the design of the online, interactive documentary A Performer’s Perspective. I
suggest my findings from Chapter 5 can also inform new methods for recording and captur-
ing nuanced kinesthetic experiences and interpretations in scientific experiments. I argue
for research to continue to progress in dance expertise, new methodologies that combine
artistic and scientific processes must be explored.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we focus on the role of the receiver in the kinesthetic transmission process
and examine perceptual differences of expert dance practitioners and non-expert partici-
pants using a psychophysiological approach. Using this approach, we seek to understand
the relationship between participants’ eye tracking data, participants’ performance in a
change detection task, and their movement training background. We ask two main research
questions: 1) Can expertise-related differences in the perception and interpretation of non-
stylized movement be observed both in physiological eye tracking data and a psychometric
change detection task? and 2) How can the Movement Expertise Survey and additional
interview data support analysis of nuanced expertise-related differences or other differences
in perception and interpretation of non-stylized movement?

To answer these research questions we conduct a three-part analysis. In the first analy-
sis, we find dance experts are able to classify changes in movement better than non-experts.
We suggest future research must examine how one’s ability to classify movement correctly is
related to one’s interpretation and understanding of the movement. In the second analysis
we find dance experts focus more on the center of the dancer’s body or hip region during
movement observation than non-experts. We did not find differences in eye tracking pat-
terns between correct and incorrect responses in the change detection task. Therefore, eye
tracking patterns are not predictive of performance in the change detection task and more
research is needed to understand how eye tracking patterns relate to what one perceives in
the movement. In the third analysis we examine participants’ performance in the change
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detection task in relation to their responses in the interview debrief and Movement Exper-
tise Survey. We find one’s physical activity, audience experience, and learning strategies
may impact performance in the change detection task regardless of a participant’s expertise.

In answer to our research questions, we find expertise-related differences can be observed
in both eye tracking data and the change detection task. Additionally, we find the Movement
Expertise Survey and interview data provide additional insights for how one’s movement
background and experiences align with one’s performance in the change detection task.
Although one’s performance in the change detection task is not a reliable measure of one’s
expertise, we suggest multiple ways forward to explore the relationship between eye tracking,
movement expertise, and one’s ability to both perceive and correctly categorize changes in
movement. I suggest new methodologies to study dance expertise must be informed by both
scientific and artistic practices and argue this research can inform more effective kinesthetic
transfer in technologically-mediated spaces.
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Figure 4.9: Our results for our analyses of comparing participants’ experiences in different movement styles to their change detection
scores.
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Figure 4.10: Results for our analyses comparing how participants’ describe movement in
their survey responses to their change detection scores and expertise.
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Figure 4.11: Results from our analyses comparing the learning strategies participants used
to complete the change detection task to their change detection scores and expertise.
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Chapter 5

The Body Behind the Design:
Kinesthetic Transfer in A
Performer’s Perspective

5.1 Introduction

Through my research I seek to understand how kinesthetic knowledge can be effectively
transferred in technologically-mediated spaces. Thus far, I have focused primarily on re-
search in dance movement expertise and perception. I suggest that if designers understand
nuanced perceptual differences between movement experts, then they can create interactive
systems that more effectively reach broad audiences and also improve their transmission
methods for specific audiences. However, understanding the relationship between move-
ment expertise and perception only addresses one part of the transmission process. Not
only are there factors beyond expertise that influence how movement is perceived, such as
cultural and personal experiences, but the relationship between the transmitter, receiver,
and the modality of transmission must also be examined to fully understand how kinesthetic
knowledge can be effectively transferred.

In the current case study, I mainly focus on the role of the transmitter and the modal-
ity of transmission (or translation processes). This research complements my previous
case study, described in Chapter 4, where I examined the role of the receiver. Addition-
ally, I build from my previous finding in Chapter 2, where I suggest perceiving movement
through multiple modalities (such as text and video) can contribute to a more empathetic
understanding of movement. I propose more effective kinesthetic transfer can occur when
empathetic engagement is heightened in the transmission process and ask: How does one
transmit kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces that primar-
ily rely on visual and aural modalities of transmission? To answer this question, I
incorporate both practice-led and practice-based approaches.

Using a practice-led approach, I conduct close reading analyses of interactive dance
resources to understand how kinesthetic knowledge can be transmitted to best support an
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empathetic response from the receiver. I inform my analysis not only with my practice in
dance but also with interactive design theory and research in kinesthetic empathy. I apply
my findings to the design of A Performer’s Perspective, an online interactive documentary
that transmits kinesthetic knowledge of three performers (Vanessa Goodman, Bevin Poole,
and Antonio Somera) in Judith Garay’s choreographic work The Fine Line ~ twisted angels
(2012).

Through making A Performer’s Perspective, I emphasize the equal importance of the
artistic process in generating knowledge. By utilizing a practice-based approach, I allow
for A Performer’s Perspective to be influenced not only by my scientific research agenda
and close reading analyses, but also by my artistic motivations and intuitions. Although
my scientific and artistic motivations often overlap, my trajectory in creating and collecting
data for a A Performer’s Perspective was not prescribed by a scientific methodology. As
a result of my research and creation of A Performer’s Perspective, I propose a new design
framework to support kinesthetic knowledge transfer in interactive digital spaces.

5.2 Background: Research in Kinesthetic Empathy

5.2.1 Defining Kinesthetic Empathy

The concept of kinesthetic empathy merges the idea of empathy with kinesthesia. J.J. Gibson
suggested the sensation of kinesthesia combines “information about position, motion, and
orientation with other visual, aural, and tactile information so as to construct a sense of
one’s location in the world” [51, p. 74]. In other words, kinesthesia can be understood as
a multi-sensory experience that can both inform and also be influenced by other senses.
In my research, I seek to understand how kinesthetic transmission is possible when this
multi-sensory experience is restricted to primarily visual and aural modalities.

Current use of the word “empathy” usually refers to a shared feeling or emotion with
another person. However, the origin of the word “empathy” derives from the German word,
Einfuhlüng, which characterizes a physical response to a person or object [51]. As dance
scholar Susan Leigh Foster points out, the notion that one needs to qualify empathy with
“kinesthetic” to refer to a physical response also points to “the pervasive assumption that
emotional and physical experiences are separate” [51, p. 10]. However, if emotional and
physical experiences are inseparable, then kinesthetic empathy is a part of all empathetic
responses. In the following paragraphs I review how dance theorists and scholars have fur-
ther defined and clarified the concept of kinesthetic empathy in relation to other empathetic
responses.

Often credit is given to dance critic John Martin for describing the first theory of kines-
thetic empathy, which he referred to as either muscular sympathy, kinesthetic sympathy,
inner mimicry contagion, or metakinesis [104, 26]. Foster [51] describes how Martin consid-
ered kinesthetic responses to be entwined with emotional experience and quotes his theory
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of kinesthetic empathy described in America Dancing; The Background and Personalities
of the Modern Dance (1936):

When we see a human body moving, we see movement which is potentially
producible by any human body and therefore by our own; through kinesthetic
sympathy we actually reproduce it vicariously in our present muscular experi-
ence and awaken such associational connotations as might have been ours if the
original movement had been of our own making [78, p. 117].

In this description Martin suggests kinesthesia is not only transmitted from the performer to
the observer, but that the observer senses movement in the same way as the performer even
while sitting still. While I agree with Martin’s concept of how one experiences a kinesthetic
response, his assumption of a universal relationship between performers and observers does
not align with current research in movement perception. As I show in Chapter 3, many stud-
ies have found one’s familiarity with movement influences one’s perception of movement.
My findings in Chapters 2 and 4 also suggest one’s perception and interpretation of move-
ment is changed depending on one’s previous movement experiences. Therefore, although
an observer may feel a kinesthetic sensation when watching a performer, an empathetic
relationship may not be created if the transmitter and receiver have different movement
training backgrounds.

Many nuanced definitions of kinesthetic responses have emerged since Martin’s first
description, some of which further delineate between types of physical responses and the
role of emotion. For example, Reynolds [106] clarifies differences between kinesthetic affect,
contagion, and empathy and uses the term kinesthetic response as an overarching category
that includes all empathetic and affective responses to movement. According to Reynolds
[106], kinesthetic affect refers to a physical response that is pre-cognitive and happens
before an emotion is brought to the observer’s conscious attention. In contrast, kinesthetic
contagion and empathy are emotional and physical responses to movement. Kinesthetic
contagion differs from kinesthetic empathy in that contagion describes an experience where
the boundary between the self and other is blurred while in an empathetic experience the
delineation between self and other remains intact. Reynolds [105] suggests that shared
affect rather than emotion should be at the forefront when discussing kinesthetic responses
due to over-generalized emotional categories that confine and limit one’s understanding of
empathetic responses.

Similarly to Reynolds, Warburton [123] also differentiates between three types of em-
pathetic responses to dance movement: somatic empathy, mimetic empathy and kinesthetic
empathy. Warburton defines these empathetic responses in relation to physiological pro-
cesses suggested in theories of enactive cognition. For example, Warburton’s definition of
kinesthetic empathy corresponds to the process of sensory integration and sensorimotor
coupling. In contrast, Warburton [123] describes somatic empathy as an empathetic inter-
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pretation of someone’s inner mental state while mimetic empathy is closely aligned with
Reynolds’ definition of “contagion,” which creates a blurred line between the self and other.

These various delineations of kinesthetic responses demonstrate the complexity of the
transference of kinesthesia. It is not just the transference of movement, but also entwined
with the transference of affect, emotion, intent, and an awareness between self and other.
Amongst all the definitions of kinesthetic responses, there are also strong parallels to re-
search in mirror neurons, which suggests a close coupling between action and observation.

In relation to my research, I seek to understand how one can have a strong kinesthetic
response when observing movement in technologically-mediated spaces that primarily favor
visual and auditory modes of transmission. Findings from Jola and Grosbras [69] indicate
there may be a diminished kinesthetic response when movement is observed through video
rather than a live performance. When observing ballet and Bharatanatyam dance perfor-
mance, observers had increased motor corticospinal excitability (MCE) in the live perfor-
mance condition compared to the video condition. Additionally, significant differences in
MCE activation between the two dance styles only occurred in live conditions. While on the
surface these findings indicate that video and possibly other digital modes of transmission
may diminish a kinesthetic response, it is also important to note that participants watched
an unedited video that included only a static, straight-on shot of the performances. There is
an important distinction, however, between a video of dance and creating dance for film. In
the next section I describe techniques utilized by dance filmmakers to heighten kinesthetic
response in film.

5.2.2 Kinesthetic Response in Dance Film

In contrast to the findings stated in Jola and Grosbras [69], White [125] argues dance films
can create stronger empathetic responses than live performances, which are often viewed
from farther distances. In this section, dance film refers specifically to choreography made
for the camera rather than a documentation of a stage performance that was examined in
Jola and Grosbras [69]. Merce Cunningham, a pioneer of dance film, describes differences
in creating choreography for the stage and camera (as cited in Vaughan [120]):

Camera space presented a challenge. It has clear limits, but it also gives oppor-
tunities of working with dance that are not available on the stage. The camera
takes a fixed view, but it can be moved. There is the possibility of cutting to a
second camera which can change the size of the dancer, which, to my eye, also
affects the time, the rhythm of the movement. It can also show dance in a way
not always possible on the stage: that is, the use of detail. [120, p. 36]

In this description, Cunningham shows how dance film affords new ways of creating em-
bodied rhythms and revealing physical details of movement. In the following paragraphs I
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describe how dance film makers create kinesthetic experiences for viewers through sound,
editing, camera movement, and shot angles.

Close-up camera angles are one way in which dance film makers bring audiences closer
to action than would be possible in live performances. Brannigan [12] describes the use
of the close up in Trevor Patrick’s Nine Cauldrons (1997): “The close-up shots linger over
the detail of the small movements that are caused by major muscular and skeletal action
so that the screen becomes the site for the micro-choreography of the folds of the fabric,
muscle under flesh, and articulations of the hand joints” [12, p. 55]. Patrick additionally
describes how his use of close-ups “offers the viewer a point of entry into the experience
of the body” [12, p. 5]. Based on these descriptions, it is apparent that dance filmmakers
view the close-up as a way to bring audiences not only closer to the action, but also to the
bodily experience of the performer.

Another way the physical body is emphasized in film is through vertical film, a concept
originally described and practiced by experimental filmmaker Maya Deren. Brannigan [12]
describes Deren’s distinctions between horizontal and vertical film techniques. The goal
of horizontal film is to progress the narrative of the work, while vertical film amplifies the
feeling and emotion of the images [12]. Dance filmmaker Jeanette Ginslov describes her use
of vertical film montage and repetition in her film CoNCrEte (2009) to enhance empathetic
responses: “The final structure therefore is fragmented, has no linear narrative, no climaxes,
no psychological developments. It is multithreading, looping a number of different locations,
performers and emotional patterns...” [54, p. 69]. Ginslov argues her use of vertical montage
and repetition supports a non-linear narrative that directs viewers’ attention to kinesthetic
aspects of the work.

Wood [127] discusses the use of defamiliarization as a way to enhance kinesthetic re-
sponse in film. Wood explains defamiliarization “compels the viewer to halt the process
of habitualization and forces a greater degree of alertness to the otherwise commonplace.
The viewer is forced to see regular objects and artifacts from a different vantage point”
[127, p. 6]. Wood [127] uses the example of Alex Reuben’s Line Dance (2004) to show how
audiences attended to the movement differently due to their expectations being altered. As
explained by Wood, Reuben’s Line Dance depicts lines that dance rather than performers
dancing in lines as some audiences may have expected from the title of the film. This
unexpected representation of movement inspired audiences to consider how movement is
represented without the body and draw attention to kinesthetic qualities [127].

Often techniques to heighten kinesthetic qualities of movement are implemented in the
editing process of dance film, where editors further emphasize the phrasing and flow of the
work. White [125] describes the use of sound in Katrina McPherson and Simon Fildes’
dance film, The Truth (2018). In The Truth, McPherson and Fildes draw on their per-
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sonal embodied responses to further emphasize physical rhythms1 in the choreography by
overlaying artificial breath sounds with original sync sounds of movement [125]. White
also points out McPherson’s [81] editing suggestion to cut before a movement ends so the
viewer can complete the movement “in their mind’s eye” [p. 207]. By providing more space
for a viewer’s imagination and interpretation of movement, the filmmaker also increases
kinesthetic engagement.

Just as the editing process in dance film relies on the embodied responses of the editors,
the camera movement must also be captured with an empathetic approach. McPherson, is
well known for her use of the embodied camera in film making. As dance filmmaker Ellen
Bromberg, describes, “In her [McPherson’s] work, one feels the body behind the camera
and not only its gaze. It is this unique present-tense sensation of seeing/moving/feeling
that becomes palpable when the camera is held by an embodied operator, either herself
or under her direction” [81, p. xx]. Bromberg’s observation of McPherson’s use of the
camera demonstrates how the transmitter’s embodied expertise can influence the process
of kinesthetic transmission and in turn the feeling of kinesthetic empathy. In my research
I similarly seek to understand how the body behind the design can contribute to increased
kinesthetic engagement in the receiver.

Overall in dance film there are two main approaches to heightening kinesthetic response:
1) drawing viewers into the movement with detail via an embodied camera, editing tech-
niques, and the close-up shot and 2) drawing viewers away from their normal perceptual
habits with defamiliarization. This tension between distance and closeness forms a structure
of engagement with movement that not only brings one closer to an experience, but also
further develops one’s perceptual and empathetic skills. Throughout all of these techniques,
the first person perspective and embodied knowledge of the filmmaker is also emphasized
as being integral to kinesthetic transmission.

5.2.3 Designing for Kinesthetic Empathy

Interaction designers who seek to create aesthetic movement experiences also stress the im-
portance of the first-person perspective in the design process [64]. For example, Schiphorst
[109] describes a somatic connoisseurship approach to technology design. According to
Schiphorst, “Somatics practice develops expertise that can access and train experiential
acuity including observation, discernment, synthesis, empathy, and focus” [109, p. 147].
In a somatic connoisseurship approach to design, somatic facilitators lead interdisciplinary
design teams through exercises that bring attention to inner bodily processes and patterns.
Schiphorst shows how these guided somatic sessions further developed the design of whisper

1The concept of physical rhythm in editing emphasizes the connection between visual and aural elements
and is discussed by Karen Pearlman in her book Cutting Rhythms: Shaping the Film Edit [97]. Pearl-
man suggests the connection between visual and aural elements in film also connects to the experience of
kinesthetic empathy.
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(2003), an interactive wearable art installation where the goal was to bring awareness to
one’s inner bodily state through technologically mediated interactions. Schiphorst argues
that using a somatic connisseurship approach leads to technological designs that also sup-
port the ongoing development of experiential skills [109]. Schiphorst’s discussion of somatic
connoisseurship not only acknowledges the importance of the first person-perspective or the
transmitter’s role in knowledge transmission, but also how the transmitter can continue to
learn and gain knowledge through continued interaction.

Similarly to Wood’s [127] discussion of using defamiliarization in screendance to en-
hance kinesthetic empathy, Loke and Robertson [77] suggest a moving and making strange
methodology for interaction design. This approach aims to increase kinesthetic awareness
during the design process by using defamiliarization techniques and examining movement
through mover, observer, and machine perspectives. By using defamiliarization techniques,
automatic responses to movement are impeded, which in turn increases one’s awareness of
movement. Loke and Robertson [77] suggest several defamiliarization exercises and tech-
niques such as repeating movement with different kinetic qualities (mover’s perspective),
documenting movement through an LBMS Effort/Shape lens of observation (observer’s
perspective), and representing input data of movement into diagrams and other visual rep-
resentations (machine perspective) [77]. This multi-modal approach to design not only
infuses design with one’s own movement knowledge, but also brings in new perspectives of
movement that expand the designers’ kinesthetic awareness throughout the process.

Moen [83] describes the kinesthetic movement interaction approach to full body design
based on modern dance technique. In this approach, Moen draws from Blom and Chaplin’s
The Intimate Act of Choreography (1982) and describes five different components that shape
movement experiences and perception: kinesthetic awareness, phrasing, forming, relating,
and abstracting. Moen describes kinesthetic awareness as understanding one’s own move-
ment potential and aligns the concept of relating with the experience of kinesthetic empathy.
Moen suggests one needs to establish kinesthetic awareness before an empathetic relation-
ship is possible: “We need to learn to know our own movement patterns and preferences
of movement quality. Through movement we can then express and feel kinesthetic empa-
thy...” [83, p. 253]. Moen also describes how one learns more about one’s own movement
when moving in relation to a partner. Lastly, Moen describes the process of abstracting a
movement to its essence to further develop understanding of the experience [83]. In many
ways these five design components, described by Moen, follow a similar pattern as seen in
other design frameworks and dance film techniques—to first understand movement through
one’s own experience and then distance oneself to expand one’s experiential skills through
defamiliarization or abstraction.

Fogtmann et al. [45] extends Moen’s [83] design approach by proposing the kines-
thetic empathy interaction framework that focuses on developing kinesthetic empathy in
technologically-mediated sports contexts. In this framework, Fogtmann et al. [45] distin-
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guishes between joint and oppositional partnered movement activities. In joint kinesthetic
empathy interaction partners collaborate towards a shared goal whereas in oppositional
kinesthetic empathy interaction partners compete against one another. Fogtmann et al.
[46] also defines design parameters within the kinesthetic empathy interaction framework
such as anticipation and decision making skills. In Fogtmann et al.’s [46] framework it is
evident the design goal is not only to become aware of a partner’s movement, but to also
predict their actions and make decisions based on these predictions.

Cuykendall et al. [33] combine aspects from kinesthetic interaction frameworks described
in Moen [83] and Fogmann et al. [46] to create a new evaluative framework for generating
empathetic movement interactions. In contrast to previous kinesthetic interaction frame-
works, our proposed framework in Cuykendall et al. [33] places the concept of kinesthetic
empathy at the center of the design practice and we suggest kinesthetic empathy is not
one design parameter, but rather is an essential component in all movement interactions.
Similarly to Moen [83], in Cuykendall et al. [33] we suggest that kinesthetic empathy can
only be experienced by first establishing kinesthetic awareness. Therefore, the design frame-
work proposed in Cuykendall et al. [33] also incorporates a design framework suggested by
Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] to promote kinesthetic awareness through inter-
action. Based on a close reading analysis of the interactive dance score Synchronous Objects
[50],2 we suggest three categories of interaction to promote kinesthetic awareness: instruc-
tional, exploratory, and translational. Since the publication of Cuykendall, Schiphorst and
Bizzocchi [32], I have further clarified the definitions of these categories as the following:

1. Instructional Interaction: A focused examination that restructures and annotates
the original work to bring attention to specific features.

2. Exploratory Interaction: Abstracts features and data of the work and places them
in new contexts that invite more interaction while also respecting the rules and struc-
ture of the original work.

3. Translational Interaction: Uses abstract features and/or data drawn from the
original work to create stand alone parallel works which may have interpretive value
or may be distinct.

These interaction categories overlap with Loke and Robertson’s [77] making strange
methodology because they follow a similar trajectory of becoming aware of experience from
multiple modalities and modes of observation including: the first-person, observer and
machine perspective. Additionally, within each of these interaction categories Cuykendall,

2Synchronous Objects transmits choreographic knowledge from William Forsythe’s One Flat Thing, repro-
duced and is a collaboration between Forsythe and researchers at Ohio State University under the direction
of Norah Zuniga Shaw and Maria Palazzi. http://synchronousobjects.osu.edu/.
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Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] also describe varying levels of interactivity, informed by new
media theory, that either draws a viewer closer to the experience or expands their perception
of movement through abstraction and defamilization techniques.

In the next section I show how I apply these interaction categories to promote kinesthetic
awareness in the design of the online interactive documentary A Performer’s Perspective
(See Figure 5.1). I argue these interaction categories create a pathway to enable felt kines-
thetic empathy in viewers because they create aesthetic movement experiences that draw
viewers into the detail of the movement while also seeking to expand one’s perception and
experience of movement through data visualization, reflection, and interaction.

Figure 5.1: Screen capture from the homepage of A Performer’s Perspective (2017) featuring
Antonio Somera, Vanessa Goodman, and Bevin Poole (from left to right). Photo credit:
Reese Muntean, Layout design: Theo Wong http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/

5.3 Designing A Performer’s Perspective

5.3.1 Background

Between 2015-2017 I directed the creation of A Performer’s Perspective (2017), an online
interactive dance documentary that translates the kinesthetic experiences of three dancers
(Vanessa Goodman, Bevin Poole, and Antonio Somera) in Judith Garay’s multi-media
choreographic work The Fine Line ~ twisted angels (2012). To make A Performer’s Per-
spective, I interviewed the dance artists, observed rehearsals, and recorded the dancers’
performances using multiple motion sensors (e.g. Kinect depth cameras, mobile eye track-
ing glasses, Myo armbands, and GoPro head-mounted cameras). I collaborated closely with
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dance artists, videographers, graphic designers, animators, computer scientists, and other
researchers specializing in data visualization and machine learning.3 In A Performer’s Per-
spective the dancers’ kinesthetic experiences are translated through multiple modalities to
support kinesthetic transmission and understanding. These translations include artistic and
scientific visualizations of the sensor data, and annotated video documentation of The Fine
Line ~ twisted angels.

5.3.2 Motivations, Inspirations, and Goals

I first saw The Fine Line ~ twisted angels in 2014. Garay invited me to watch rehearsals for
an upcoming remount of the work to be performed at the Vancouver International Dance
Festival (VIDF) in March 2014. Garay’s choreography explores themes of perception and
cognition and the boundary between inner and outer experiences.4 The choreography and
performance of the work excited me because it portrayed a new artistic way to understand
the concepts I was currently researching in movement perception, sensation, and experience.

One aspect of the remount process that I was particularly drawn to was the artists’
shared collaborative process of using the documentation video, from the first performance
in 2012, to re-learn the choreography. The documentation video served as an embodied
memory prompt for the dance artists to more easily recall their kinesthetic experiences.
Somera, however, was not part of the first performance and was learning a role originally
performed by another dancer, Cai Glover. Therefore, many of the intentions and kinesthetic
qualities of Glover’s movement could not be translated from the video alone and were filled
in by the other dance artists involved in the first performance. My initial observations
during these rehearsals demonstrated the importance of embodied and kinesthetic memory
in transmitting and translating dance and motivated my interest to create A Performer’s
Perspective.

In A Performer’s Perspective, I chose to focus on transmitting the performers’ experi-
ences for two main reasons. The first reason was that my PhD research focuses on transfer-
ring kinesthetic experiences and understanding differences in how expert movers perceive
and think about movement. By creating A Performer’s Perspective, I put my research into
practice by developing a work where I artistically demonstrate how each dancer uniquely
interprets Garay’s choreography. Through my creation of A Performer’s Perspective I
sought to inform my scientific research in movement perception and inform new theories of
movement expertise.

3The core design team for A Performer’s Perspective is: Shannon Cuykendall (Director and Lead Re-
searcher), Theo Wong (Lead Designer), Omid Alemi (Data Visualization Developer), Ethan Soutar-Rau
(Data Visualization Developer), Linda Nguyen (Front End Web Developer), and Thecla Schiphorst (Advi-
sor). For a complete list of credits see http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/credits/

4See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/thefineline/ for more information
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My other motivation for focusing on the performer’s experiences was to show how the
dancer’s perspective can enrich one’s understanding of dance and choreography. Often
the choreographer’s perspective is emphasized over the performer’s perspective in dance
archives. Roche [107] describes how the lack of the performer’s perspective in the archive
coincides with a prevailing, yet false presumption, that dancers are replaceable, mindless
vessels in the creation of a dance work:

Traditionally, choreographies are usually discussed as representational of the
choreographer, with little attention focused on the dancers who also bring the
work into being. The elision of the dancer’s perspective from mainstream dis-
course deprives the art form of a rich source of insight into the incorporating
practices of dance. Choreographers are generally considered to be the embodied
minds of the dancer work, holding the template of the unfolding dance piece
to act upon the neutral dancer. By the same token, dancers can be reduced
to passive receptacles of the movement, puppets in the process, whose bodies
are given over to the demands of the choreography. In this way dancers often
cease to be considered as self-representational and are viewed from the outside
as purely embodying the creative concepts of the choreographer in performance
[107, p. ix].

I believe, similarly to Roche, that the performer’s perspective can bring invaluable knowl-
edge to dance. In alignment with my research in enactive cognition, the moving body is
also a thinking body and the two cannot be separated. Through moving one gains knowl-
edge, which may or may not align with overall choreographic concepts; yet, this does not
make one’s perspective any less “true” to the meaning of the work. My emphasis of the
performer’s perspective is not meant to diminish the choreographer’s role, but to show how
moving, thinking, bodies also breathe life and ideas into the work that are outside of the
choreographer’s intentions and control. In creating A Performer’s Perspective, I seek to
demonstrate how the inclusion of multiple perspectives in the dance archive can expand
kinesthetic awareness and enhance kinesthetic empathy.

5.3.3 Design Process and Data Collection

My design process started in 2015 when I began attending rehearsals of The Fine Line
~ twisted angels for an upcoming third remount performance at the Evergreen Cultural
Center in Coquitlam, B.C. During this process I again observed rehearsals; however, this
time I also developed a a plan to collect data5 for the creation of A Performer’s Perspective.

5All of the data collection for A Performer’s Perspective was approved by the Research Ethics Board at
SFU and performers provided written consent.
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During the rehearsals I took field notes and became very familiar with the choreographic
structure and the shared vocabulary developed by the artists to describe the movement.

Figure 5.2: Screen captures from The Fine Line ~ twisted angels. Top image: Still from
Improv Scene where movements by the dancers are initiated through contact with one an-
other. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv Bottom Image: Still from the Faces
scene showing the choreography of the dancers’ eye movements to reveal the rich inner
worlds of each performer. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/faces. The performance
video is by Chris Randle, and is used courtesy of the Vancouver International Dance Festival
(VIDF) 2014 and executive director of VIDF, Jay Hirabayashi.

I also interviewed each performer separately during the rehearsal process. In the in-
terviews, the performers described their kinesthetic experiences in three scenes from The
Fine Line ~ twisted angels. I chose two of these scenes and the performer chose the third
scene. The scenes I chose for the dancers to describe were the Improv and Faces scenes.
The Improv scene was the dancers’ own movement structured by contact with one another
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(See Top Image in Figure 5.2). The movement differed every performance and rehearsal,
but the intentions remained constant. I was interested in how these intentions could be
translated with technology and captured by motion sensors. I chose the Faces scene be-
cause there were unison moments that could be compared across dancers. The Faces scene
also included choreographed expressive movements of the eyes where the intention was to
invite audiences into the rich inner lives of the each dancer or character (See Bottom Image
in Figure 5.2). For me, this aspect of the choreography was very evocative and aligned
with my research in eye tracking and perception. I wanted to explore how these eye move-
ments could be captured and translated by motion sensors and align with the performers’
experiences.

During the individual interviews, Goodman, Poole, and Somera watched each scene,
as documented in the VIDF 2014 performance video. The video served as an embodied
memory prompt and the dancers talked-through each scene while watching the video 1-3
times. It was important for the dancers to describe their movement in a similar timing
as the performance video, so their descriptions could be easily paired with the video in
A Performer’s Perspective. Between each viewing, I asked questions based on their talk-
through to deepen my understanding of their experience. I prompted the dancers to discuss
kinesthetic qualities of their movement and address the how and why of their movement.
I asked about their character or role in each scene and inquired more about their experi-
ences in relation to qualities of movement related to force, time, space, body organization,
movement initiation, inner intentions, and their use of imagery. I also asked Goodman,
Poole, and Somera to discuss challenges with the movement and how the phrase or scene
had developed and evolved throughout the choreographic process.

In November 2015, after the performances of the third remount had concluded, we met
again for a data gathering session in the SIAT Black Box studio at SFU Surrey. During
this session, we re-recorded the scenes the dancers had described in the interviews with a
variety of motion sensors (See Figures 5.3 and 5.4).6 By collecting this data, I hoped to
gather additional information about the performers’ movements and explore new ways of
translating their experiences. We recorded the scenes with the following sensors:

1. Mobile eye tracking glasses captured the dancers’ eye movements. These glasses,
created by Ethan Soutar-Rau, were created with a raspberry pi and an infrared camera
to record video of the eye that could later be interpreted into precise coordinates in
space. The raspberry pi was powered by a battery pack worn on the performer’s waist
and secured via an athletic waist band.

6This recording session took much preparation and I would like to thank Thecla Schiphorst and my
colleagues Omid Alemi, Karen Cochrane, Jules Françoise, Ethan Soutar-Rau, prOphecy sun, Katerina
Stepanova and Yaying Zhang who offered their support and expertise during this recording session.
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Figure 5.3: Bevin Poole, Vanessa Goodman and Antonio Somera during the data collection
session. Each performer is wearing mobile eye tracking glasses, a Myo armband, a Go-Pro
Camera, and lavalier microphone. Photo Credit: Marina Khvan http://perform.iat.
sfu.ca

2. Myo armbands were worn on the dancers arms to capture acceleration, electromyo-
grpahy (EMG), and angular velocity. From this data, collected by Jules Françoise,
we calculated the force of the dancers’ arm movements.7

3. Lavalier microphones recorded the dancers’ vocal reflections while moving.8

4. GoPro cameras attached to the forehead of each dancer captured a first-person
video perspective of the movement.

5. Microsoft Kinect cameras captured depth information. We placed two Kinect
cameras at a 180 degree angle from one another so that we could construct a point
cloud of both the front and back of the dancers’ bodies.

We chose these sensors deliberately, based on the knowledge I had gained from my ob-
servations and interviews with the dancers about their experiences. For example, Poole
suggested in her interview to capture in-situ movement reflections, hence we included lava-
lier microphones during the recording session. The GoPro cameras very literally capture

7The Myo was produced by Thalmic Labs (now known as North and partnered with Google): https:
//www.bynorth.com/.

8Jules Françoise recorded the audio.
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Figure 5.4: Bevin Poole, Vanessa Goodman and Antonio Somera during the data collection
session in the Black Box studio at SFU Surrey. The space is marked with red and green
tap to show the field of view of each Kinect camera. Each performer is wearing mobile eye
tracking glasses, a Myo armband, a GoPro Camera, and lavalier microphone. Photo Credit:
Marina Khvan http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/about/

the movement from the performer’s viewpoint; however, the head-mounted camera cannot
distinguish one’s head position from eye movements, which is an important part of the
choreography. Therefore, the addition of mobile eye tracking glasses provided supplemen-
tary information on the movement of the eyes in relation to the performers’ head movements.
The Myo armbands helped to reveal dynamic differences in the dancers’ performances and
the Kinect cameras also allowed us to gather spacial information without any added markers
on the body. By capturing the dancers’ movements with these various sensors, we sought
to further understand aspects of each dancer’s kinesthetic experience while performing.

Although we tried to create an environment where the dancers could perform the work
much like a performance in their original costumes,9 the sensors did restrict and alter
the dancers’ performances in many ways. For example, the Kinect camera’s field of view
constrained the space the dancers could perform in and was much smaller than spaces they
had performed previously (See Figure 5.3). The eye tracking glasses also obstructed the

9The costumes in The Fine Line ~ twisted angels, designed by Margaret Jenkins, were integrated into
the choreography. Therefore, it was important the dancers wear their original costumes in the recordings.
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dancers’ peripheral vision and the battery pack worn on the waist of the dancers affected
their ability to do some of the floorwork. Overall the sensors added extra weight to the
performers’ movements that would not have been there in a stage performance. Therefore,
by attempting to capture the dancers’ experiences, their movements and experiences were
also changed.

Despite these restrictions, we found promising indications the data would reveal kines-
thetic qualities and unique differences of each performer’s experience. Interestingly, during
the data collection session, Garay saw the incoming raw data of the Myo armbands and
correctly identified each dancer from only the graphical trace of the EMG. This anecdote
demonstrates how the data can align with embodied perspectives of the movement. Fur-
thermore, the combination of sensors we chose afforded both detailed representations of
movement (e.g. the lavalier microphone captured breath and voice and the Kinect cameras
also captured front and back angles of the performance) and more distant, defamiliarized
data representations (e.g. visualizing force from the Myo armband). This broad range of
sensors provided a strong foundation to design instructional, exploratory, and translational
interactions in A Performer’s Perspective.

Following the data gathering session, I interviewed Goodman, Poole, and Somera all
together to reflect on our process. Later, I interviewed Garay and the entire team10 that
helped gather data in our recording session. The team interviews were mainly for the pur-
pose of describing our behind-the-scenes process on the A Performer’s Perspective website.
By showing the process of making A Performer’s Perspective, we can also more clearly
show how it is not a straight archive of The Fine Line ~ twisted angels, but a divergent
work where the perspectives of all contributors came together to create a new work. In
Garay’s interview she comments on how the interview process affected the third remount
of The Fine Line ~ twisted angels stating: “...it brought a new level of intensity and focus
to the dancers’ abilities to think through their material that they were doing.”11 Similarly
to Garay’s observation, I felt my kinesthetic knowledge and awareness was significantly
expanded through designing for instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions.
In the following sections I describe how I design for each of these interactions and their
relation to my close reading analysis of the interactive dance score Synchronous Objects
[50]. I invite readers to refer to A Performer’s Perspective and experience each interaction
for oneself at perform.iat.sfu.ca.

10Omid Alemi, Ethan Soutar-Rau, Jules Françoise, Thecla Schiphorst, and Sunny Zhang

11See 5:50 https://vimeo.com/shannoncuykendall/performersperspective
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5.3.4 Instructional Interaction

As stated earlier, Instructional Interaction is a focused examination that restructures
and annotates the original work to bring attention to specific features. In A Performer’s
Perspective, instructional interactions mainly focus on the dancers’ experiences in the stage
performance and studio rehearsals. I create instructional interactions by portraying short
isolated video clips of specific scenes from the VIDF documentation video. The viewer’s
attention is directed to specific aspects of kinesthetic qualities in these scenes through
graphical annotations, spoken explanations, and written explanations. Viewers can also
examine the dance through multiple video perspectives that depict the dancers in studio
rehearsals and the data gathering session.

Figure 5.5: Screen capture of the Scenes page on A Performer’s Perpsective. Visitors on
the website can choose between six scenes from the VIDF performance of The Fine Line
~ twisted angels. Each scene includes two written explanations that summarize the scene
prior to viewing. The performance video is by Chris Randle, and is used courtesy of the
Vancouver International Dance Festival (VIDF) 2014 and executive director of VIDF, Jay
Hirabayashi. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/

Isolated Video Clips

A Performer’s Perspective features six short scenes (approximately one to six minutes in
length) from The Fine Line ~ twisted angels. These isolated video clips, as stated earlier, are
a combination of scenes, that the performers and I chose (See Figure 5.5). By selecting these
short scenes, the viewers’ attention can be further focused and provide more opportunity for
deeper analysis and engagement with each movement experience. We include three group
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scenes (Faces, Huge, Improv) and three solos (Antonio’s Solo, Bevin’s Solo, Vanessa’s Solo).
These scenes depict a range of movement experiences including group unison movement,
improvisational movement, and solos.

In the design of Synchronous Objects [50], which greatly influenced the design of A
Performer’s Perspective, short isolated video clips in the MovementMaterial Index object
draw attention to specific thematic movements in William Forsythe’s choreographic work,
One Flat Thing, reproduced (2000). By showing shortened video clips of isolated experiences
in a choreographic work, the designers help draw attention to specific kinesthetic qualities
and can help viewers find ways to engage with the movement beyond the narrative form.
Isolated video clips support kinesthetic awareness by focusing the viewers’ attention to
specific detail while at the same time recontextualizing the work so that it interferes with
one’s ability to engage with the overall narrative of the work.

Written Explanations

For each scene depicted in A Performer’s Perspective there are two short written explana-
tions that audiences can read prior to viewing each scene. These explanations are similar
to program notes and help frame the viewers’ experience (See Figure 5.5). In the first
explanation, I describe aspects of the work that stood out to me based on my field ob-
servations and interviews with the artists. For example, I describe Faces as the following:
“The dancers move their eyes in opposition to their body as they stare into the vacuous
space that surrounds them” (See Figure 5.5). This written explanation provides a explicit
account of the movement and also references key aspects of the scene the dancers discussed
in their interviews. The second explanation is written by Garay and reflects the feelings,
motivations, and intentions that shaped the creation of each scene. For example, Garay
describes Faces as, “When perception slips and half of the face is gone. When what is seen
is not real. When reaching for something renders one empty handed” (See Figure 5.5).
Garay’s description is poetic and charged with emotional intensity and vivid imagery. By
pairing my description with Garay’s in A Performer’s Perspective, we offer different ways
to frame the audiences’ expectations prior to viewing each scene. Through Garay and my
contrasting interpretations of each scene, we intentionally urge viewers to understand that
movement can have multiple meanings that do not necessarily contradict one another, but
that each add to one’s understanding of the kinesthetic experience. Thus, these written ex-
planations support kinesthetic awareness by focusing the audiences’ attention, and bringing
awareness to the multiple meanings of movement.

Graphical Annotations

Another way in which we focus viewers’ attention in A Performer’s Perspective is through
graphical annotations. In the Improv scene viewers have the option to turn on an overlay
of graphical annotations that emphasize specific kinesthetic qualities of each performer’s
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Figure 5.6: Screen captures from Vanessa Goodman’s annotation video on A Performer’s
Perspective. These graphical annotations follow what Goodman refers to as “energetic lines”
through her body and points of contact. The thickness of the line relates to the building
and releasing of energy. These annotations were created in collaboration with animator
Evelyn Kuang. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv

movements. These graphical annotations were created in close collaboration with animator,
Evelyn Kuang. In the interviews, I asked Goodman, Poole, and Somera to describe their
movement through visual imagery. It is important to note that not all of the dancers use
this visual imagery while performing; however, their descriptions were used as a way to
translate their experiences into a visual language that could be represented using graphical
annotations.

Goodman describes her movement in the Improv scene as being similar to the motion
of a rope.12 Therefore, we created rope-like graphical annotations where we attempt to

12See 0:07-0:09 Vanessa’s Reflection: http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv
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show what Goodman refers to as an “energetic line” around and through her body.13 The
thickness and speed of the line changes in relation to Goodman’s movement and phrasing.
The thicker line relates to moments of building energy (See Images 1-3 in Figure 5.6) while a
thinner line corresponds to a release of energy (See Images 4-6 in Figure 5.6). In Goodman’s
annotations we aim to represent her movement as a continuous flow of energy through her
body.

Figure 5.7: Screen captures from Bevin Poole’s annotation video on A Performer’s Perspec-
tive. These graphical annotations relate to Poole’s description of the movement being like
“a little light that travels through [the body].” The line glows during moments of contact
or energetic release. Similarly to Goodman’s annotations, the thickness of the line relates
to the build and release of energy. These annotations were created in collaboration with
animator Evelyn Kuang. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv.

Similarly to Goodman, Poole describes how each moment of contact with another dancer
in the Improv scene initiates an energetic pathway that travels through the body and then

13See 0:28 Vanessa’s Reflection: http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv
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Figure 5.8: Screen captures from Antonio Somera’s annotation video on A Performer’s
Perspective. These graphical annotations relate to Somera’s description of the movement
being like an “electricity jolt.” In contrast to Goodman and Poole’s annotations, Somera’s
are linear and more angular. They also include a circle at each point of contact to show
a burst of energy at the onset of the movement in alignment with Somera’s metaphor of
an electricity jolt. These annotations were created in collaboration with animator Evelyn
Kuang. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv.

exits.14 Poole describes this feeling of movement as “...a little light that travels through
[the body].”15 To annotate Poole’s movement pathways, we designed a dynamic line that
traces Poole’s movement from each moment of touch with another dancer. Similarly to the
graphical annotations we designed for Goodman, the thickness of the line relates to the
building and eventual release of energy. We emphasize each moment of contact and release

14See 0:04-0:10 Bevin’s Reflection: http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv

15See 0:30-0:33 Bevin’s audio description http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv
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with a glowing line that aligns with Poole’s description of a light moving through her body
(See Figure 5.7).

Compared to Goodman and Poole’s graphical annotations, Somera’s graphical anno-
tations in the Improv scene are much more angular and relate to his description of the
movement as being like an “electricity jolt circuiting through your body.”16 To represent
the sharp quality of the electircity jolt, we highlight Somera’s movements with jagged, lin-
ear lines (See Image 4 in Figure 5.8). Similarly to Goodman and Poole’s annotations we
align the thickness of the line with either the building or release of energy. Additionally,
we emphasize each moment of initiation with a circle. At the onset of the movement, the
circle is small and filled (See Image 1 in Figure 5.8) and as the energy diminishes the circle
expands, the fill disappears, and the outline of the circle slowly fades as the energy travels
to other parts of the body (See Images 2-4 in Figure 5.8). This representation demonstrates
Somera’s quick burst of energy at the onset of a movement and aligns with his concept of
the electricity jolt.

Overall, these graphical annotations emphasize different ways of perceiving kinesthetic
qualities of the movement as experienced by the dancers. By annotating the “energy” de-
scribed by the dancers as moving through their bodies, we draw attention to a component
of the movement that is not readily seen in the video footage. Since the Improv scene em-
phasizes how movement is initiated through contact between the dancers, these annotations
also provide insight into relations and the transference of energy between each performer.

In Synchronous Objects [50], graphical annotations are also used to emphasize structural
components of Forsythe’s choreography in One Flat Thing, reproduced. In Cuykendall,
Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] we describe through our close reading analysis how these
annotations were intentionally designed to show the shape, force, direction, and/or the
speed of the movement through line thickness, color, opacity, and shape changes. For
example, the CueAnnotations object includes annotations that emphasize how the dancers
give and receive cues throughout the choreography. As described in Cuykendall, Schiphorst
and Bizzocchi [32]:

The cue giver is a large open white circle. The cue receiver is a colorful dot.
Colorful ribbons travel between the cue givers and the cue receivers. The rib-
bons are flexible and move with the dancers-sometimes looping as the dancer
turns. Words such as “freeze,” “go” “sit” or counting “and one, two, three” also
sometimes appear [p. 16].

.
As pointed out in Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32], the CueAnnotations in Syn-
chronous Objects draw attention to implicit motion and points of contact that would not

16See 0.19-0:21 Antonio’s Reflection: http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv
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normally be visible in video, but reveal important information about the dancers’ relations
to one another. In A Performer’s Perspective we also seek to reveal implicit motion and
our graphical annotation design is inspired by the annotations in Synchronous Objects.

We further describe in Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] how graphical anno-
tations are abstractions of the choreography that simplify the movement and “create more
familiar motions that a broader audience can connect with” [p. 15]. This claim is based
on Marshall McLuhan’s theory of hot and cool media where “...a hot medium excludes and
a cool medium includes” [80, p. 256]. According to McLuhan [80], hot media is high def-
inition media that portrays detail of the image while cool media is low resolution media
that requires the audience to fill in the details. Scott McCloud [79] applies McLuhan’s
theory of hot and cool media to the design of comics and describes how taking away detail
in cartooning or creating less realistic images, allows one to see themselves in the cartoon.
McCloud [79] calls his process “amplification through simplification” [p. 30] and suggests
that the process of abstraction can draw attention to a specific meaning that realistic or
hot media cannot.

Through graphical annotations in A Performer’s Perspective, we combine both hot and
cool media to instruct and direct the audience’s attention to important kinesthetic qualities
described by each dancer. In our design, the hot media is the VIDF documentation video
and the cool media are the graphical annotations. By applying both in this instructional
interaction we create an opportunity to increase kinesthetic awareness through defamiliar-
ization by emphasizing new perspectives of the movement while at the same time inviting
audiences to see their own movements in these abstractions.

Spoken Explanations

In addition to graphical annotations, spoken explanations of each dancer’s kinesthetic ex-
perience can also be played back in time with the VIDF performance video. Through these
spoken explanations, the performers reveal multiple ways to interpret and understand their
experiences. In Synchronous Objects [50] there is also an option to playback the video of
One Flat Thing, reproduced while listening to Forsythe’s commentary or his sonifications
of movement (e.g. using abstract sounds to emphasize dynamic qualities) in The Dance
object. These types of spoken explanations are similar to what can be found in A Per-
former’s Perspective and help bring the viewer closer to each dancer’s experience of the
movement. However, because each performer interprets the movement differently, these
explanations also defamiliarize each movement phrase and serve as a way to expand the
audiences’ perception and understanding of the movement.

In A Performer’s Perspective all of the performers describe movement in the Faces and
Improv scenes. Poole and Somera describe movement in their respective solos and Goodman
describes movement in the Huge scene. In the Faces scene, where the dancers are in unison,
the contrast between their kinesthetic articulations is very evident. For example, the last
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Figure 5.9: Screen capture from the Faces scene on A Performer’ Perspective. This image
depicts the rising upward action after the dancers hit or tap their chest. The performance
video is by Chris Randle, and is used courtesy of the Vancouver International Dance Festival
(VIDF) 2014 and executive director of VIDF, Jay Hirabayashi http://perform.iat.sfu.
ca/videos/faces

movement of the Faces scene in which the dancers hit or tap their chest and then rise
upwards is described and interpreted by each dancer differently (See Figure 5.9):

• Goodman:“For me it’s very much [demonstrates movement to emphasize sound] like
you can hear it’s really a resonance and it feels like we are being lifted up and floating
up, but at the same time there is kind of a bit of a violence to it.”17

• Poole:“...the springback of my arm which creates that sense of lightness...it’s one of
those few times where we actually glimpse what is above us. That lightness doesn’t
come often in this piece.”18

• Somera:“..it’s very calming and then...this string like its elevating you so it’s kind of
like a resurrection of some sort.”19

In these examples, each dancer interprets the meaning of the hitting or tapping action
slightly differently. Goodman points out the intensity of the sound in the action and the
violence that can be associated with it. In contrast, Somera describes a calming feeling
and Poole describes a spring-like quality in her action. These descriptions emphasize the
differences in each dancer’s experience of moving even when moving in unison. One of the

17See 1:28-1:39 Vanessa’s Reflection http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/faces

18See 1:28-1:39 Bevin’s Reflection http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/faces

19See 1:28-1:39 Antonio’s Reflection http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/videos/faces
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Figure 5.10: Screen capture of Antonio Somera’s profile page on A Performer’s Perspective.
Each dancer’s profile page includes a short video documentary, a bio, and links to their
spoken explanations of each scene. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/antonio/

main goals in A Performer’s Perspective was to elicit these contrasting kinesthetic interpre-
tations of the choreography as a way to increase kinesthetic awareness and understanding
for audiences.
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In addition to hearing the dancers’ spoken explanations played back in time with each
scene, viewers also have the option to view short video documentaries of each dancer fea-
tured on their profile page (See Figure 5.10). Each documentary shows video footage from
the performer’s interview in relation to performance and rehearsal footage. In the interviews
I encouraged the performers to describe their experience using any terminology or means
that felt comfortable. Similarly to my findings in Chapter 2, I observed that each dancer
had a different way of describing and understanding their movement experiences. For ex-
ample, Goodman states in her interview the importance of anatomical concepts in shaping
her experience of movement: “For me it’s less about imagining an environment–that I find
very hard–for me it’s about... anatomical expression is always my entry point into learning
movement and also experiencing it.”20 In addition to Goodman’s description of her move-
ment through an anatomical lens, I also noticed Goodman’s tendency to sonify kinesthetic
qualities of her movement by using abstract sounds to emphasize dynamic changes in her
movement.21

In contrast to Goodman’s spoken explanation, Somera describes moments where he
imagines an external world or environment. He describes imagining an “omnipresent per-
son has that buzzer thing and it just jolts us and creates...an electrical jolt within our
body.”22 Somera’s description is not only an example of using visual imagery to enact
an imaginary environment, but also an example of experiencing movement by imagining
outside or external forces acting upon his movement.

Poole, like Goodman, also uses anatomical descriptions in her spoken explanations and
in her interview describes how studying anatomy during the making of The Fine Line ~
twisted angels impacted the way in which she thought about the choreography.23 Another
aspect I was particularly drawn to in Poole’s spoken explanation was her analogy of her
movement to that of her cat. She describes, “...the sense of extension and release...if I
watch my cat...he has this stretch quality and then a slow retract. I don’t ever see, in my
experience, him stretch something and then just drop. So it’s always got this qualitative
slow motion...sense of his limbs and I think I strive for that too.”24 In contrast to Somera’s
use of external imagery, Poole describes the action of becoming another (in this case her
cat) and transferring qualities from another body to hers in her kinesthetic experience.

20See 0:20-0:38 in Vanessa’s documentary http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/vanessa/

21An example of Goodman’s sonification can be heard in the Improv Scene 0:09-0:10 http://perform.
iat.sfu.ca/videos/improv

22See 3:20-3:27 in Somera’s documentary profile video http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/antonio/

23See 2:28-3:14 in Bevin’s documentary http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/bevin/

24See Bevin’s documentary 1:54-2:19 http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/bevin/
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Figure 5.11: Screen captures from the performers’ interviews illustrates how each dancer
often performed the movement they were watching to describe their experiences. Top:
Goodman describes the Huge scene. See 1:42 in Vanessa’s documentary video http:
//perform.iat.sfu.ca/vanessa/, Middle: Poole describes the Faces scene. See 2:38
http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/bevin/, Bottom: Somera describes the Faces scene. See
http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/antonio/ to see more interview footage. These videos are
recorded and edited by Rachel Ward and are part of documentary videos directed by Shan-
non Cuykendall.

My observations of the differences between the dancers’ spoken explanations does not
mean these are the only ways in which the performers experience movement. It is likely
dancers often translate and experience their movement using several different modalities
(e.g. visual imagery, anatomical concepts, sonifications or aural imagery) and choose the one
that works best for them within each specific context of performing. It is also important to
note these spoken explanations are post-hoc reflections of movement and cannot accurately
capture a performer’s experience while moving. However, the dancers often re-enacted or
marked movement during their interviews as a way to re-embody the movement (See Figure
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5.11). In hindsight, interviewing the dancers in a studio setting where they had more room
to move and re-enact their movements may have afforded spoken explanations closer to their
experience of moving. By choosing to interview the dancers while watching themselves on
video, I made a design choice that the dancers’ spoken explanations would be articulated
more through the lens of an audience perspective. Thus, the spoken explanations can be
thought of as not only a way for the audience to better understand the dancer’s experience,
but also for the dancer to better understand and frame their kinesthetic experiences in
alignment with the audience’s perspective.

Multiple Video Perspectives

In a Performer’s Perspective we show three different video perspectives including: the
VIDF performance documentation video, rehearsal footage, and GoPro footage (See Figure
5.12). The documentation footage of the The Fine Line ~ twisted angels was filmed by
Chris Randle and is depicted on the Scenes page. This documentation video is a single-
shot moving camera that includes some close-ups. Since the video is meant primarily for
documentation purposes, there is an effort to show the dancers’ full bodies in the frame
most of the time in addition to projection and lighting effects in the performance. On each
performer’s profile page in A Performer’s Perspective there is a short video documentary
that shows clips from rehearsals filmed by videographer Rachel M. Ward. In this footage,
the dancers are seen in the studio without any performance lighting or projection. We have
also chosen to depict this footage in black and white. Lastly, the GoPro footage depicts
the first-person perspective of the dancers’ movements during the data gathering session
in the SIAT Black Box studio. Although I see the use of multiple video angles being a
feature of instructional interactions, I have classified the GoPro videos as being part of the
Exploratory section in A Performer’s Perspective because they are more closely related to
other abstract representations of the sensor data featured in the Exploratory section.

Ideally, the multiple video angles in A Performer’s Perspective would be easily com-
parable with one another. For example, in the The Dance object in Synchronous Objects
[50], audiences have the choice to view segments of Forsythe’s choreography either from
a close-up angle, a bird’s eye perspective, or front-angle. These various perspectives help
reveal the structure of the choreography and allow audiences to see both the detail and
overarching patterns in the movement. Since all of the video angles were filmed during the
same performance, these videos can also be easily aligned.

In A Performer’s Perspective, it was not possible to align the performance video with
the GoPro or rehearsal footage since they were recorded at different times in the rehearsal
process and the timing in The Fine Line ~ twisted angels can vary between each performance
because it is set by the dancers rather than a musical score. Therefore, the multiple video
angles depicted in A Performer’s Perspective serve a different purpose than the multiple
video angles featured in Synchronous Objects. Rather than allowing the viewer to further
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Figure 5.12: Screen captures of different video perspectives and angles from Huge portrayed
in A Performer’s Perspective. Top: Rehearsal footage filmed by Rachel Ward, Middle:
Performance footage filmed by Chris Randle, and Bottom: GoPro footage filmed by Bevin
Poole. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/

inspect movement from various angles, the various video perspectives in A Performer’s Per-
spective reveal stark differences in the dancers’ environment while performing and expose
aspects of the process that have shaped the performers’ experiences that are not usually
evident in the performance. In A Performer’s Perspective we continuously emphasize that
experience is not static, but constantly evolving. Additionally, each video perspective in A
Performer’s Perspective was captured by a different videographer. As described previously
in Section 5.2.2, the embodied perspective of the person behind the camera impacts kines-
thetic transmission. By including various videographers in A Performer’s Perspective we
also show these various embodied interpretations and perspectives that can greatly impact
one’s interpretation and kinesthetic understanding of a dance work.
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5.3.5 Exploratory Interaction

In contrast to instructional interactions, Exploratory Interactions offer more opportu-
nities for audience participation and further abstract the work from its original context
while still respecting the rules and structure of the original work. For example, Cuykendall,
Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] describe how the CueVisualizer in Synchronous Objects further
abstracts the choreographic principle of cueing depicted in the instructional CueAnnotations
object. In the CueVisualizer object, the designers replaced hot media (e.g. video) with cool
media (e.g. line drawings) to invite more audience participation. Cuykendall, Schiphorst
and Bizzocchi [32] describe this transformation:

This object [CueVisualizer ] also further simplifies the images from the CueAn-
notations object. A black and white design replaces the colorful ribbons. The
background is composed of twenty rectangles in a 5x4 grid. The rectangles rep-
resent the tables in OFTR [One Flat Thing, reproduced ]. The cue giver is a
small open white circle. The cue receiver is a small closed white circle. Simple
white lines between the circles represent the direction and motion of the cue
being passed. The lines between the cue receiver and giver are more direct than
the colorful ribbons in the CueAnnotations object [p. 17].

In addition to incorporating more abstract and cool media, exploratory interactions also
include more audience participation by providing more opportunities for interaction. In
Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32], we apply Eric Zimmerman’s [129] discussion of
cognitive and explicit modes of interactivity to our analyses. Cognitive interactivity refers
to the “psychological, emotional, hermeneutic semiotic, reader-response” [129, p. 158]. In
this mode of interactivity, audience participation occurs mostly at a personal level where
each audience member may interpret a work differently depending on the context in which
they view the work. In contrast, explicit interactivity is “overt participation” that includes
“choices, random events, dynamic simulations, and other procedures programmed into the
interactive experience [129, p. 158]. In explicit interactivity, designers intentionally pro-
vide opportunities for audiences to make decisions about the outcome of the experience.
In Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32], we describe how exploratory interactions in-
clude not only more abstraction and cool media, but also more opportunities for explicit
interactivity than what is available in instructional interactions. For example, in the Cue-
Visualizer object, users can manipulate the playback speed of the cues, their accumulation
and the opacity of the rectangles. By offering audiences these explicit interactions, they
can create create new divergent works that are distinct from the original, while still being
representative of the original work [32].

In contrast to Synchronous Objects, the Exploratory section of A Performer’s Perspective
does not allow audiences to create divergent choreographic works, but rather allows viewers
to interact with the performers’ movement data for further analysis and interpretation. The
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Figure 5.13: Screen capture of the Exploratory Interactions from A Performer’s Perspective.
I worked with Omid Alemi and Ethan Soutar-Rau to develop these data visualizations.
http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/data/

Exploratory section portrays the data collected during the recording session and includes
representations of the Myo sensor data and Kinect skeletal data. Additionally, we include
the GoPro and Kinect video footage that was recorded at the same time as the other sensor
data (See Figure 5.13).25 Our original plan for the Exploratory section was to align all of this
data so that audiences could analyse and create their own juxtapositions of motion data.
However, due to technical challenges we were not able to realize these explicit interactions
in the current version of A Performer’s Perspective.

There are, however, still more opportunities for explicit interaction in the Exploratory
section in comparison to the Instructional section in A Performer’s Perspective. For ex-
ample, in the Kinect Skeletal visualisation,26 the audience can view a 3D model of the
Improv scene and view the movement from any angle and distance. Each dancer is further
abstracted into a skeletal form and assigned a color that is used to represent their data
throughout all exploratory interactions. In the Kinect Skeletal representation, much of the
dynamic movement is diminished and instead points of contact are emphasized with circles
representing each distal part of the body (e.g.hands, feet, and head). This visualization is
similar to the CueVisualizer in Synchronous Objects in that it replaces hot media with cool
media and as a result, invites more audience participation and engagement.

The visualizations of the Myo Sensor data also further abstract the movement of the
performers. In these visualizations, the calculated force and acceleration of the dancers’
performances are represented in graphical representations. For the Improv scene, moments
of contact between the dancers are also highlighted in these visualizations. Each open circle

25The eye tracking data has been omitted due to challenges in interpreting the data.

26Created by Omid Alemi, See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/data/kinect_skel/
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in the visualization corresponds to the dancer that initiated the contact and the arrow
represents the direction the touch traveled (See Figure 5.14). For example, as illustrated in
Figure 5.14, one of the first points of contact was initiated by Poole (Bevin) to Goodman
(Vanessa). This visualization allows audiences to see relationships between contact and
force and abstractly demonstrates the transference of energy that was described in the
dancers’ experiences in the instructional spoken explanations.

Figure 5.14: Data visualization of the Myo sensor data of each dancer from the Improv
scene. Each moment of contact between the dancers is annotated with arrows that show
the direction the energy was directed for each moment of touch. This visualization is created
in collaboration with Omid Alemi http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/data/myo/

As discussed earlier, the GoPro representation in the Exploratory section depicts the
dancers’ viewpoint while performing.27 The intention behind portraying this first-person
viewpoint was to transmit a first-person perspective of the motion so the audience can feel
as if they are dancing along. However, this unedited first-person video perspective can
be extremely disorienting and some viewers may even experience motion sickness. Yet,
this viewpoint also offers a very close encounter with the movement where one is placed
in the center of the action and hears the breaths and environmental sounds that surround
the performers. This is a perspective of dance that is not normally encountered unless
one is on stage performing. In future work it would be interesting to consider how this
first-person viewpoint could be better optimized to transfer the feeling of the movement.
For example, the camera may be better positioned on a less mobile part of the body or
close-up shots and first-person angles could be edited together in the final video. In my
previous work Serpentine Dance, Refocused (2014),28 I have also explored guiding audience
members into performing an analog of the movement themselves. Although we originally
planned to develop exploratory movement-based interactions in A Performer’s Perspective,
these interactions did not become fully realized.

27See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/data/gopro/

28See https://vimeo.com/95478604 for a video preview of this artwork
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Lastly, in the Exploratory section of A Performer’s Perspective we allow audiences to see
the Kinect Video recorded from the data recording session. These videos depict a front-angle
view of each scene.29 The Kinect videos do not further abstract the movement or experience
of the dancers, but rather provide a reference point for how the movement was recorded
and how it contrasts with the VIDF performance video seen in the Instructional section.
It is important to understand in the data collection process how the dancers’ experiences
may have changed and the context in which the data is collected. Although my original
intent was to allow for audiences to more easily compare between the data represented
in the Instructional and Exploratory sections of the site, it would also be misleading to
suggest the VIDF performance video aligned with the data we collected in the recording
session. Therefore, the exploratory interactions designed in A Performer’s Perspective can
be thought of as a divergent work that captures new experiences of the dancers that may
or may not align with their reflections depicted in the instructional interactions.

Similarly to the exploratory interactions in Synchronous Objects, the data represented in
the Exploratory section of A Performer’s Perspective is representative of the original work.
However, in contrast to Synchronous Objects the exploratory interactions in A Performer’s
Perspective are not Generative,30 meaning they do not allow audiences to create their own
divergent works. Therefore, I classify the exploratory interactions in A Performer’s Per-
spective as interactive data because their main purpose is to allow further analysis of the
performers’ perspectives through increased abstraction and defamiliarization of each per-
former’s experience.

5.3.6 Translational Interaction

Translational Interactions, like exploratory interactions, are much more abstract com-
pared to the original work. However, in contrast to the exploratory interactions, transla-
tional interactions are parallel stand alone works of art derived from the sensor data. Often
translational interactions are not created in collaboration with the dance artists, but rather
depict outside perspectives and interpretations of the work. The main goal of translational
interactions is to demonstrate how movement can take on different meanings in new con-
texts and expand one’s perception of kinesthetic qualities using mainly defamiliarization
techniques and abstraction. For example, in A Performer’s Perspective the Translational
Gallery features six interpretations of the dancers’ data that are each translated into alter-
native forms such as, sound and abstract animations (See Figure 5.15).

29See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/data/kinect_video/

30My use of the term generative is used broadly and encompasses algorithmic generation based on data
from the work and allows a person to create new work that incorporates underlying principles or knowledge
in the work.
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Figure 5.15: Screen capture of the Translational Gallery on A Performer’s Perspective which
translates the dancers’ data into sound compositions, abstract images, and animations.
http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/translational/

The Translational Gallery in A Performer’s Perspective is largely influenced by Forsy-
the’s concept of the choreographic object, which is a core component in the design of
Synchronous Objects. Forsythe [47] describes how a choreographic object is a way to un-
derstand organizational principles in choreography without the physical body. He describes
a choreographic object as “not a substitute for the body, but rather an alternative site for
the understanding of potential instigation and organization of action to reside” [para. 13].
Synchronous Objects is composed of twenty choreographic objects that are, according to
Forsythe, each a translation from the original work. However, in Cuykendall, Schiphorst
and Bizzocchi [32], we consider some of these objects to have more translational charac-
teristics than others. In translational interactions, the dance is much farther removed and
abstracted from the original work and is translated to new modalities and forms outside of
dance. Norah Zuniga Shaw, one of the creative directors of Synchronous Objects, describes
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how one of their main goals was to translate choreographic knowledge to fields other than
dance:

Our aim is to provide new perspectives on dance as a field of activity and creative
inquiry that will engage a wide spectrum of innovative thinkers across diverse
fields of research and practice.

Though Forsythe’s One Flat Thing, reproduced piece holds vast stores of infor-
mation in its concrete patterns and temporal design, it is also a “choreographic
resource,” a phenomenon that can be interpreted more expansively in relation
to contemporary concerns in architecture, information aesthetics, philosophy,
computer science and other fields. The use of One Flat Thing, reproduced as
a research resource is not about repertory or reconstruction. It’s about repre-
senting the complex choreographic structures created by Forsythe in ways that
generate new creativity [49, para. 2-3]

Zuniga Shaw emphasizes how Synchronous Objects does not attempt to reconstruct
Forsythe’s work, but rather demonstrates how choreographic knowledge is relevant in many
diverse fields beyond dance. In Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32], we see the
translation of choreographic data to fields outside of dance as occurring most prominently in
the translational interactions. For example, we describe how the CueScore object translates
the organizational cue structures from Forsythe’s choreography into new aural and visual
representations:

Cues are translated into both a visual and musical representation in the CueScore
object. The images in the visual movement score are similar to the iconic images
used in the annotations; however, they are now represented in a static form. An
open circle corresponds to the cue giver and a filled-in shape corresponds to the
cue receiver. Circles, triangles and squares signify a difference in how the cue
was received. The score scrolls in forward and backward motion and is controlled
with the motion of the cursor. Each dancer’s name appears on the left side of
the score and is placed in ascending order in terms of how many cues the dancer
gives and receives. The user can sense the tension and rhythm between the
cues in another manner through the musical cue representation. The stringed
instrument sounds build chords from the cue data. High data points are high
pitched and low data points are low pitched. The CueScore transforms the cues
into a new aural and visual experience [32, p. 17]

We further describe how the CueScore object differs from previous representations of the
choreographic cues depicted in the CueAnnotations (instructional interaction) and CueVisu-
aliser (exploratory interaction) objects. To differentiate these interactions, we again applied
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McLuhan’s hot and cool media framework and Zimmerman’s cogntive and explicit modes of
interactivity. We found translational interactions, such as the CueScore, include more cool
media and less explicit interactivity than instructional and exploratory interactions [32].

Additionally, in Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32] we differentiate between in-
structional, exploratory, and translational interactions by applying Umberto Eco’s catego-
rization of closed and open work. Eco [39] describes the differences between closed and open
works:

A work of art, therefore, is a complete and closed form in its uniqueness as a
balanced organic whole, while at the same time constituting an open product
on account of its susceptibility to countless different interpretations which do
not impinge on its unadulterable specificity. Hence every reception of a work of
art is both an interpretation and a performance of it, because in every reception
the work takes on a fresh perspective for itself [p 4].

While Eco notes that all works of art are both closed and open, he also describes how works
can be more open by allowing for more varied interpretations to emerge than what was
originally intended by the author. Originally, in Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi [32]
we classified translational interactions as being more closed than instructional interactions.
Now, I see translational interactions as being more open than instructional interactions
because their meaning is much more ambiguous due to the use of cool media to abstract
the data which further defamiliarizes each movement experience.

In relation to exploratory interactions, translational interactions are less open because
they are complete works of art that do not require an audience to complete their structure
as was the intention in exploratory interactions. In Cuykendall, Schiphorst and Bizzocchi
[32], we describe exploratory interactions as a type of open work that Eco [39] classified
as works in movement which “consist of unplanned or physically incomplete structural
units” [p. 12]. We consider works in movement to mainly be possible in the digital realm
through increased explicit interactivity. Therefore, the limited use of explicit interactivity
in translational interactions does not afford as many interpretations to emerge as is possible
in exploratory interactions.
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Figure 5.16: Omid Alemi’s Three Dancers-Entangled, featured in the Translational Gallery:
http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/translational/improv_traces_3p/

Figure 5.17: Yaying Zhang’s Triangulation featured in the Translational Gallery: http:
//perform.iat.sfu.ca/translational/triangulation/. I have included each shape in
this image; however, each shape is introduced separately in Zhang’s video. Zhang uses Flick
Harrison’s video projections to texturize the right most shapes in this image. Harrison’s
video projections were integral to the development and creation of The Fine Line ~ twisted
angels.
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Figure 5.18: Screen capture of the Improv Annotations featured in the Translational Gallery.
These annotations are created in collaboration with Evelyn Kuang and were originally
designed as graphical overlays for the Improv scene in the Instructional section. In the
Translational Gallery they are portrayed without a background video. Each annotation is
color coded: Bevin Poole’s annotations are purple (left), Vanessa Goodman’s annotations
are blue (center) and Antonio Somera’s annotations are pink (right). http://perform.
iat.sfu.ca/translational/improv_annotations/

.

In A Performer’s Perspective we create translational interactions by re-imagining the
dancers’ motion data into six new art works consisting of abstract animations, images, and
sounds. For example, in Three Dancers-Entangled, Omid Alemi uses skeletal data derived
from the Kinect recordings to show the traces of each dancer’s movement in the Improv
scene (See Figure 5.16). Similarly to the CueScore object in Synchronous Objects, Alemi’s
visualization depicts the motion through a static image, and emphasizes the overarching
compositional aspects of the movement of all three dancers together rather than each mover’s
individual experience. Yaying Zhang used the same Kinect skeletal data from the Improv
scene as Alemi to create an abstract animation where each dancer is introduced separately.
In contrast to Alemi, Zhang focuses on each individual rather than their movement rela-
tionships (See Figure 5.17). Both Alemi and Zhang rely on abstract artistic practices and
scientific data visualization techniques to translate each performer’s data using color and
two dimensional shapes. These representations, in contrast to data visualizations portrayed
in the Exploratory section, are complete works of art and portray a more personal and
subjective account of the data that lead audiences to more focused interpretations outside
of dance.

In addition to translating the Kinect and Myo data, the Translational Gallery also fea-
tures a version of the Improv Annotations that were originally featured in the Instructional
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section as overlays in the VIDF documentation video (See Figure 5.18). As described earlier,
these graphical annotations were inspired by the performers’ descriptions of their movement
in the interviews. In the version of the graphical annotations depicted in the Translational
Gallery; however, each dancer’s annotations are seen side-by-side in one video without the
VIDF documentation video in the background. The idea to present the annotations without
the video in the background is inspired by the CueAnnotations and AlignmentAnnotations
objects in Synchronous Objects [50], where there is an option to view the graphical annota-
tions with or without the background video. I decided to include the Improv Annotations
in the Translational Gallery rather than in the Instructional section because when they
are viewed without the background video their purpose changes from an instructional an-
notation to a separate work of art that can be interpreted apart from the dance. Overall,
translational interactions in A Performer’s Perspective show how the performers’ data can
be translated in multiple ways and portrayed in works of art that can be interpreted in
relation to the dance or as stand alone parallel works.

5.3.7 Synthesis: Interaction Categories

Instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions transmit kinesthetic knowledge by
both focusing and expanding perception. In broad terms, these interaction categories relate
to techniques already used in dance film and interaction design to increase kinesthetic em-
pathy.31 As mentioned earlier, dance film makers and interaction designers heighten kines-
thetic responses in audiences by either drawing the viewer into the work through revealing
detail of the movement or by using defamiliarization techniques to expand perception.

Overall, instructional interactions primarily focus perception, while exploratory, and
translational interactions expand perception. However, as seen in Figure 5.19, focusing
perception and expanding perception are not discrete design elements, but lie on a
continuum. Therefore, each instructional, exploratory, and translational interaction include
design elements along the continuum that can focus and expand perception at the same
time. In Figure 5.19 I show the unique trajectory of each interaction category designed in
A Performer’s Perspective. This design is based on my close reading analysis of six choreo-
graphic objects portrayed in Synchronous Objects and published in Cuykendall, Schiphorst
and Bizzocchi [32]. I argue that instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions
increase an audiences’ kinesthetic awareness which in turn supports an empathetic relation-
ship with the movement. In the following paragraphs I provide a short summary of the
trajectory of each of these interaction categories.

Instructional interactions incorporate mostly hot media with some cool media. The
cool media invites viewers into the experience and expands perception. While instructional
interactions provide some opportunities for viewers to choose their viewing preference (e.g.

31See sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3
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Figure 5.19: This diagram demonstrates the unique trajectory of each interaction category
designed in A Performer’s Perspective. I view each design element as lying on a contin-
uum between focusing and expanding perception. When these interaction categories are
experienced in relation to one another, they enhance kinesthetic awareness and support
kinesthetic empathy.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

viewing the video with or without graphical annotations), the explicit interactivity is very
limited. Overall, instructional interactions are more closed than open works because the
main goal of instructional interactions is to instruct and guide viewers towards a specific
interpretation.

In contrast, exploratory interactions lie on almost the complete opposite side of the
spectrum from instructional interactions. In exploratory interactions all design elements
primarily expand perception by using mainly cool media and increasing explicit interactivity.
Exploratory interactions are works in movement because not only do they leave open the
possibility for many interpretations of the work to emerge, but they also allow viewers to
become participants in the process of creating or analysing the data.

Translational interactions go across the entire spectrum of focusing and expanding per-
ception. In translational interactions, cool media further abstract and defamiliarizes the
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movement. However, viewers have little choice in how they view the work and there is very
little explicit interactivity. Despite this limited interactivity, translational interactions are
open works because their abstraction leads to more ambiguity and interpretive possibilities.

My finding that translational interactions include design elements across the entire spec-
trum of focusing and expanding perception is novel and demonstrates a new way of under-
standing how kinesthetic knowledge can be transmitted in technologically-mediated spaces.
As stated previously, the idea of translational interactions is inspired by Forsythe’s con-
cept of the choreographic object as a way to translate choreographic knowledge without
the physical body. I also suggest that when translational interactions are experienced in
relation to instructional and exploratory interactions they create an expanded sense of the
physical body that seeps into the digital realm and expands one’s kinesthetic awareness to
support a heightened kinesthetic response.

Table 5.1: Overview of Interactive Dance Works

5.4 Post-Design Reflection, Analysis, and Future Work

Following my completion of a A Performer’s Perspective, I conducted a post-design reflec-
tion and expanded my analysis of instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions
to other interactive, digital dance resources. The interactive dance works I included in my
analysis span a variety of mediums (e.g. CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, and online works), de-
signers, and dance artists. However, I also looked for works that had some similarities to
allow for richer comparisons (See Table 5.1). For example, I included, Two, an interactive
dance score in Motion Bank [34] that depicts the choreography of Bebe Miller and Thomas
Hauert because Two, like Synchronous Objects, is designed and directed by Maria Palazzi
and Norah Zuniga Shaw. The CD-ROM, William Forsythe Improvisation Technologies: A
Tool for the Analytical Dance Eye [48] is included, because like Synchronous Objects, it
depicts Forsythe’s movement theories. One of the main designers of Improvisation Tech-
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nologies, Chris Ziegler, also designed the DVD-ROM NAGARIKA 2: Kalaripayattu [94],
which transmits Kalaripayattu a movement tradition that originated in Kerala, a state in
southwest India. According to Ziegler, Kalaripayattu is “one of the oldest movement art
forms” and many martial art forms, such as Taekwondo, grew out of Kalaripayattu [128,
p. 50]. Lastly, the fifth interactive dance work I analyze is Material for the Spine [96], a
DVD-ROM that transmits Steve Paxton’s theories on movement and is designed by Bap-
tiste Andrien and Florence Corin. Material for the Spine was created in 2008, in-between
Improvisation Technologies and Synchronous Objects. Recently, Material for the Spine has
been transformed into a paid online site.

5.4.1 Analysis 1: Interaction Categories

In my first analysis I cataloged features of instructional, exploratory, and translational in-
teractions across my selection of interactive dance works. Many of these features were
mentioned previously in my description of A Performer’s Perspective; however, my naming
and organization of these features did not occur until after this analysis. For example,
in Section 5.3.4 I organize my descriptions of instructional interactions into the following
categories: Isolated Video Clips, Graphical Annotations, Verbal Explanations, Written Ex-
planations, and Multiple Video Perspectives. After my analysis, I added additional features
of instructional interactions including, Slow Motion/Step by Step Video and Comparison
Video. Slow Motion/Step by Step Video refer to instances where either slow motion video
is used or the movement is presented in a step-wise manner, emphasizing detail and tran-
sitions in movement. Comparison Video refers to instances where two or more videos are
portrayed side-by-side to emphasize differences or similarities between movements.

After conducting my analysis I found a new category of interaction, Contextual Interac-
tions, that had not been a part of my original design intentions. Contextual interactions refer
to aspects of the design that support a broader understanding of the original work or infor-
mation on the making of the interactive dance work. Features within contextual interactions
include an Overview/Preview of the interactive dance work. For example, in A Performer’s
Perspective, I include an About page describing the theory behind the interactive design
of A Performer’s Perspective.32 A short video documentary depicting behind-the-scenes
footage of the data recording session can also be viewed on the home page of A Performer’s
Perspective.33 Another feature of contextual interaction is a Synthesis or Application of
the work. I have not included this feature in A Performer’s Perspective; however, a clear
example can be observed in The Dance object in Synchronous Objects [50]. The Dance
object combines instructional, exploratory, and transnational interactions so audiences can

32See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/about/index.html

33See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/
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Table 5.2: Analysis 1: Interaction Categories

understand each translation in relation to one another. The Dance object also provides
an opportunity for audiences to watch the complete choreographic work with or without
annotations. Other scores, such as Improvisational Technologies, Material for the Spine,
and Two also provide a video of a full performance. The last contextual interaction feature
is the use of Supplementary Artifacts. For example, in A Performer’s Perspective, I include
a short video documentary on the making of the original work, The Fine Line ~ twisted
angels and include Garay’s point of view.34 By adding Garay’s perspective the audience can
better understand how the performer’s perspective evolved through the process. One of the
clearest examples of contextual interaction and also the work that inspired my classification

34See http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/thefineline/index.html
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of the contextual interaction category is found in Chris Ziegler’s NAGARIKA 2. In this
DVD-ROM there is a Context menu option that includes cultural and historical information
on the Kalaripayattu technique. Overall, by including contextual interaction, audiences can
better understand the technique or movement experience in relation to broader cultural and
societal influences.

In Table 5.2, I show what features of instructional, exploratory, and translational inter-
actions appear in each interactive score. Although I have identified these features in each
score, it is important to note that each interactive work has its own organizational structure
and often these categories would overlap. Therefore, in my analysis I merely identify aspects
of these interaction categories that I recognize, but they are not necessarily organized as
distinctly as I have observed in Synchronous Objects and A Performer’s Perspective.

As can be observed in Table 5.2 all of the interactive dance works included graphical
annotations except for NAGARIKA 2. Ziegler [128] has responded to this design choice
stating:

We designed watches with different graphic scales layered on top of each other.
The results however were not satisfactory, because the temporal layers, and the
variations in Indian music and the dance traditions, were too complex to explain
with a simple graphical metaphor. Hence we decided not to work with graphics
[p. 50].

Ziegler makes an important point that design considerations, such as the use of graphical
annotations, are dependent on the movement style being transmitted. As in the example of
NAGARIKA 2, graphical annotations did not improve the transfer of kinesthetic knowledge
so they were not incorporated in the design.

As expected, the use of exploratory and translational features appear mostly in online
works; however, interestingly, Steve Paxton’s Material for the Spine DVD-ROM show as-
pects of exploratory and translational features that would later appear in a more pronounced
way in online works. For example, in Material for the Spine I consider the representation of
Steve Paxton’s Approach to the Small Dance as Interactive Data because the dance has been
abstracted to a skeletal representation of the body. Paxton guides the viewer through the
movement sequences and encourages participants to experience the sensations of the move-
ment as he narrates. Paxton also explains movement material by translating kinesthetic
sensations to other objects and sensations. These translations of kinesthetic knowledge are
often accompanied by video. For example, in The Flat & the Round, Paxton describes the
sensation of gravity in a fall by depicting a lemon falling. I consider this a type translational
interaction, where kinesthetic knowledge is translated beyond the human body.

Lastly, I observed the interactive works designed by Maria Palazzi and Norah Zuniga
Shaw are the only works in my analysis to use the exploratory interaction feature Gener-
ative Data. As described earlier, these types of exploratory interactions are prevalent in
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Synchronous Objects and allow audience members to create new works of art and choreogra-
phies based on the principles learned in the instructional interactions. In Palazzi and Zuniga
Shaw’s work Two, generative exploratory features can also be observed via the Attentive
Agent objects found on the Impulse page.35 These objects are based on the organizing prin-
ciples of Hauert’s improvisational exercise, the Assisted Solo. In these objects, the body
is represented as a blob-like image with nodes to represent points of contact. Audiences
create their own choreographies by using their computer mouse to manipulate the nodes
and explore the various dynamic relationships that occur when the nodes make contact with
one another.

By conducting this first analysis, I found many areas for improvement in A Performer’s
Perspective. For example, one feature that I overlooked in the design was including an
opportunity for audiences to synthesize and apply kinesthetic knowledge through contex-
tual interactions. In future work I also plan to provide more opportunities for more direct
comparison of the data and videos. One way this could be better implemented in the In-
structional section is to provide annotated written transcripts of each performer’s reflection
to more clearly point out how each performer’s experience in particular moments in the
video are either similar or different.

Lastly, while I had hoped to include generative data exploratory interactions in A Per-
former’s Perspective, these were not able to be completed within the timeline of the project
and with the resources available. In the future I plan to create generative interactions that
allow audiences to move with the dancers and more fully experience a first-person perspec-
tive of the movement. Integrating movement interactions into the design of online works
is now more possible with with new lo-fi technologies such as PoseNet, a pose estimation
system that can recognize 17 body parts with high accuracy using only a webcam [93].
In recent years Google has used PoseNet to create online movement-based interactions in
their 2019 experiments with prominent dance artists such as with Bill T. Jones36 and Wayne
McGregor.37

5.4.2 Analysis 2: Information Architecture

Another area that needs further development in A Performer’s Perspective is how to better
link between contextual, instructional, exploratory, and translational interaction to create a
structure that supports kinesthetic transmission. Therefore, for my second analysis I exam-
ined the information architecture of Synchronous Objects [50], Improvisation Technologies
[48] and NAGARIKA 2 [94] more closely. I chose these scores because they each have a

35See http://scores.motionbank.org/two/#/set/impulse

36SeeBody Movement Language (2019 )https://www.billtjonesai.com/

37See Living Archive (2019) https://artsexperiments.withgoogle.com/living-archive
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unique way in which to link and connect between different types of movement knowledge
non-linearly. As I mentioned previously, Ginslov [54] suggests kinesthetic empathy can
be enhanced in film by using non-linear, vertical film montage techniques. I also suggest
that a supportive information architecture in online dance works should allow audiences to
experience multiple non-linear routes in engaging with the knowledge.

Figure 5.20: Screen capture from Synchronous Objects by William Forsythe, Maria Palazzi,
and Norah Zuniga Shaw. There is an option on the site to depict all twenty objects in
a 5x4 grid. Relationships between the objects are portrayed by color, row and column.
https://synchronousobjects.osu.edu/

In examining the information architecture of Synchronous Objects [50] I found an in-
tricate system of linking between each choreographic object. On the Synchronous Objects
home page there is an option to depict all twenty choreographic objects organized in a 5x4
grid. In this grid, similar objects are grouped by color and column. For example, the Align-
mentAnnotations, CueAnnotations, and MovementMaterial Index, (which I have classified
as instructional interactions) are all blue and appear in the first column (See Figure 5.20).
Horizontal relationships in the grid are also evident, as seen in the third row that includes
objects related to the cue structure in Forsythe’s choreography (See Figure 5.20). Addition-
ally, I have classified the CueAnnotations, CueVisualizer, and CueScore which all appear
in the third row of the grid, as instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions
respectively. Therefore, the horizontal groupings of these objects also signify a progression
to more abstract representations of knowledge.
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Figure 5.21: Information architecture analysis of Synchronous Objects
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020
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Relationships between the choreographic objects are also created through the Related
Objects menu, found within each of the twenty choreographic objects. In Figure 5.21 I show
how each choreographic object is linked to one another through the Related Objects menu.
I depict each choreographic object as a large colored circle and its placement in the diagram
refers to its placement in the 5x4 grid (See Figure 5.20). Each object is organized by color
according to my classification of contextual interactions (black), instructional interactions
(blue), exploratory interactions (green), and translational interactions (purple). The open
triangle with a small filled circle in the center depicts the current object while triangles and
arrows represent incoming and outgoing links. The filled triangles represent incoming links
and the arrows radiating outwards from the object refer to outgoing links. The placement
of these triangles and arrows again correspond to the placement of each object in the 5x4
grid (See Figure 5.20). As seen in Figure 5.21, each object has five outgoing links; however,
the number of incoming links differ dramatically depending on the object.

By drawing the information architecture of Synchronous Objects, I came to new under-
standings about contextual, instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions. For
example, I observed The Dance object has no incoming or outgoing links, making it dif-
ferent from all other objects and interactions on the site. Additionally, The Dance object
is more prominently featured on the site than other objects. For example, there is a link
to view The Dance object on the bottom of each page and upon entering the site it is the
first object visible to audiences. Prior to my analysis of the information architecture, I
originally understood The Dance object to be mostly an instructional interaction; however,
after conducting this second analysis I understood The Dance object was functioning more
as a synthesis of all other interactions and re-classified it as a contextual interaction.

Another realization I came to from my analysis of the information architecture in Syn-
chronous Objects was how the number of bidirectional links also aligned with my classifi-
cation of instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions. For example, objects I
have classified as instructional include more bidirectional links than objects I have classified
as exploratory and translational. As seen in Figure 5.21, instructional objects have between
4-5 bidirectional links, exploratory objects have between 2-3 bidirectional links, and trans-
lational objects have between 1-3 bidirectional links. Additionally, instructional objects are
the only objects to also all link to every other instructional object, making these objects a
prominent foundation for the rest of the site to build upon.

Upon closer inspection of these bidirectional links, I found that in some cases, in-
structional, exploratory, and translational objects also bidirectionally link to one another
(See Figure 5.22). For example, CueAnnotations (instructional object), CueVisualizer (ex-
ploratory object) and CueScore (translational object) all bidirectionally link to another,
creating a strong triangular design and suggestion for audiences to view these objects in re-
lation to one another and in any order. By linking between instructional, exploratory, and
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Figure 5.22: In this diagram I show an example of how instructional, exploratory, and
translational objects in Synchronous Objects are bidirectionally linked to one another.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

translational interactions, the designers reveal relationships between theory and practice
and demonstrate how knowledge can flow seamlessly between the physical and abstract.

Improvisation Technologies [48], similarly to Synchronous Objects, also reveals relation-
ships between theory and practice in its information architecture design. Ziegler, one of
the designers of Improvisation Technologies, developed the TERP (Theory, Example,
Rehearsal, and Performance) interface which was inspired by conversations with Nik
Haffner (a dancer and one of the editors for Improvisation Technologies) [128] Ziegler de-
scribes the TERP interface as the following:

t (theory) shows Forsyth’s [sic] lecturing and teaching dance both verbally and
by demonstration. Links from t (theory) lead to e (example), which is a short
excerpt of the performance recording showing a specific movement of the final
performance. The creation starts in r (rehearsal), showing oral and physical
dialogues between the dancer and the choreographer. p (performance) has four
video streams of different camera angles-all linked to the lectures of t (theory).
This interface made it possible for dancers to learn movement ideas either from
theory to practice or vice versa [128, p. 44].

Ziegler describes the TERP interface as a linear progression that corresponds to methods
often used in dance teaching and creation. For example, often dancers learn technique
(theory) in a studio and then apply this technique in a performance (practice). However,
Ziegler also states that it should be possible for users of Improvisation Technologies to learn
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from practice to theory, indicating the presence of bidirectional links in the TERP inter-
face. From Ziegler’s description it is unclear whether the links between Theory, Example,
Rehearsal, and Performance are all intended to be bidirectional or if the audience would
be directed to view each section in a particular order (such as Theory, Example, Rehearsal,
Performance or this order in reverse). Ziegler also does not specifically state whether there
would be any links between Performance and Example or Theory and Rehearsal. In Figure
5.23 I show my interpretation of the TERP interface and compare it to the actual design
implemented in Improvisation Technologies. In my diagram of the TERP interface, I have
suggested that all links are bidirectional. Additionally, I have grayed out the links in the
TERP interface between Performing and Example and Theory and Rehearsal since it is
not clear if these links would exist in Ziegler’s conception of the TERP interface; however,
conceivably they are possible.

Figure 5.23: Chris Ziegler’s TERP interface
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

The design that was actually implemented in Improvisation Technologies [48] is signif-
icantly scaled back from the TERP interface, as seen in Figure 5.23. Ziegler describes his
reluctance to omit chapters; however, it was necessary due to the limited capacity of a
CD-ROM [128]. In the design of Improvisation Technologies, there is a bidirectional link
between Theory and Example and no outgoing or incoming links to the Performance. This
design is very similar to Synchronous Objects, where The Dance object does not contain
any incoming or outgoing links; however, the instructional objects each link to one another
bidirectionally.
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Aspects of the TERP interface are also evident in NAGARKIA 2 [94], another interac-
tive work designed by Ziegler. The design of NAGARIKA 2 consists of four components:
Mura, Adavu, Explanation, and Context. Mura, refer to long movement sequences and
Adavu are short movement units that make up each Mura. In relation to Ziegler’ TERP
interface, Mura can be thought of as the Performance while the Adavu chapter shows short
segments that are more similar to what would be found in the Example or Rehearsal chap-
ters in the TERP interface. The Explanation chapter in NAGARIKA 2 includes step by
step verbal instructions and video of the movement. This chapter is most similar to the
Theory chapter in the TERP interface. The Context chapter provides a broader cultural
view of the origins of the movement and is not included in the TERP interface.

Figure 5.24: In this diagram I show how Mura and Explanation chapters in NAGARIKA 2:
Kalaripayattu [94] are bidirectionally linked. The Adavu chapter does not link back Mura
and the Context chapter does not link to Explanation when these chapters are accessed via
the home menu.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

As seen in Figure 5.24, in NAGARIKA 2 the link between Mura and Explanation is the
only bidirectional link, which is similar to the bidirectional link in Improvisation Technolo-
gies between Theory and Example. However, in this case the bidirectional link in relation
to the TERP interface is between Performance and Theory. The Mura chapter also links
to Adavu and the Explanation chapter links to the Context chapter. In contrast to how
I envisioned the TERP interface, the information architecture design in NAGARIKA 2
restricts audiences to understand the relationships between each type of knowledge in a
specific order. For example, Adavu does not link back to Mura and Context does not link to
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Explanation when these chapters are accessed via the home menu;38 however, the audience
is free to view these chapters in any order on the DVD-ROM.

In the current version of A Performer’s Perspective, the home page depicts contextual
interactions that do not link to any other pages on the website. However, through the Menu
link in the top right corner of each page, the audience has the option to see a full site menu
(See Figure 5.25). This design is very similar to the home pages and menus available in
the interactive works I analysed previously and provides the audience an opportunity to
choose their own navigation through the site. However, in contrast to previous works I have
analysed, there are very few links between different sections of A Performer’s Perspective
and the Instructional section is the only section with incoming links. As seen in Figure
5.25, each performer’s profile page links to three Scenes from The Fine Line ~ twisted
angels that feature the performer’s spoken explanation of their experiences performing.
However, the Scenes pages do not link back to the performer’s profile and overall there
are no bidirectional links designed in the entire site. The only other link found on the site
is between the Translational Gallery and the Improv scene because so far this is the only
scene where data has been translated into new parallel works of art.

In the next version of A Performer’s Perspective, I plan to increase the number of bidi-
rectional links between contextual, instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions
to create stronger relationships between theory and practice. Inspired by Ziegler’s naming
of the TERP interface, I have created the I-TEC interface. As seen in Figure 5.26, the
I-TEC interface emphasizes the relationships between I (instructional), E (exploratory) and
T (translational) sections using bidirectional links. Similarly to Ziegler’s TERP interface,
the I-TEC interface allows audiences to understand the work starting from either theory
(instructional interactions) or practice (exploratory and translational interactions). Addi-
tionally,the I-TEC design is inspired by the strong triangular information architecture I ob-
served in Synchronous Objects between instructional, exploratory, and translational objects.
The I-TEC interface also similarly features the I (instructional) interactions prominently
by linking them with all other types of interactions featured on the site. My decision to
link between I (instructional) and C (contextual) interactions is inspired by the design of
NAGARIKA 2.

I suggest the I-TEC design framework can support kinesthetic transmission by creating
a structure to examine relationships between theory and practice that may otherwise be
left undiscovered. The I-TEC design framework is also in alignment with design parameters
already suggested previously to increase kinesthetic response in film and interaction design.
For example, Ginslov’s discussion of non-linear vertical montage as a way to enhance kines-

38To clarify, the Adavu chapter bidirectionally links to Mura only when accessed via the Mura chapter.
Similarly, the Context chapter only bidirectionally links to Explanation when accessed via the Explanation
chapter. I have chosen to not represent these as bidirectional links because their relationship is only linked
when viewing a particular chapter first and functions more similarly to a back button in the design.
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Figure 5.25: In this diagram I depict the current information architecture design in A
Performer’s Perspective. http://perform.iat.sfu.ca/

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

thetic response in film is well-supported within the I-TEC framework because the use of
multiple bidirectional links supports a non-linear progression through the site. Allowing
audiences to form their own understanding of the relationship between each section is sim-
ilar to how a montage film editing style requires audiences to form relationships between a
series of perhaps seemingly disconnected images. The inclusion of revealing detail and using
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Figure 5.26: The I-TEC design framework consists of bidirectional links between instruc-
tional, exploratory, and translational interactions. This framework supports kinesthetic
transmission by allowing audiences to learn and experience relationships through multiple
routes.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

defamiliarization is also incorporated into the I-TEC design because each type of interac-
tion category transmits a different perspective of the kinesthetic knowledge. As I show in
Figure 5.26, I align instructional interactions overall with revealing detail about the dance
work from the artists’ perspective. In contrast, the exploratory interactions promote self -
exploration and the translational interactions provide other interpretations that are external
to the dance. By bringing these three perspectives together, the I-TEC design framework
not only transfers kinesthetic knowledge, but also gives space for new interpretations and
understanding of kinesthetic knowledge to form.

5.5 Synthesis:
Kinesthetic Transmission, Transfer, and Translation

I realized through making a A Performer’s Perspective how much my perception and ex-
perience of the movement played a role in the design of the site and transmission of the
performer’s experience. At the beginning of this chapter I describe how A Performer’s
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Perspective primarily focuses on the transmitter’s perspective within the full transmission
process. However, through creating A Performer’s Perspective I have become even more
convinced that the transmitter’s perspective cannot be examined in isolation, but must be
understood in relation to the receiver’s perspective and the modality of transmission. In
my analyses it is evident how the transmission of kinesthetic knowledge in interactive dance
works is highly dependent on the designers, dance artists, and medium of transmission (e.g.
online, DVD-ROM). Each designer and dance artist brings their own expertise and expe-
rience of movement and the interactive dance work becomes a representation of all these
combined perspectives from multiple transmitters. I suggest the I-TEC design framework
can expose these multiple perspectives and bodies behind the design and support kinesthetic
transmission in digital spaces. Although I have classified specific features within the I-TEC
framework, I do not intend for these features to be a prescription for other works, but merely
a catalog of what is possible within a technologically-mediated interactive space. I intend
for the I-TEC framework to be adaptable to many different design goals and distinguish
between designing for kinesthetic transmission and kinesthetic transfer.

Figure 5.27: In this diagram I show the relationship between kinesthetic transfer and trans-
mission in relation to the new media theory that informed my classification of instructional,
exploratory, and translational interactions.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2020

I suggest Kinesthetic Transfer refers to a narrowly guided form of transmission where
the intent is to closely align the perspectives of the transmitter and the receiver. Therefore,
in order to transfer knowledge effectively, the transmitter and receiver need more awareness
of each other. In relation to the new media theory that informed my development of
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Figure 5.28: The three stages of the transmission process. Here I show how translation
occurs in every transmission of movement. The interaction categories (contextual, instruc-
tional, exploratory, and translational) are types of translations that can occur between the
transmitter and the receiver.

©Shannon Cuykendall, 2021

these categories, I now understand kinesthetic transfer to mostly take place somewhere
in the middle of hot and cool media and cognitive and explicit interactivity (See Figure
5.27). In contrast, Kinesthetic Transmission refers to the overall process of transmission
where the transmitter and receiver may not be in alignment with one another. In relation
to Eco, kinesthetic transmission occurs mainly in open works or works in movement and
kinesthetic transfer occurs mainly in closed works. Although each interaction category
in A Performer’s Perspective follows a specific design trajectory, it is possible for these
trajectories to change depending on whether the design is mainly for kinesthetic transfer or
transmission. Overall, I see A Performer’s Perspective as including a balance of kinesthetic
transmission and transfer to best support both the transfer and expansion of kinesthetic
knowledge.

In relation to the overall kinesthetic transmission process, I consider the interaction
categories (contextual, instructional, exploratory, and translational) to be types of trans-
lations of kinesthetic knowledge (See Figure 5.28). While I have primarily discussed these
categories in relation to digital spaces, my research in dance expertise and perception also
indicates that every reception of movement is also a translation because the receiver can
only perceive movement through their own experiences. If every form of transmission is also
a translation, then the idea of transmitting kinesthetic knowledge using primarily aural and
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visual forms of communication in the digital realm, does not need to be any less represen-
tational than transmission that occurs in the same physical space. However, the digital
realm is often interpreted to be an incomplete form that is not able to transfer kinesthetic
knowledge and sensation as effectively as in the flesh. I suggest this interpretation is mainly
due to the lack of interaction in the digital realm between the transmitter and receiver. The
I-TEC design framework suggests one way forward in promoting more types of interaction
between the transmitter and receiver. I consider technologically-mediated interactions to be
important spaces for generating new physical understandings of movement. I suggest digital
interactions can have equal value as in-person kinesthetic transmission if these interactions
are designed through an embodied and enactive perspective.

Lastly, it is important to acknowledge that while technology may support one in ex-
panding their perception, it also may limit one’s perceptions in some cases. Therefore, it is
essential that we critically examine the transmission of dance in technologically-mediated
spaces so we can better understand how it is impacting the translation of kinesthetic knowl-
edge. Ziegler describes the impact of Improvisation Technologies on future interactive online
dance works and its role in “illuminating the complex relations between theory and prac-
tice...” [128, p. 51]. The advent of the CD-ROM and DVD-ROM in transmitting dance
has made it possible for audiences to have more freedom in how they experience and learn
movement technique by choosing their own navigation through the material. Ziegler [128]
also makes note of the “object character” of CD-ROMS and DVD-ROMS [p. 51]. I find
it interesting how a “chapter” in a CD-ROM and DVD-ROM easily transforms into the
concept of a choreographic object that is the foundational element of many interactive on-
line dance works today. This is a clear example of how technology influences thinking and
perception of dance and kinesthetic experience. The relationship between dance and tech-
nology is never a one-sided interaction, but always a bidirectional interaction that must be
continuously re-examined.

5.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter I examine how kinesthetic knowledge can be transferred in interactive dig-
ital spaces that primarily rely on aural and visual representations of movement. I suggest
the experience of kinesthetic empathy is essential to transferring kinesthetic knowledge and
build from my findings in Chapter 2, where I propose that perceiving movement through
multiple modalities, such as text and video, can support an empathetic relationship with
the performer. Through conducting a literature review of kinesthetic empathy in relation
to dance film-making and interaction design, I generalize two main techniques the trans-
mitter utilizes to heighten kinesthetic empathy in the receiver: 1) revealing detail of the
movement and 2) using defamiliarization to expand kinesthetic awareness. I relate these
general principles to my previously published interaction framework where I define three
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main categories of interaction that heighten kinesthetic awareness including: instructional,
exploratory, and translational. These interaction categories are informed by new media
theory and developed from my close reading analysis of the online interactive dance work,
Synchronous Objects [50].

In the second part of this chapter I describe the process of creating the online interactive
documentary, A Performer’s Perspective. I demonstrate how I applied the instructional,
exploratory, and translational framework to the design of A Performer’s Perspective and
show its relation to the design of Synchronous Objects. Within each category of interaction
I address differences in levels of abstraction and interactivity. I demonstrate how each
interaction category can both draw the audience into the work by focusing perception
and also defamiliarize the audience by presenting the movement data in new contexts and
modalities. I suggest when instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions are
experienced in relation to one another they create an expanded sense of the physical body
that enhances kinesthetic awareness and supports kinesthetic empathy in the transmission
process.

Following the completion of A Performer’s Perspective I describe two analyses to inform
future design iterations. In the first analysis I catalog features of each interaction category
and examine their inclusion in A Performer’s Perspective and five other interactive dance
works that transmit kinesthetic knowledge. One of my main findings from this analysis
was the inclusion of contextual interaction to provide a broader knowledge base for which
instructional, exploratory, and translational interactions can build from.

In my second analysis, I examine the information architecture of A Performer’s Per-
spective in relation to three other interactive dance works that each utilize a unique linking
structure between different types of movement knowledge. Based on this analysis, I pro-
pose the I-TEC design framework as a way to link between instructional, translational,
exploratory, and contextual interactions. This framework promotes kinesthetic understand-
ing and transfer by revealing relationships between different perspectives of the work (self,
dance, and other) and providing multiple bidirectional routes in which to explore these
perspectives.

Lastly, I differentiate between kinesthetic transfer, transmission and translation. I sug-
gest the I-TEC design framework can be applied to narrowly transfer kinesthetic knowledge
to a specific audience or to more broadly transmit kinesthetic knowledge. Although I have
suggested particular trajectories of each interaction category in relation to new media the-
ory, I show how these trajectories can change depending on whether one’s design goals are
for kinesthetic transfer or transmission.

I consider every transmission of movement to also include translation. Thus, I suggest
the translation of kinesthetic knowledge to visual and aural modalities in the digital realm
does not need to be any less representational than kinesthetic transfer in a physical space.
I argue that what is often lacking in online transmission is effective interaction between
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the transmitter and receiver. I suggest the I-TEC design framework can support interac-
tions between the transmitter and receiver in technologically-mediated spaces by exposing
the physical bodies behind the design and creating more opportunities for understanding
relationships between the transmitter and receiver.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Overview

In my dissertation I have set out to answer the question: How can kinesthetic knowl-
edge and experience be effectively recorded and transferred in technologically-
mediated spaces? As I describe in Chapter 1, the ephemerality of kinesthetic expe-
rience and its inability to be adequately captured has slowed progress in the preserva-
tion/documentation of dance, the design of embodied technologies, and the development of
embodied theories of cognition. Although I may have begun my dissertation research with
the ambitious goal of capturing kinesthetic experience, through my PhD journey I have
discovered that although aspects of our kinesthetic experiences are represented in recorded
data, this data is uninterruptible without human translation. This translation process is
experience and knowledge in the making. Therefore, in answer to my research question I
propose a shift in perspective–from the goal of capturing kinesthetic experience to examin-
ing the ways in which kinesthetic knowledge can be translated in technologically-mediated
spaces. While this translation process will not replicate the original experience, the transla-
tions will represent a shared interaction of knowledge between the transmitter and receiver
and form a new shared experience that is of equal importance as the original.

I suggest translation occurs in every instance of kinesthetic transmission, and to effec-
tively transfer kinesthetic experience the transmitter and receiver must have knowledge of
one another. However, often in online spaces the transmitter and receiver are not in di-
rect communication with one another and may have little understanding of how one will
interpret technologically-mediated knowledge. Therefore, early on in my PhD journey I
hypothesized that research in movement expertise and perception could inform effective
kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces because previous studies had found
expertise-related differences in the perception of movement (See Chapter 3). I propose
that if designers saw themselves as transmitters then they could apply research in dance
movement expertise to better anticipate how knowledge would be perceived. This would
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allow them to more strategically design bridges between various kinesthetic perspectives
and strengthen interaction between the transmitter and receiver in online spaces.

One caveat to my original hypothesis is that dance expertise is not well defined (See
Chapter 3). This makes it difficult to compare studies and apply their findings to the
transfer of kinesthetic knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. Furthermore, I found
most expert theories of perception developed from cognitivist and ecological theories of
cognition that do not account for the complexity of an embodied learning process nor
explain how differences in perception relate to specific skills of dance experts. Therefore, I
propose new methodological approaches, informed by an enactive theory of cognition, are
needed to study the emergent and complex properties of dance expertise.

In Chapters 2 and 4 I seek to examine the complexity of dance expertise by using
qualitative and psychophysiological methodological approaches. I propose multi-modal data
collection and analyses can inform a better definition and understanding of perceptual and
cognitive differences in expert and non-expert dance practitioners. In contrast to previous
studies that have examined expert observation in relation to technical, stylized movements,
in these case studies I examine how observers interpret non-stylized, common movements
through the lens of their expertise. This change in paradigm allows one to understand
how many different types of movement expertise overlap to inform one’s understanding of
even everyday movements that are physically familiar to many types of movement experts.
I suggest this research can reveal new relationships between perception and kinesthetic
knowledge and help develop a better definition of expertise. In the future, this research
can be applied to more effectively transfer kinesthetic knowledge to diverse audiences in
technologically-mediated spaces.

An overarching theme throughout my dissertation is that kinesthetic transmission must
be examined through multi-modal observational practices and perspectives. This is reflected
in both my research process and in my findings. I use my experience in dance to not only
inform scientific inquiry into the kinesthetic transmission process, but also put my ideas
into practice through the creation of the online interactive documentary, A Performer’s
Perspective (See Chapter 5). In A Performer’s Perspective, I demonstrate the equal impor-
tance of generating knowledge through artistic and design processes and further support
my finding described in Chapter 2, that multi-modal and multi-perspective observation can
support an empathetic relationship between the transmitter and receiver.

Through making A Performer’s Perspective and analysing the design of other interac-
tive dance resources, I show the importance of the embodied knowledge of the designer
(transmitter) in the kinesthetic transmission process. I theorize how design strategies such
as abstraction, interaction, and non-linear navigation options can support the emergence of
a new shared kinesthetic experience between the transmitter and receiver in technologically-
mediated spaces. Below I describe the specific findings to my research questions in each
chapter that has lead me to these insights.
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6.2 Research Questions and Findings

1. How do dance performers with different movement expertise interpret a
kinesthetic experience of non-stylized, common movements performed for the
generative video art installation Longing and Forgetting? In Chapter 2 I found
relationships between performers’ previous movement training and their interpretations of
performing common non-stylized movements. All performers in the study had experience
with many different types of movement training and I show how these overlapping move-
ment experiences inform one’s observational lens of common non-stylized movement. One
main insight from this study was the implication that performers’ childhood learning or
their first experience with a particular movement technique may have more weight in how
they interpret their experience than movement training they undertake later on in life.
Watching oneself on video also helped the performers remember and confirm their embod-
ied experiences and in some cases lead performers to new discoveries about their experience.
This finding demonstrates the importance of the modality of transmission within the kines-
thetic transmission process and is an example of how video can not only support kinesthetic
transfer but also create new kinesthetic knowledge.

2. How do expert Certified Movement Analysts, observers with a common
movement language, interpret a performer’s kinesthetic experience in Longing
and Forgetting? How does their interpretation of the performer’s transcribed
account of the experience compare to their video observation? As I describe in
Chapter 2, I found expert Certified Movement Analysts (CMAs) apply the Laban/Bartenieff
Movement Studies (LBMS) framework differently in their observational processes. I suggest
their application of the LBMS framework is related to their personal movement training
and background. While both CMAs commented on how the performer’s transcribed ex-
periential account was helpful in understanding the performer’s personal movement style,
there were differences in how each CMA felt the performer’s transcribed experience related
to their video analysis. The CMAs also mentioned their interpretations of the performer’s
movements were influenced by knowing the performer had experience in flamenco and de-
scribed the value of co-observation, longitudinal observation, and the addition of context as
ways to further expand their understanding of the performer’s movement.

These findings demonstrate the complexity of the kinesthetic transmission process. For
example, even when kinesthetic qualities are observed through a common movement lan-
guage, such as LBMS, there are still expertise-related differences in how one applies the
framework and differences that arise depending on the mode of transmission (e.g. text
or video). Additionally, one main insight from this study was my finding that not only
is the movement expertise of the receiver (observer) important in the transmission pro-
cess, but also the receiver’s perceived understanding of the transmitter’s expertise. Overall
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my findings from this study, combined with my analyses of the performers’ translations of
their experiences demonstrate how multi-perspective and multi-modal observational prac-
tices can expand kinesthetic knowledge and support an empathetic relationship between
the transmitter and receiver.

3. How is dance expertise examined in scientific studies? In Chapter 3 I further
investigate the role of dance expertise in relation to the kinesthetic transmission process by
conducting a literature review. In studies examining the role of the receiver, I find there
needs to be more research in how physiological and experiential accounts of movement
perception align. When examining the modality of transmission, there needs to be more
research to understand how multi-modal transmission and learning strategies impact skill
acquisition. Research evaluating the role of the transmitter in the kinesthetic transmission
process must also further consider how a dance expert’s abilities can be better categorized
and defined to promote understanding of how these specific abilities influence the entire
transmission process.

I suggest the theory of enactive cognition, as defined by Varela, Thompson and Rosch
[118], can inform new theories of movement expertise that go beyond broad categorizations
of dance expertise and take into account the complex relationship between the transmit-
ter, receiver, modality of transmission, and environment in the kinesthetic transmission
process. Similarly to how Varela et al. [118] seek to understand perceptual processes by
aligning scientific data with one’s experience, in Chapter 4, I propose a psychophysiological
methodological approach to provide further insight into the complexity of dance movement
expertise.

4. How is dance expertise defined in scientific studies? In Chapter 3, I also
find through my literature review how dance expertise is broadly defined across scientific
studies, making comparison across studies challenging and difficult to apply to the design
of kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces. Often researchers define dance
experts by the style of dance they are currently practicing, their role (e.g. performer,
teacher), level/training (e.g. amount of training, certifications, and places trained), and
age (e.g. usually reported as a mean). In dance expert recruitment criteria I find that
little data is gathered or reported on nuanced information I found to be important in
my examination of kinesthetic transmission in Chapter 2. For example, one’s childhood
learning and previous movement training outside of dance (e.g. climbing, clowning) may
influence one’s kinesthetic interpretation, but is not usually reported in scientific studies.
Additionally, most studies examine performers and there is very little research of other
types of dance experts such as teachers, choreographers, archivists, and scholars.

Overall I find most expert recruitment criteria has not evolved with current findings in
dance movement expertise research. For instance, although visual expertise has been found
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to be important in acquiring movement knowledge, this is often not reported in expert
participant recruitment criteria. Researchers commonly report a dance expert’s amount of
training; however, little is known about how one’s training impacts expertise or the best
way to report this amount (e.g. years, days, hours, or minutes of practice). I suggest the
development and inclusion of a standard Movement Expertise Survey to gather common
information about each expert participant so studies can more easily be compared and a
more rigorous definition of dance expertise can be developed.

5. Can expertise-related differences in the perception and interpretation of
non-stylized movement be observed both in physiological eye tracking data and
a psychometric change detection task? In the psychophysiological case study, de-
scribed in Chapter 4, I seek to understand the complexity of dance expertise by examining
if differences in interpretation of movement (as I observed in Chapter 2) also relate to
physiological differences in perception. I find expertise-related differences in perception and
interpretation can be observed in both eye tracking data and a psychometric change de-
tection task; however, due to methodological challenges I am not able to draw conclusive
results in how one’s interpretation aligns with one’s eye movement patterns.

In future work, I suggest methodological changes so that it is easier to examine the rela-
tionship between categorization, interpretation, and perception. Additionally, the technical
limitations of a stationary eye tracker inhibited many natural eye movements and marking
that occurs with movement observation. Therefore, in future work I suggest the use of a
mobile eye tracker when examining expert movement observation.

6. How can the Movement Expertise Survey and additional interview data
support analysis of nuanced expertise-related differences or other differences in
perception and interpretation of non-stylized movement? To address the challenge
of defining expertise, as I discuss in Chapter 3, I explore relationships between participants’
previous movement experiences and their performance in the change detection task. I
find the amount of physical activity one reports in the Movement Expertise Survey is
related to one’s ability to correctly classify movement (as physical activity increases, so
does one’s classification score). In alignment with previous research that has demonstrated
the influence of visual experiences in movement expertise, I also find compelling evidence
that having more dance audience experience may be related to higher classification scores
in the change detection task.

Based on the participants’ interview data, I examine the learning strategies participants
used during the observation task in relation to their classification score. I find experts re-
ported using verbal labeling, visual imagery and auditory imagery more than non-experts. I
also note one anomaly in the data of a high-scoring non-expert participant with little phys-
ical activity or previous movement training. However, this participant did report marking
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the movement during observation. This finding suggests that the way in which one learns
movement may be related to expertise development. I suggest one way forward is to conduct
further research in how learning strategies influence perception and interpretation of a kines-
thetic experience so they can be better applied to interactive, in-situ learning environments
in technologically-mediated spaces.

7. How can kinesthetic knowledge be effectively transferred in digital spaces
that primarily use aural and visual modalities of transmission? Based on my
analysis of interactive dance works and my creation of A Performer’s Perspective, I find
the translation of kinesthetic experience to aural and visual modalities in technologically-
mediated spaces should not be viewed as the approximation or representation of a purely
physical experience. Instead I propose kinesthetic translation in technologically-mediated
spaces are a place to experience how knowledge is transformed and extended through the
co-evolution of physical and digital interactions. In Chapter 5, I suggest the I-TEC (instruc-
tional, translational, exploratory, and contextual interactions) design framework can draw
attention to this co-evolution by providing access to multiple perspectives of kinesthetic
knowledge that are designed to both focus and expand perception to support kinesthetic
empathy and transfer. I further theorize the I-TEC framework can expose the physical
bodies behind the design and support the emergence of new kinesthetic experiences and
knowledge that are informed by the interaction between the transmitter, receiver, modality
of transmission, and environment. I suggest as research in dance expertise continues to
progress and lo-fi accessible technologies are able to provide more opportunity for full-body
movement interaction, kinesthetic transfer in online spaces will also become more effective.

6.3 Main Contributions and Applications

My research contributes to dance, interaction design, and cognitive science. In the field of
dance, my creation of A Performer’s Perspective disseminates kinesthetic knowledge from
a dance work to a broad online audience and demonstrates the value of the performer’s
perspective in the dance archive. I suggest the ongoing critical examination of kinesthetic
translation in technological spaces to understand how both technology and the bodies behind
the design impact the transmission of dance in technologically-mediated spaces. I contribute
to this critical examination by conducting analyses of information architecture and providing
a catalog of features in interactive dance works that transmit kinesthetic knowledge.

My research in understanding the role of dance expertise in kinesthetic translation also
contributes to pedagogical practices in dance. If there is more understanding of how the
skills of dance experts develop and align with perceptual and interpretive processes, then
dance instructors can also better translate kinesthetic knowledge to students in the class-
room. Additionally, the inclusion of multi-modal observational practices can be incorpo-
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rated into pedagogical practices to support empathetic relationships between instructors
and students.

In the field of interaction design, I have brought together research in dance film, em-
bodied design practices, and new media theory to understand kinesthetic transmission,
translation, and transfer in technologically-mediated spaces. By synthesizing this research I
have clarified two main ways dance filmmakers and interaction designers promote kinesthetic
awareness: 1) focusing perception by revealing detail and 2) expanding perception through
the process of defamiliarization. Based on this research, I developed the I-TEC (instruc-
tional, translational, exploratory, contextual) interaction design framework for kinesthetic
transmission and transfer. This framework can be applied to the design of interactive online
dance resources and other systems that seek to promote kinesthetic understanding in their
audience.

In the field of cognitive science, I have furthered research in movement expertise and
perception by demonstrating the need to examine perceptual differences in relation to the
entire kinesthetic transmission process. I suggest this research needs to take into account
relationships between the transmitter, receiver, modality of transmission and the environ-
ment. I have contributed a literature review of dance expertise research in relation to the
kinesthetic transmission process and an analysis of expert recruitment criteria in scientific
studies. Findings from my case studies demonstrate expertise-related perceptual differences
both physiologically in one’s eye movements as well as qualitatively in how one describes
and categorizes movement. Due to the prominent influence of movement expertise in per-
ceiving movement, I suggest there needs to be more rigor in defining movement expertise
and understanding of how perceptual differences align with cognitive and physical skills in
dance experts. I develop the first iteration of the Movement Expertise Survey to support
the development of a more rigorous definition of movement expertise. I propose this survey
can provide an opportunity for findings across studies to be more easily compared and ap-
plied to interaction design research. Additionally, I contribute a motion capture and video
dataset of non-stylized movement that can be used in other scientific studies to understand
perceptual and interpretative differences between experts and non-experts. Overall, I sug-
gest many avenues for future research in expertise and perception including the importance
of childhood learning in dance expertise and how learning strategies (e.g. marking, verbal
labeling, visual imagery, auditory imagery, etc...) contribute to expertise development. This
research can support the development of embodied theories of cognition and contribute to
the design of more ecologically valid studies that address the complexity of the relationship
between the body, mind and environment.
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6.4 Towards a New Theory of Movement Expertise

In my PhD research I have set out to do a near impossible task-untie the knot of dance move-
ment expertise to enable effective kinesthetic transfer in technologically-mediated spaces.
Although my research has made steps in this direction, future work must more specifically
test new theories of movement expertise that go beyond current categorizations related to
one’s current role or training in a specific dance style. As I demonstrate in Chapter 2, dance
experts often have experience across many different movement styles and roles that each
contribute to one’s perception and interpretation of kinesthetic knowledge and experience.
Therefore, new theories of expertise need to be developed that address this complexity and
unravel relationships between style, role, amount of training, and age in relation to different
ways of knowing in dance.

Although most research in dance expertise has focused around the performer or an
expert that is able to do or execute complex movement, I suggest future work must examine
other ways of knowing in dance. Dance researcher Jaana Parviainen [95] questions how
knowledge in dance changes when one is no longer able to perform a movement and cites
dance phenomenologist Sondra Horton Fraleigh:

Indeed, we commonly speak of skill in dance as a form of knowledge and also
speak of kinesthetic intelligence as an aspect of skillful dancing. But dance
involves more than just knowing how to do a movement. It also involves knowing
how to express aesthetic intent of the movement and how to create aesthetic
movement imagery. All of these forms of knowing are forms of bodily lived
(experiential) knowledge [52, location no. 691-97].

As Fraleigh describes, skilled movement is just one way of knowing in dance, but it is not the
only way. Parviainen [95] goes on to describe differences between “bodily knowledge” and
“articulated knowledge” and how these forms of knowledge both contribute and are com-
plementary to one another in forming dance knowledge. Parviainen’s definition of bodily
knowledge coincides with what I have referred to as kinesthetic knowledge and experience
throughout my dissertation. In contrast, articulated knowledge is a “mode of knowledge
expressed in words, numbers, formulas, and procedures, communicated in an exact manner
(although never exclusively so)” [95, p. 22]. Based on this definition, articulated knowledge
is how I have been able to examine kinesthetic knowledge in my dissertation through phys-
iological data, quantitative task assessments, and spoken reflections of one’s experience.
Parviainen emphasizes how articulated knowledge cannot replace bodily knowledge but can
“indicate the existence of bodily knowledge” [95, p. 22]. I agree that articulations of a kines-
thetic experience are not replacements for kinesthetic experience nor do they adequately
capture a kinesthetic experience. However, I slightly diverge from Parviainen’s epistemo-
logical viewpoint in that I view kinesthetic knowledge, not as a form of knowledge that
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is inadequately translated when articulated, but rather a form of knowledge that emerges
from fused experiences in articulation, movement, sensing, and empathy. As I stated ear-
lier in the overview of this chapter, every form of kinesthetic knowledge transmission is a
translation. The significance of this viewpoint is that knowledge cannot be acquired with-
out translation. Therefore, the goal of expertise research should not be focused on trying
to understand how to communicate aspects of kinesthetic knowledge or experience that
cannot be articulated, but rather understanding how experiences come together to create
one’s kinesthetic understanding and knowledge. Thus far I have used experience and knowl-
edge interchangeably throughout my dissertation because I believe experience is knowledge.
While I still hold this belief, I also now view knowledge as something that arises from a
fusion of many different experiences and it is how these experiences interact and relate with
one another where translation is formed.

In figure 6.1, I demonstrate my hypothesis of how kinesthetic knowledge is formed
through the interaction between empathetic, motor, sensing, and articulating experi-
ences. Importantly, I understand both past and current experiences to be equally influential
in creating knowledge. I see empathetic experience as an overarching experience that is
integral to all knowledge transmission and formations of experience. I suggest empathetic
experience refers to a shared understanding between a transmitter and receiver that is cre-
ated through interaction with one another in either a physical or trace form. As I suggest in
my research, empathy can be supported through multi-modal and multi-perspective obser-
vational practices. In further research, the relationship between empathy and kinesthetic
knowledge transmission and translation could be further understood by gathering infor-
mation in a survey about an expert’s experience in group and partnered choreography or
sports. Additionally, empathy experiences may also be inferred by the various modalities in
which experts commonly engage and observe movement or traces of movement (e.g. video,
virtual reality, live performance, books, paintings, etc...). Furthermore, my placement of
empathetic experience as encompassing sensing, motor, and articulating experiences sug-
gests that empathetic experience is not only integral to the formation of these experiences,
but also these experiences expand and influence one’s empathetic experience. Therefore,
understanding one’s motor, articulating, and sensing experiences will also provide insight
into one’s empathetic experiences.

I define motor experience as one’s experience with executing movement. This can
be technical, skilled movement or everyday movement. Motor experience can be further
understood in relation to kinesthetic knowledge and dance expertise by gathering informa-
tion about a dance practitioner’s experience in particular dance styles and other movement
techniques. As I found in Chapter 2, I also suggest examining differences between child-
hood and adult motor experiences and how they influence kinesthetic knowledge. One’s first
movement training experience may also be influential in how later movement techniques are
learned and executed. Differences in one’s virtuosic, expressive, and technical abilities in
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particular styles of movement can also be assessed and compared with one’s training to gain
a better understanding of how different types of motor experiences contribute to kinesthetic
knowledge.

My definition of articulating experience is aligned with Parviainen’s [95] definition
described previously and refers to one’s experience in describing movement and sensations
of movement. In contrast to Parviainen, however, I do not see articulating experience as
separate from kinesthetic knowledge, but rather an experience that is integral to the de-
velopment of kinesthetic knowledge. By this I do not mean one needs to be skillful in
articulation to have kinesthetic knowledge, but rather one’s articulations are integrated
in how one understands kinesthetic knowledge. I have also observed this in my research.
As I describe in Chapter 5, choreographer Judith Garay noticed how the dancers’ per-
formance in the The Fine Line ~ twisted angels noticeably developed after the interview
process. Additionally, in Chapter 2, I find articulations of movement are informed by one’s
previous movement training. This suggests that articulations not only inform movement
performance, but are also developed from one’s experience in movement. It may be that
each performer’s articulation is their kinesthetic experience articulated, but can only be
translated by those with similar movement experiences. To further understand articulation
experience in relation to kinesthetic knowledge in dance I suggest gathering information
about one’s experience with teaching, choreographing, dance notation and reflective prac-
tices. One’s training in anatomy/kinesiology and experience in working with quantitative
or physiological movement data may also contribute to one’s articulating experiences.

Lastly, sensing experience is one’s understanding of movement in relation to sensed
bodily processes. My idea of a sensed experience is often what many researchers consider
a kinesthetic experience or knowledge. However, I suggest kinesthetic knowledge is formed
through one’s motor, articulating and empathetic experiences. Although sensed experiences
may be difficult to articulate and understand in relation to kinesthetic knowledge in dance,
some indicators of one’s sensed experience may be inferred through training in somatic
practice, mindfulness and meditation. Events that may have caused a change in the body’s
ability to sense, such as an injury, can be relevant to one’s sensed experience. Perhaps
the most effective way forward in understanding sensed experience is for researchers to
experience the movement they are researching by doing the movement themselves.

In conclusion, I want to emphasize this hypothesis of kinesthetic knowledge is a starting
point for future research in dance expertise and kinesthetic transmission and has yet to
be proven. It is based on my current understanding of kinesthetic transmission through
my PhD research and my hope is that it can further develop research in dance movement
expertise and strengthen our understanding of how to more effectively transfer kinesthetic
knowledge in technologically-mediated spaces. Although most of my research took place
prior to the COVID-19 worldwide pandemic, my research in technologically-mediated kines-
thetic transfer is now more relevant than ever as so many of our everyday interactions have
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gone online. Much of the fear that once accompanied the use of these online technologies
in place of in-person communications has dissipated primarily out of necessity. Overall I
feel there is much more acceptance of disseminating dance and kinesthetic knowledge online
then there was at the start of my PhD research. This gives me great hope for a future where
kinesthetic knowledge can continue to expand through increased global interaction. I do
not think the digital transmission of kinesthetic knowledge will ever replace the in-person
experience. However, I do believe the integration of the physical and digital can expand
one’s notion of what a body is and further increase one’s ability to empathize, translate,
and experience new forms of kinesthetic knowledge that are only possible in technologically-
mediated spaces.

Figure 6.1: Towards a New Theory of Movement Expertise: I hypothesize four main types
of overlapping experiences that develop kinesthetic knowledge: empathetic, motor, articu-
lating, and sensing. I suggest empathetic experience is an overarching experience that is
integral to all knowledge transmission and formations of experience.
©Shannon Cuykendall, 2021
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Appendix A

The following pages are the first version of the Movement Expertise Survey that I developed
to use in my case study described in Chapter 4.
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MovingStories Movement Expertise Survey (V.1)
For more information please email Shannon Cuykendall 

Welcome 
This is a survey designed to gather information about your previous movement training. 

You will be asked to describe your previous physical and observational experiences with 

movement. Please be as thorough and detailed as possible. Your answers will help us 

better understand how movement experiences correlate to movement perception.  

Participant ID 
write N/A if you were not given a specific ID. 

Date 
DD/MM/YYYY 

Age 

Gender 

Are you right-handed or left-handed? 
Right-handed 

Left-handed 

Ambidextrous (equal dominance on right and left sides) 
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Section 1: General Information 

In a "normal week" how many hours do you on average engage or 

participate in physical activity/exercise? 
1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

16-18

19-21

22-24

25-27

28-30

30+ 

Describe the role of physical activity in your daily life. 
(e.g. Is physical activity a part of your profession, a hobby and/or part of your exercise 

regime?, What motivates you to participate in physical activity?) 

In what way do you use observation in your professional or daily 
life? 
Describe the objects or actions that you observe most often (e.g. movement, 

behaviors, environment). 
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Section 2: Dance Experience 

Do you have training in any dance practices? 
This can be self-taught, recreational, pre-professional and/or professional training in any 

genre of dance e.g. ballet, contemporary, modern, butoh, flamenco, capoeira, taiko, hiphop, 

breakdance, ballroom, traditional chinese, balinese or other cultural dances, tap, etc... 

Yes 

No 

Within the past year, how many hours a week do you spend practicing 
dance? 
This can include hours spent teaching, rehearsing, choreographing, training, performing 

< 1 

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

16-18

19-21

22-24

25-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

40+ 
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Have you ever choreographed or created a dance 
work? 

Yes 

No 

How many works have you 
choreographed? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 39 additional choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Describe one of the most memorable or significant works you have 

choreographed 
This can include aspects relating to the movement, the process, the setting of the work, or 

themes explored.  

Have you ever performed dance in front of an 
audience? 

Yes 

No 
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How many works have you performed in? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 39 additional choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Describe one of the most memorable or significant works you have 
performed in. 

This can include aspects relating to the process, the setting of the work, or themes 
explored. 
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List up to 3 dance styles/techniques you have the most training in or 

identify with the most. 

1. Dance Training

Dance Style Ballet 

Contemporary 

Modern 

Butoh 

Flamenco 

Hip Hop 

Breakdance 

Ballroom 

Folk Dance 

Bellydance 

... 21 additional 

choices hidden ... 

Historical Dance 

Improvisation 

Contact 

Improvisation 

Concert Dance 

Irish Dance 

Character Dance 

Hula 

Cultural Dance 

Afro-Cuban Dance 

Gaga 
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Other style of technique (not listed above) 

When did you begin practicing this style? 

Total Years of experience (active practice) 

Level Reached 

Early Childhood

 (12 or younger ) 

Late Childhood

 (13-18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

... 40 additional 

choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Beginning 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

Pre-Professional 

Professional 
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Yes 

No 

Honors, medals, scholarships, achievements. Please list any 

formal standardized examinations you are preparing for or 

have taken in conjunction with your training. 

Have you taught this style of dance? 

How many years have you taught this style of dance? < 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Describe how this training plays a role in your current 

physical movement practices. 

8 

9 

... 12 additional 

choices hidden ... 

21+ 
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Section 2: Dance Audience Experience 

Have you ever seen a dance performance? 
This includes anything from online dance videos, to street performances, to live theatre 

performances in forms such as  ballet, contemporary, modern, butoh, flamenco, capoeira, 

taiko, hiphop, breakdance, ballroom, traditional chinese, balinese or other cultural dances, 

tap, etc... 

Yes 

No 

List up to three dance styles you have 

the most experience viewing as an 

audience member. 

1. Dance Style

Ballet 

Contemporary 

Modern 

Butoh 

Flamenco 

Hip Hop 

Breakdance 

Ballroom 

Folk Dance 

Bellydance 

... 22  additional choices 

hidden ... Historical Dance 

Improvisation 

Contact Improvisation 

Concert Dance 

Irish Dance 

Character Dance 

Hula 

Cultural Dance 

Afro-Cuban Dance 

---Other Style (if applicable) 
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General Dance Audience Experience 
When did you begin watching dance? 

Early Childhood (12 or 

younger ) 

Late Childhood (13-18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

In the past year, how many live dance shows have you 

attended to watch? 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

On average how often do you watch dance (either live 

or recorded videos) 

8 

9 

... 40 additional choices 

hidden ... 

50+ 

Daily 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Yearly 

Not Very Often 

Describe one of the most memorable dance 

performances you have seen (either live or recorded) 
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Section 3: Somatic Practice Training Experience 

Have you had any training in a somatic practice? 
e.g. Yoga, Alexander Technique, Laban Movement Analysis, Pilates, The

Feldenkrais Method , etc...
Yes 

No 

Within the past year, how many hours a week do you devote to 
somatic 

practices? 
This can include hours spent teaching, self-led practice or guided practice. 

< 1 

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

16-18

19-21

22-24

25-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

40+ 
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List up to 3 somatic practices you have the most training in or identify 

with the most. 

1. Somatic Practice Training

Somatic Practice 

Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) 

Bartenieff Fundamentals 

Alexander Technique 

Skinner Releasing Technique 

Eutony 

Rolfing 

Yoga 

Pilates 

Trager Approach to Psychophysical 

Integration 

Kinetic Awareness 

Body Mind Centering (BMC) 

Shin Somatics 

Expressive Arts Therapy 

Ideokinesis 

BodyMind Dancing 

Feldenkrais 

Countertechnique 

Other 

Other Practice (not listed above) 
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When did you begin practicing this style? 

Total Years of experience (active 
practice) 

Early Childhood (12 or 

younger ) Late Childhood 

(13-18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

40 additional choices 

Yes 

No 

Are you certified or in the process of 

becoming certified? 

Date completed certification or current level 

of certification 

Have you taught this somatic practice? 

Yes 

No 
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How many years have you taught this practice? < 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Describe how this training plays a role in your current 

physical movement practices. 

... 12 additional choices hidden ... 

21+ 
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Section 4: Athletics/Sports Practice Experience 

Do you have training in athletics and/or sports practices? 
e.g. team sports or leagues,cycling, spinning, aerobics, weightlifting, swimming, rock

climbing, gymnastics, figure skating, etc..

Yes 

No 

Within the past year, how many hours a week do you spend practicing 

sports/athletics? 
This can include hours spent competing, training, cross-training, coaching, or refereeing. 

< 1 

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

16-18

19-21

22-24

25-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

40+ 
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Have you played sports competitively? 
Yes 

No 

How many competitions have you participated in? 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 39additional choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Describe one of the most memorable or significant competitions you have 

participated in. 
This can include aspects relating to the preparation or training, process leading up to the 

competition or the competition itself. 
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List up to 3 athletics/sport practices you have the most training in or 

identify with the most. 

1. Athletics/Sports Activity Training

Athletics/Sports Activity 
Cycling 

Sailing 

Target Sports 

Golf 

Climbing 

Archery 

Motion Controlled 

Video Games 

Running 

Hiking 

Team Sports 

... 21 additional 

choices hidden ... 

Figure Skating 

Gymnastics 

Softball 

Dodgeball 

Badminton 

Ultimate Frisbee 

Disc Golf 

Volleyball 

Track and Field 

Other 

Other Activity (not listed above) 
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When did you begin practicing this style? 

Total Years of experience (active practice) 

Level Reached 

Early Childhood (12 

or younger ) 

Late Childhood (13-

18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

... 40 additional 

choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Beginning 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

Pre-Professional 

Professional 

Honors, medals, scholarships, achievements. Please list 

any formal standardized examinations you are 

preparing for or have taken in conjunction with your 

training. 
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Have you coached or refereed this sport/activity? Yes 

No 

How many years have you coached/refereed 
this sport? 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Describe how this training plays a role in your current physical 

movement practices. 

8 

9 

... 12 additional 

choices hidden ... 

21+ 
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Section 4: Athletics/Sports Audience Experience 

Have you ever watched a sporting event/game? 
This includes both live and recorded sports events, professional or non-professional  

sport of any kind. (e.g. team sports or leagues,cycling, spinning, aerobics, weightlifting, 

swimming, rock climbing, gymnastics, figure skating, etc...) 

Yes 

No 

List up to three sports/activities you 

have the most experience viewing 

as an audience member. 

1. Athletics/Sports Activity

Cycling 

Sailing 

Target Sports 

Golf 

Climbing 

Archery 

Motion Controlled Video Games 

Running 

Hiking 

Team Sports 

... 21 additional choices hidden ... 

Figure Skating 

Gymnastics 

Softball 

Dodgeball 

Badminton 

Ultimate Frisbee 

Disc Golf 

Volleyball 

Track and Field 

Other 

---Other Activity  (not listed above) 
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General Athletics/Sports Audience 
Experience 
When did you begin watching sports? 

Early Childhood (12 or 

younger ) 

Late Childhood (13-18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

In the past year, how many live sporting events 

have you attended to watch? 
0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

... 40 additional choices 

hidden ... 

50+ 

On average how often do you watch sports (either 

live or recorded videos) 

Daily 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Yearly 

Not Very Often 

Describe one of the most memorable sporting 

events you have seen (either live or recorded) 
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On average how often do you watch sports (either 

live or recorded videos) 

Describe one of the most memorable sporting 

events you have seen (either live or recorded) 

Section 5: Martial Arts Training Experience 

Do you have any training in martial arts practices? 
This can be formal or informal training in practices such as Aikido, Judo, Karate, 

Capoeira, Jiu-Jitsu, Tai Chi, Taekwondo, etc... 

Yes 

No 

Within the past year, how many hours a week do you spend practicing 
martial 

arts? 
This can include hours spent competing, training, cross-training, or teaching. 

< 1 

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

16-18

19-21

22-24

25-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

40+ 

Daily 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Yearly 

Not Very Often 
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Have you practiced martial arts competitively or participated in 
exhibitions? 

Yes 

No 

How many competitions or exhibitions have you participated in? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 39 additional choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Describe one of the most memorable or significant competitions or 
exhibitions 

you have participated in. 
This can include aspects relating to the preparation or training, process leading up to 

the competition/exhibition or the competition/exhibition itself. 
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Section 5: Martial Arts Training Experience 

List up to 3 martial arts practices you have the most training in 

or identify with the most. 

1. Martial Arts Training

Martial Arts Practice 

Aikido 

Judo 

Jujitsu 

Kendo 

Kyundo 

Sumo 

Karate 

Taekwondo 

Fencing 

Capoeira 

... 41 additional 

choices hidden ... 

Kuk Sool Won 

Sambo 

Sanshou 

Savate 

Sikaran 

Sojutsu 

Systema 

Taekkyeon 

Tahtib 

Other 

Other style or technique (not listed above) 
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When did you being practicing this activity? 

Total Years of experience (active practice) 

Level Reached 

Honors, medals, scholarships, achievements. Please 

list any formal standardized examinations you are 

preparing for or have taken in conjunction with 

your training. 

Early Childhood (12 

or younger ) 

Late Childhood (13-

18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

... 40 additional 

choices hidden ... 

50+ 

Beginning 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

Pre-Professional 

Professional 
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Have you coached or taught this martial arts 
practice? 

Yes 

No 

How many years have you taught or coached this 
practice? 

< 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

... 12 additional 

choices hidden ... 

21+ 

Describe how this training plays a role in your current physical 

movement practices. 
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Section 4: Martial Arts Audience Experience 

Have you ever watched a Martial Arts competition or exhibition? 
This includes both live and recorded events, professional or non-professional 

Yes 

No 

List up to three sports/activities 

you have the most experience 

viewing as an audience member. 

1. Martial Arts Practice

Aikido 

Judo 

Jujitsu 

Kendo 

Kyundo 

Sumo 

Karate 

Taekwondo 

Fencing 

Capoeira 

... 41 additional choices hidden ... 

Kuk Sool Won 

Sambo 

Sanshou 

Savate 

Sikaran 

Sojutsu 

Systema 

Taekkyeon 

Tahtib 

Other ---Other style or technique  (not listed above) 
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General Martial Arts Audience 
Experience 
When did you begin watching martial arts? 

In the past year, how many live martial arts 

events have you attended to watch?  

On average how often do you watch martial arts 

practices (either live or recorded videos) 

Describe one of the most memorable martial arts 

events you have seen (either live or recorded) 

Early Childhood (12 or 

younger ) 

Late Childhood (13-18) 

Early Adult (19-39) 

Late Adult (40+) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 39 additional choices 

hidden ... 

50+ 

Daily 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Yearly 
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Section 6: Anatomy/Kinesiology Experience 

Have you studied anatomy and/or kinesiology? 

Yes 

No 

Please list specific courses you have taken in Anatomy/Kinesiology 

Course Title/Topic Length of Course (wks) Year Taken (YYYY) 

<10 Weeks 

10 -12 Weeks (Quarter) 

12-14 Weeks (Trimester)

14-16 Weeks (Semester)

2 Semesters 

Year Long 

<10 Weeks 

10 -12 Weeks (Quarter) 

12-14 Weeks (Trimester)

14-16 Weeks (Semester)

2 Semesters 

Year Long 

<10 Weeks 

10 -12 Weeks (Quarter) 

12-14 Weeks (Trimester)

14-16 Weeks (Semester)

2 Semesters 

Year Long 

How have you applied or used this knowledge in your daily life and 
work? 
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Section 7: Other Movement Activities 

Do you participate in or practice any other movement activity that 
was not already previously mentioned? e.g. acting, military training, circus

training, physical theatre, mime, clowning, drumming, meditation, motion controlled 
video games etc...

Yes 

No 

Please list other movement activities you partake/have trained in 

that were not previously mentioned. 

Movement Activities Years of Experience Practiced in the past 

year? 
1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

... 40 additional choices 

hidden ... 

51+ 

Yes 

No 

Thank you for your participation! 

Would you like to be contacted about the results of this experiment? 

Yes 

No 

Please provide additional feedback about this survey here: 
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